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I* iirrRODUCTiow. 
She studies in the genus Aerohaoter reported herein 
are largely an outgrowth of previous researches in this field. 
The present investigation was planned v/ith the following 
objectives: 
1. Ascertain incidence of the genus Aerohacter 
in human feces* 
2. Compare characteristics of fecal strains with 
strains isolated from other sources. 
3. Determine the value of various methods for differ­
entiating the genus Aerohacter from other genera 
of the colon group, 
4« Observe growth in media containing iron salts. 
5. Ascertain effect of temperature on gas production. 
6. Study reduction of methylene blue and oxidation-
reduction potentials developed in lactose broth. 
7. Develop a rapid and reliable routine test for 
identifying bacteria of the genus Aerobacter. 
8. Ascertain cultural and physiological characteristics 
of strains in the genus Aerobacter, 
9. Classification of the organisms studied. 
)• 
A study was made of' 251 organisms belonging to the genus 
Aerobacter. In various phases of the investigation 7 to 52 
strains of the genus Escherichia and 4 to 70 strains of the 
proposed genus Citrobacter wero employed for the purpose of 
control and comparison. 
REVIEW ^  LITERATimE 
Emmerich (1884) first Isolated a bacterlvmi of the colon** 
aerogenes group from the feces of a case of cholera Infantvnn, 
Eacherlch (1885) first described Escherichia coll and 
Aerobacter aero/3:enes under the names of Bacterium coll com" 
raune and Bacterium lactis aerogenes respectively. Both organ­
isms were isolated from the stools of inilk-fed children. 
Extensive studies of the colon group followed Imediately 
and It v/as soon recognized that the members of this group 
were predominant and constant constituents of intestinal dis­
charges of man and animals. Reports of Investigations became 
and continue to be so numerous that at this date the litera­
ture on this group is probably more vast than on any other 
one group in the subject of bacteriology. 
The colon group Includes all gram negative non-spore-
foirming bacteria which ferment lactose with production of 
acid and gas and grow aeroblcally on standard solid media. 
At present two genei'a are recognized, namely, Escherichia 
Aerobfecter. It is universally agreed that Escherichia 
organisms aive M-f, VP- and Citrate- and Aerobacter organ­
isms are IIR-, VP+ and Citrate +. Workman and Gillen (1932) 
proposed the generic name Cltrobacter to be applied to cit-
rate-posltive, coll-aerogenes Intermediates VP-, Clt-
rate+) on the basis of the production of trimethylene glycol 
—9"» 
from glycerol. 
The d-lstributlon of colon-aerogenes bacteria is of para­
mount importance to sanitary bacteriologists. That Eacheri-
ohia organiems are predominantly fecal ia an established 
fact and their presence in water supplies has been taken as 
an indication of fecal contamination. It is also recognized 
that Aerobacter strains are rarely found in feces. 
Althotigh the tendency is to regard the finding of Aero­
bacter strains in water (in. the absence of Escherichia 
strains) as of minor or negligible significance as an indi­
cation of fecal pollution, this opinion is not imanimous. 
The American Public Health Association (1933) recoramends tour 
tests (V,P., M.R,, citric and uric acid testa) for use in the 
bacteriological examination of drinlcing v/ater to differentiate 
fecal from non-fecal organisms but regards the presence of 
either type as evidence of contamination. 
Levine (1981) sxanmarissed the results of 15 investigators 
and computed the average incidence of Aerobacter strains in 
human feces to be 5.9 percent of the colon-aerogenes group 
present, based on the M-VP reactions. More recently the In­
vestigations of Koser (1924), Ctmningham and Raghavachari 
(1924), Pawan (1925), Taylor, et. al, (1926), Hicks (1927), 
Holwerda (1930), Ruchhoft, et. al, (1931), Skinner and Brud-
noy (1932), Koser and Saunders (1932), and burke-Gaffney 
(1933) were in agreement with the findings of the earlier 
workers with respect to the incidence of Aerobacter organ­
isms in human feces. Most of these investigators employed 
•"XO*" 
Koser's citrate mediixa in addition to the Iffl and VP testa 
and consequently reported the incidence of Interraediatea, 
In the individual reports, the proportion of Aerobacter 
strains varied from none (Koser and Saunders) to 8,0 per­
cent (Biirke-Gaffney). The intermediate group (I.IR+, VP-, Git-
rat e+) are also apparently rare in human feces, the number 
varying frora none (Koser) to 10.77 percent (Skinner and Brud-
noy) • 
Employing a citrate meditim for preliminary enrichment, 
Crulkshank (1930) vms able to isolate Aerobacter strains from 
98 out of 135 human samples examined and Gray (1032) found 37 
out of 40 samples from 10 healthy Individuals to yield Aero­
bacter cultures• 
Levine and Linton (19S4) were probably the first workers 
to use a citrate medium as an enrichment medium for isola­
tion of Aerobacter strains from human feces, Bardsley (1934) 
using the same isolation method on seven samples fishod 111 
strains of which 31.0 percent v/ere Aerobacters and 12,0 per­
cent were Intermediater (Citrobacter) strains. 
Additional reviews of leterature will bo given as intro­
ductory diacuasions under the headings of the various phases 
studied. 
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III. CUIgURES STUDIED, 
This study was made on 251 organisms "belonging to the 
genus Aerohaoter and included 181 strains upon which a pre­
liminary report was made,# In various pliasea of investiga-t 
tion 7 to 58 strains of the genus Esoheriohia and 4 to 70 
strains of the proposed genus Cltrobaoter were employed for 
purposes of control and comparison* 
1. SOURCES AHD METHODS OP ISOLATION, 
V/ater; The water strains were isolated In accordance 
with the procedure described in Standard Methods of V/ater An­
alysis (AiP.JJcAs 1933)• The samples v/ere collected in ster­
ile glass bottles. One and 10 o,o. portions were inoculated 
into standard lactose broth. Upon formation of gas, eoslne 
methylene blue agar plates were smeared with a glass rod. 
Characteristic colonies were picked and purified by repeated 
inoculation into lactose broth and replating on EI© agar, . 
Soil: The soil samples consisted of portions of surface 
earth (about 50 grams) which were collected in small sterile 
glass Jars by scraping with a sterile spatula* The sample 
was transferred into 500 o,o, sterile water, thoivDughly 
shaken and allowed to stand for about 30 minutes. Ten c,c, 
of the supernatant liquid were transferred into standard lac­
tose broth. Thereafter- the procedure was similar to that 
I 
used in obtaining cultures from water. 
Rotted Potatoes: Cultures from rotted pot-^tr.oo were 
^Lovlne", Vaugiin', kpstein arid Anderson, 'Some differential re-
actions in the colon-aerogenes group of bacteria, Soc, Exp. 
Biol, and Med, 1932, 29J 1022-1024, 
—12"» 
aeouped by seaJ?lng the aurfaoe with, a heated spatula and re-
movinr; a small amount of the Interior into lactose "broth fol-
lov/ed by plating onto ET-IB agar tipon appearance of gas. 
Alfalfa; The alfalfa sample was collected in a sterile 
metallic petri dish container, cut up into small pieces with 
a heated aciaaors and transferred into a liter of sterile v/a-
ter. After thoroiAgh shaking, 10 c.c. portions v;ere inocula­
ted into lactose broth and plated on Elffi agar if gas was form­
ed. 
Shucked Oyateras The shucked oysters' strains v;ere ob­
tained by inoculating 1 and 10 c.c. volumes into lactose 
broth followed by the usual plating procedure. 
Fecal Cultures, (Human and animal): The samplins device 
for obtaining human specimens consisted of a glass rod (4 x 
65 mra.) flattened and bent at an angle of about 60® at one 
end, which was Inserted Into a glass tube (18 x 70 una.). The 
tube was plugged with cotton and atcrillzed at 15 pounds for 
45 minutes. 
Upon evacuation a small amount of fecal material was 
caught on th© bent end of the rod which was reinserted into 
the tube. The samples were broTight to the laboratory as soon 
as Y/as possible. 
The samples from animals were collected immediately after 
evacuation and placed in sterilized glass jars. 
TECiraiQUE 
The surfaces of the animal samples were seared with a 
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heated spatula and a sjnall amount of the interior of the 
solid material was transferred into Koser's citric acid med­
ium and incubated at 37® C« After 12 to 48 hours, platings 
were made on E. M, B, agar# Characteristic colonies were 
fished and purified. 
Upon receipt of the human specimens in the laboratory, 
the mouth of each tube was thoroughly flamed. Then a small 
portion of the aatnple (size of a pea) was transferred into 
sterile tap water and emulsified. Several loopfula were in­
oculated into Koaer'a citrate medium and into lactose broth. 
Incubation was at 37® G. If gas was produced in the lactose 
broth one or two loopfuls were inoculated into Koaer'a citrate 
medium. The citrate media in both instances were held at 37®G, 
for IS to 48 hours and then plated (potired) onto Levine's 
eoslne methylene blue agar. Two platings were thus mad© from 
each sample. The E. M. B,. plates were Incubated for 24 hours 
at S7®G, Representatives of all colony types were fished into 
Koaer'a citrate medixoa. From these tubes plates v/ere again 
made on E. M. B, agar and a well isolated colony was fished 
to lactose broth, This procedure was repeated until It was 
felt that the strains were pure cultures as determined by 
colony appearances on the differential medium. 
Each strain selected was tested for production of gas 
from lactose, formation of acetyl metiiyl carblnol from Difco 
M.R, - ViP. medium aixd ability to utilize sodium citrate aa 
the sole aouroe of carbon. Inoculations Into Koaer'a citrate 
mediton v/ore made from the Dlfoo r/I,R,-V,P, oulfcitrea, 
Cultxirea v/hloh were laotose+, citrat0+ and V,?,+ were to 
he taken to "be Aerobaoter atraina. Those which were laotoae+, 
0ltrat0+ and V.P«- were regarded as Cltrobaoter strains and 
those which were lactoses, citrate- and V.P,- were considered 
Sscherlchla strains. 
2, INCIDMGE OP GITRATE-OTILIZING COLOH 
BACTERIA IN irjiail FECES. 
A total of 162 human saanples from students at Iowa State 
College were examined for the presence of cltrate-utlllzlng 
colon bacteria. Of these 75 were from males and 07 females. 
The collection of the samples from females was made possible 
through the cooperation of Dr. Sso-a D. Kaler of the College 
Hospital. The incidence of Aerobacter and Cltrobaoter strains 
with respect to sex Is shown In Table II. 
Plfty*four or 33.3 percent of the 162 specimens yielded 
citrate utilizing colon bacteria. Forty - six or 28.4 per­
cent gave Aerobaoter strains which formed different appear­
ing colonies on E. M. B. agar. Pour male specimens yielded 
one strain each of Aerobaoter and Cltrobaoter. For that rea­
son a total of 61 citrate-utilizing colon bacteria were iso­
lated from 54 samples of human feces and Included 49 Aero­
baoter and 12 Cltrobaoter strains. In no instances was more 
than one strain selected from an individual sample where the 
colony oharacterlstlos on E. M. B. agar were similar. Six­
teen Escherichia strains were also isolated for purposes of 
••15-
control and coraparlaon In later studies. 
In the exainlnation of 162 samples of hirnian feces employing 
parallel preliminary enrichment In citrate and lactose media, 
a total of 496 characteristic colon-aeroi^Qnes colonies v/ere 
fished from E, M, T3« agar. Of these 97 or 19,55 percent 
wore citrate-positive, A comparison of the results obtained 
with each method of isolation is given in Table III, 
Table III, shows a comparison of enrichment isolation 
methods employed for obtainins citrate-utilizing colon bac­
teria from human feces. It will bo noted that only 40 cit-
rate-utiliaing colon bacteria were obtained by the lactose-
citrate enrichment method whereas 57 such strains were iso­
lated by the citrate method. Since a total of 61 citrate-
utilizing strains were obtained, the indications are that 4 
Aerobacter strains wore obtained with the lactose-citrate 
method which were missed by the citrate method, while 21 
strains v;Mch were obtained by the citrate enrichment were 
missed by the laotoae-citrate technique. 
TABLE I 
SOURCE AHD Ri/iCORD OF ISOLATIOK OF CULTURES 
Source 
Nuumer of Strains 
Isolated by Date 
Aerobacter 
(VP+.Gitrate+) 
Citrobacter 
(VP-.Citrate+) 
Escherichia 
(VP-.,Citrate-) 
176« 55 31 Anderson 1929 
Milk 2» «• Grimes 1929 
Carboiiateti 
Bevera/^es S» Bodensteiner 1929 
Htman Feces 49 12 16 Epstein 1934 
Piseoa Feces 1 •• 1933 
Chicken 
Feces 2 2 1 M 1933 
C attle 
Feces tm 2 •• 1933 
Surface 
Water 11 2 «• 
1932 
1933 
Soil 3 mm »* 1932 
Rotted 
Potatoes 5 1 «• 1933 
Alfalfa 1 mm •• 1932 
^iivicked 
Oysters 1 1 m, •• 1933 
¥dtai i jo# 
of Strains 251 70 52 
«€-ultxires employed in previous study (Epstein,1932) From University of Cork, 
Ireland, ^KHfrStudent of Iowa State College Graduate School 
•»X6«* 
TABLE III. 
COMPARISON OF EITniCiLMElOT IffiTIIODS, 
Enrichment • • No. of • • Citrate+ : Aerobacter 2  Cltrobacter 
Method :  
X  
Colonies 
Pished . 
J  
NO 4  :  s  NO .  :  fo Ho. • *  y o  
•st-Lactose-
Gitrate 
• 
• 
• » 
^22 i 
m 
9 
40 :18.0: 
t : 
32 I  14.4 
• 
• 
s 
* 
• 
8 : 3.3 
• 4 
Citrate • • 274 i 57 :20.8i 45 S^16.4 • • 12 4.4 
^^Upon foraiation of gas in lactose broth, 1-2 loopfuls vrere 
inoculated into Koser*a citrate medim. Plating onto eosine 
methylene blue agar in both methods was from the citrate 
medium. 
In thirty-six inatances there v/ere corresponding results 
with the two techniques. That is, 36 colonies fished from 
eosine methylene blue agar plates derived from preliminary 
enrichment in lactose broth and 36 colonies fished from pre­
liminary enrichment In Koser's citrate medim were considered 
as representing the same type of organism present in the feces 
emulsion. This contention was based upon the comparable ap­
pearances of the colonies in question. 
3. QEMERAL CHARACTERISTICS, 
The general characteristics of the colon group of bacteria 
included are morphology, reaction to Gram's stain and fermenta­
tion of lactose. 
TABLE II 
IHCIDBIJGE OF CITRATK-UTILIZIIJG GOLOil DAGTSRIA V/ITH KliSi'ECT TO SEX 
Male Female Total 
No. of samples examined 75 87 162 
I?o. of samples yieldin.£? lactose, citrate bacteria 29» 25 54« h 
Per cent of samples yieldinf^ lacto3e+* cltrate+ bacteria 38.67 28.80 
p 
33.33 ' 
Ho, of samples Trieldinp; Aerobacter strains 24^:- 22 46* 
Per cent of samples yielding Aerobacter strains 32.0 25.30 28.40 
No» of samples yielding; Gltrobacter strains 9« 3 12& 
Per cent of samples Yielding Gltrobacter straiJis 12.0 3.50 7.40 
* Pouj? male sajiiples yielded one strain each of Aerobacter and Gltrobacter 
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Morphology and Gram Stain> Gi'atu stains were made from 
yoxing (less than 18 hours old) agar slant cultures* The 
staining solutions were freshly made and their reliability 
determined by staining known positive (D, aubtllis and Staph 
axireua) and negative (Each, ooli) organisKia, 
Examinations for the presence of spores were made from 
agar slant cultures left for twenty days at room temperattire 
All cultures listed in Table 1. are regarded as Gram 
negative rods, A few of the organisms did not show up the 
red stain as well as the others. 
-Morphology wan determined from the Gram stain, a'v/enty 
day old cultures showed no spores but did not stain as uni­
formly as the young cultures. 
Fermentation of lactose; Difco dehydrated lactose broth 
medium was used. Positive reactions were indicated by the 
prodtiction of acid and gas within 48 hours. All of the ciil-
tures listed in Table 1. were tested and fotaid to produce 
acid and at least 10 percent gas within 48 hoiors at 37®C« 
-18^  
IV. EXEERIIvIE'FrAL. 
Experimental v/ork included th.e follovfing studies: 
1, Colony characteristics on eosine methylene 
blue agar, i 
2, Differentiation of the genus Aerobacter from 
other genera of the colon group on physiologi­
cal characteristics, 
3, Obsearvatlon of growth in media containing iron 
salts, 
4, Effect of temporature on gas production in media 
containing lactose, glucose and mannltol. 
5, Oxidation-reduction, 
6, Technique of rapid method for detecting the 
production of acetyl-methyl-carbinol, 
7, Characters useftil for differentiation of species. 
-19-
1, COLOi'TT CHAHilCTEHISTICS OW EOSIiffi iETir.'rffiiiE BLUE AGAR. 
The colony study v/as made on Dlfco dehydrated Levlno's 
eoslne jnethylene blue agar. Cultures were Inoculated into 
tryptophane broth and incubated for 12-13 hours at 37®C, A 
small loopful (1 ram, in diameter) of the tryptophan© culture 
v/as v/ashed off in a tube of sterile tap water and then placed 
in the center of the agar plate. The plate v/as smeared by 
employing a sterile glass rod bent at an angle of about 110®, 
Descriptions v/ere made of well isolated colonies. 
The 251 Aerobacter strains studied were classified into 
seven different types modeled after Levine (1921 a). Descrip­
tions of 21 Escherichia and'17 Citrobacter strains isolated 
by the v/riter were also made. 
a. Colony types. 
In Table IV. are given the descriptions of the various 
types of colonies formed by the Aerobacter strains and Table 
v. shows how the colonies of Escherichia and Citrobacter 
strains appeared. 
Type A-I (liable IV,) is tho typical Aerobacter aarogenes 
conforming to the original description given by Levine. 
Type A-II differs from Type A-I with respect to the color 
and relative size of the center, which is wine and constitutes 
three-quarters the diameter of the colony. 
Type A-III is characterized by its small size, 1-1/2 to 3 
ram. in diameter, and a cratiform center. 
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Typo A-IV is very similar to Type A-I except that the cent­
er Is red v/lne-llke or blue in color. 
Type A-V is similar to Type A-I except as regards con­
fluence and surface but resembles Type A-III in elevation 
and appearance by transmitted light. 
Type A-VI resembles Type A-I in appearance by transmitted 
light but in reflected light the colonies appear dull rather 
tlian glossy or mucoid as is characteristic for Type A-I, The 
center of Type A-VI is also cratiform. 
Type A-VII more closely resembles the standard descrip­
tion of Esch, coll tlian Aerobacter aeror-ienes» 
The designation of five types of Escherichia colonies 
shown in Table V is really an addition of two types to the 
throe described by Levine (19S1 a). Type C-I is the typical 
Escherichia coll conforming to the orig3.nal description of 
liSvine, 
Type O-II colonies differs from Type O-I in that they 
are v/ine-colored and have no metallic sheen. 
Type C-III is larger than Type C-I (3 to 4 ram,) and Its 
edge is irregular. 
Type C-IV is similar to Type C-III in size but resembles 
Type C-I In appearance by transmitted light. 
Type C-V includes small pink colonies and resembles Type 
C-I principally. In size and confluence. 
Studies on colony oharacterlstlcs on eosine methylene blue 
were made with the purpose of trying to find some significant 
TABLE V 
TYPES OF ESCHERICHIA COLONIES OH EOSIHE METHYLSilE BLUE AGAR (LOTSE FORMULA) 
AFTER 24 HOUHS AT 57°G 
e-ii : G-m ci-iV 
Diameter S-3 3BII. 2-4 E5m« : ^4 inni. 3-4 nnn. 1-2 urn. 
Confluence ^eighboip'lnig 
colonies do 
not fuse 
Li]» I Like I like 1 Like I 
Elevation Like I Flat like I Like I 
Surface Plat or slight­
ly concave 
Slightly convex Flat,slightly 
rouRh « 
tiilce tl 
i 
d on vest, smooth 
glistening 
!t:dp:© ileffular , entire Like I In^essiular Like I Like I 
Appearance 
by trans-
jxiltted 
light 
tJark^aliaoai 
black centei'^s 
which extend 
three -fourths 
across diameter 
of colony, 
surrounded by 
a narrow light­
er zone 
D'srk broTsn 
or purple 
centers* 
Wine centers 
Less than one-
half diameter 
of colony. 
bark wine 
colo3?ed cen­
ters v?hich 
extend more 
than three 
fourths a-
cross dia­
meter of 
colony 
Very light ^ 
central area, ^ 
Almost same ^ 
appearance ' 
throughout. 
Appearance 
by reflect­
ed light 
Dark,button-
like, of ten 
concentrically 
ringed,with a 
greenish 
sheen 
Vv^ine colored 
when sheen is 
present it is in 
area th^t is 
halo by trans-
jaitted li^ht 
Strong metal­
lic sheen 
Soniewhat 
inucoid in 
appearance. 
Sheen 
around 
colony 
Colonies are 
pink,Bietallic 
sheen not 
present. 
Escher­
ichia 
Cultures 
13 C-I 5 G-li 2- cm 1-C-IV 0-C-Y 
Citro-
bacter 
Cultures 
4 C-I t 11 C-II 
• 
» 
» 
0-C-III 0-C-IV 2-C-V 
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correlation with other oharaotera, 
b. Correlation of colony types on EMi agar v/lth source. 
The correlation of colony types formed by the 251 Aero-
bacter strains studied with h'..eir aource ia shown in Table 
VI» It will be noted that 26 or 53.06 percent of the human 
strains formed Type A-IV which in some laboratories is con­
sidered as the typical wine or blue Aerobactei' aerop:enea» 
Fifteen or 30.6 percent formed Type A-V vrhlch is alao a v/ine 
colored colony. Forty-one or 83.7 percent of the 49 strains, 
therefore, formed wine colored colonies. Only 6 or 12,3 per­
cent of these strains formed Type A-I colonics. 
TABLE VI. 
Correlation of Types of Colonies on EI.IB agar with Source, 
Sb'uroe of 
Cultures 
i Colony ilype on !Ete Aj?ar 
; t A - M  :j l - W ? A ^ V : A - f a : A - v i i f o C T  
Eggs -amr i TT 1 t ssrr 6 t 14 t m " 
Milk ; - J m m • « .» m m 2: m 1 m « • 2 
Carbonated Bev­: - ; m • - • * m 1 »t i m • • m 
erages • 1 • • • m • • m « • 2; • # m • 3 
Human feoeei, s 6 i F «• i 1 t 26 t 15; 1 • • m s 49 
Chicken feces t 1 : fm i I : •• : ' m « ft m • * 2 
Surface water 3 t 1 t m A • 7 ••s m 3 m t 11 
Soil : S t 1 3 m » m «•! * • m « • 3 
Rotted Potatoes t - Ji m • • 1 t m • 9 1 : wm • • 3 
Alfalfa, i • : • • m. i 1 a *« m : • s 1 
Simcked Oysters t 1 i m • • t M 1 -8 m * • - • m 1 
^•Figures indicate number of strains. 
It will be noted that types A-I, A-IV and A-V were most 
frequently encountered. These can be readily detected as 
Aerobacter colonies by any one with a little or even no 
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experlence with eoslne methylene bltie agar. Types A-II, A-III 
and A-VI are most likely to be considered as Aei^obacter strains 
because the colonies are highly elevatbd and have either smll 
centers or are glossy and mucoid in appearance. 
Type A-VII more closely resembles the typical Esch. coll 
than the typical Aerobacter aeroRenea, Employing eoalne me­
thylene blue agar (Levlne fonmila) 237 or 94.4 percent of the 
251 Aerobacter strains studied would probably have been de­
tected as such by one with some experience. 
Of the 17 Citrobacter strains studied with respect to 
colony appearances on th© differential medium all more close­
ly resembled the typical Esch. coll than the typical A, aero-
genes • 
2, DIPPEREIWIATION OP THE GEMS AEROBACTm PROM OTHER GEUERA 
OF THE COLON GIIOUP OK PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS, 
Until 1924 genera of .the colon group have been differ­
entiated on the basis of their physiological characteristics 
with respect to formation of actyl-mothyl-carbinol, reaction 
to the methyl red test and their ability to grow in uric acid 
and citric acid media. In the last decade a nuinber of nev; 
media have been proposed for differentiation of the genera of 
the group in question. 
It is the purpose of this study to determine the value of 
the various methods for differentiating the genus Aerobacter 
from other genera of the colon group. The follov/ing criteria 
were investigated: 
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The Voges-Proakauer reaction. 
The methyl red test. 
Growth in urlo acid and citric acid media. 
Alkaline in aodlunx malonate mediura. 
Production of HgS from proteose peptone, 
-Formation of acid and gas from celloblose 
and alploa-methyl-d-glucoside, 
A brief discussion of the literature concerning the dif­
ferential methods follows# 
of Literature. 
There is perhaps universal agreement with Levine (1921 b) 
with regard to the limitations of the colon group of bacteria. 
He stated: "The colon group will therefore be considered to 
include non-sporlng. Gram negative bacilli which fe3?:nent lac­
tose with the prodtictlon of acid and gas and which are capa­
ble of grov/ing aerobic ally**. Levine (1918) differentiates 
the genus Aerobacter (Aerogenes-Cloacae Group) from the genus 
Escherichia (Coli Group) on the basis of the V,P, and M.R. 
tests. Weldin (1927) adds the citric acid and uric acid tests 
to the V,P. and M.R. teats in his differentiation of the gen­
era in question. Bergey (1934) differentiates the genera on 
the basis of formation of acetyl-methyl-carbinol (V,P» test) 
and has a notation with reference to the proposal of Workman 
and Glllen (1932) for the recognition of the genus Citrobact-
er to include forms intermediate between the genus Escheri-
eh3.a and the genus Aerobacter. 
^he VoRes-Proskauer Reaction. The Voges-Proskauer 
tests wliich depend upon the ability of an organism to produce 
-24" 
acetyl-metliyl-carbinol in poptons glucose broth with a resvilt-
ant color reaction upon the addition of alkali was discovered 
by Vogos and Proskauer (1898), 
Durham (1901) reported a positive test with B, laotis aero-
genes and B. cloacae. 
3ergey and Dechan (1908) and I.IacConkey (1909) included 
this test for classification purposes. 
Harden and his co-vrarkors in England (1905, 1905-1006, 
1911-1912) worked out in detail the chemistry of the reaction 
and siiov;ed that the clT^'actoristic ooslne-like coloration was 
due to acQtyl-methyl-carblnol being oxidized to dlacetyl and 
reacting with some constituent cf peptone. 
Lovlne (1916) pointed out the significance of the Yoges-
Proiika'i.er reaction with respect to probable aoxirce of bac­
teria giviaig positive tests. Later he (1921 b) selected this 
test as the most satisfactory for routine work because of the 
fact that it could be detemined within 24 hours. 
Paine (1927) reported that acetyl-methyl-carbinol was 
destroyed by certain members of the colon-aerogenes group, 
ft 
V/illlams and Morrovr (19S8) confirmed Paine's work and re­
ported that certain strains of Aei^obacter aero^^enes destroy­
ed the acetyl-methyl-carbinol within IB hours. 
(2.) The Methyl Red Test. Shortly after Rogers, Clark 
and Davie (1914) showed tlmt the colon bacteria could be di­
vided into two sections on the basis of the ratio of the 
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carbon dioxide and hydrogen formed in glucose feiroentation, 
Clark and Luba (1915) discovered a definite correlation be­
tween the gas ratios and the hydrogen ion concentration in a 
suitable medium and thus proposed the methyl red test. They 
recommended a medium containing 0,5 percent Witte's peptone, 
0.5 percent KaHP04, and 0.5 percent glucose. They stipulated 
an incubation period of 5 days at 30®0. and the use of methyl 
red or paranitrophenol as an indicator. 
Levine (1916) was the first to call attention to a high 
correlation between the methyl red and Voges-Proskauer re­
actions and called attention to the significance of these re­
actions with respect to the source of organisms of the colon 
group. 
Standard Methods (1917) incorporated Levine's work and 
recommended the use of these reftctions to differentiate be­
tween probable fecal and non-fecal contamination in routine 
water analysis, 
Levine (19S1 b) reviewed the work of a lar£;e number of 
investigators and clearly established the fact that the M,R,+, 
V.P.- strains predominate in the feces of man and animals and 
the M.R,-, V.P.+ strains are very rare in feces and are com­
mon in soils and grains, 
?'^Qdium Containing Uric Acid as Sole Source 
of Nitrogen, Koser (1918) in a study of 124 organisms observ­
ed that B, lactls aerop;enes v/as able to develop in a medium 
in whidTi uric acid furnished the only source of nitrogen while 
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B. coll failed to grow, 
Gherm and Rettger (1920) found an almost perfect correla­
tion for the M«K. and V,P, reactions with the uric acid test, 
They reported that all of their 447 V,P,+ strains grew in 
uric acid v/hlle only 10 of their V.P,- strains developed in 
the uric acid nedi'um. 
More recently Bardsley (1934) also reported a very high 
corrolatlon between the M.F:,, V.P,, uric acid and sodlun cit­
rate teats, 
Growth in mediuia contaj^m citric acid as sole 
source of carbon. Browi (1931) reported that the adcTltlon of 
sodiijau citrate to media inlilbite.d the /growth of B, coll and 
Increased the growth of lactis aerop:enes and B, cloacae, 
Koser (1923, 1924 a, 1924 b, 1924 c) made an extensive 
study of coll-earogenes organisms v/ith respect to their 
ability to utilize the salts of citric acid as the only source 
of carbon and proposed the iise of a synthetic raeditnn contain­
ing sodium citrate as tho only source of carbon for differ­
entiating between Bact, coll and J-'act. aero genes. He also 
suggested that the use of the citric acid test offered a bet­
ter index to the probable source of organisms than the M,Pi, 
and V.P. tests on the basis of his findings tliat fecal 
V,F,- strains were un£.blo to t\tlliae citrates v;hlle soil 
M,R,+, V,'F,- cultures were able to \).3e citrates as the only 
source of carbon. 
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Standard Methods (1925) added Koser's uric acid and citric 
acid media to the list of recommended differential tests to be 
employed in v/ater analysis. 
Pav/an (1925), naghavachari (1926), Taylor, et.al. (1927), 
Lewis and Pittman (1928) and Ruclihoft, et. al. among many 
other investigators foimd Koser's citrate meditim a valuable 
aid in the interpretation of the sanitary analysis of water. 
Eardsley (192G) considered the citrate test the, least val­
uable for indicating the probable source of organisms v/hen 
compared with the M.H., V.P,, and indol tests. Later (1954) 
she revei'sed her opinion and stated "that cu.ltivation in cit­
rate medium, suggested by Brown (3.921), gives a better corre­
lation between the types of organisms and its source than the 
reactions formerly employed", 
(5.) The Fermentation of Sodium Malonate. Leifson (1933) 
reported a perfect correlation in the Aerobaoter-Escherchia 
group between the "fermentation of sodium malonate and the 
prodtiction of acetyl-methyl-carbinol". He also added tlaat 
the correlation appeared qiaantitative in that strains giving 
a v/ealc V,P» test also ferments aodim malonate slov/ly, and 
those giving a strong V.P, test fements sodium malonate ra­
pidly. He stipulated neither the time nor the temperature of 
incubation for this test, 
(6.) Production of Hydrogen Sulfide. Levine, et, al, 
worked with 401 strains of the colon-aerogenes group and re­
—SS" 
ported that, with a slnprlo ^rrtfintion, only those whrlch wore 
H,R,+, V,P,- and Citrate+ produ.oed hydrogen sulfide from Dlf-
co proteose peptone. 
(7.) Production of p:aa from celloblose« Jones and \Vlae 
(1926) first suggested the use of cellobiose fermentation for 
the differentiation of the member of the colon group of bac­
teria, In a series of 52 cultures isolated from feces, soil, 
and \7ater they foxmd that the strains belonging to the i3enus 
Aerobacter ferraented cellobiose promptly with the formation of 
acid and gas vrhile the Esoherichia strains gave "fermentation 
but no gas production." 
Koser (1926) confirmed this work with refernce to the Aero-
baoter strains, 105 of 106 organisms producing gas, the ex­
ception producing only acid. Of the 94 Escherichia strains 
only 11 produced gas. 
Lewis and Plttraan (1928) reported that all V,P,+ strains 
produced gas from cellobiose but concluded that the cello­
biose test failed to give a satisfactory correlation with the 
M.R, and V.P. reactions for the entire colon group, 
Poe (1932) agreed with Lewis and Plttman with regard to 
V.P,- strains. 
Perry (1929) found the cellobiose test was more satisfac­
tory than any other single test (methyl red, Voges-Proslcauer, 
or Indol test) that might be employed for the Identification 
of B. coll. 
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(8.) Production of Gaa from Alplm-methyl-d-.'^lucoside. 
« i i  ^  »i m. • •  - •  H  < | | |  i  i  M M  f c l i — I I H  t M W  M M M M M M t i W *  
Kosor and tiaTonders (1932) reported that Baet» coll of fecal 
origin was iinable to ferment alpha-methyl-d-glucoalde, where­
as menbera of the aerogenes section usually fermented the glu-
coside promptly. Only 3 of lOS V.P,-, Citrate- strains 
from human and animal feces fennentod the glucoside whereas 
only one of 98 Aerohacter strains failed to give a positive 
reaction v/lthin 6 days. B'our Aerobaoter strains were posi­
tive only after 4 to 6 days. Of 25 "Intermediate" strains, 
10 gave a negative test. They concluded that alpha-methyl-
d-glucoside was not as useful as citric acid for separating 
soil and fecal M,R,+ types. 
"b. Methods and Teohnlquea, 
Vop,es-Froskauer Reaction; Toting agar slant c\iltures 
were inocixlated into Difco M.R.-V.P. medium and incubated at 
37®C. for 48 hours. The detection of the presence of acotyl-
raethyl-carbinol was determined according to the Standard Meth­
od, (1933) technique and also by the use of creatine-alkali 
mixture (0.3 percent creatine in 40 percent KOH). 
3^Ieth.yl-Red Teat; The test was determined in the 
Standard Method, employing Clark and Lub's (1915) medium. 
Five drops of methyl red solution were added to 5 c.c. of the 
culture medium. Incubation was at 30°C. for five days, 
^S*) Citric Acid Test; Koser^s citrate medium was employ­
ed and the presence or absence of grov/th was determined by 
turbidity after 48 hours Incubation at 37®C, The glassware 
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ua6d was cleaned v;ith cIia.uj.iixo auld. liiooalablons wore inado 
from broth culturea. 
Acid Testi Koaer's lorlc acid medium was employ­
ed, The reaction before (x)H) and after sterilization was G,6» 
Inocvilationa were made from broth and chemically cleaned 
glassTiVare was employed. Inctibation was at 37°C, Observations 
and records for growth were made after 1, 2, 3, and 4 days. 
The records finally used v/ere for the 4 day period. 
Reaction in Sodiim Malonate Medltimt The fermenta­
tion of sodiian malonate was deterained by inoculaoions from 
24 hour broth cultures. 
The composition of the medittm was as follov/a; 
(NH4) gSO^, 2,0 grams 
KaHPO^, 0.6 grams 
MaPO/j. 0.4 grams 
NaCl 2,0 grams 
Na malonate 3.0 grams 
Indicator (0.5 percent alcohol 
solution of brom th;yTOol blue) 5 c.c. 
Distilled water 1000c,0. 
Sterilization was at 15 po\md steam pressure for 15 
minutes. The medium was green in color and the formation 
of a blue color (alkalinization) was regarded as a posi­
tive test. 
Incubation was at 37®C. and observations and records of 
reactions were made after 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 days. The records 
finally used were for the three day period. 
Hydrop;en Sulfide Production: The production of IlgS 
was determined by stabbing the agar medium in the center and 
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alonc the 53lde of the tccl; Inouuatlou was ax, 37°C» for 
three dayc and at rooni teinperatuire for foiir more days. Black-
enilng along the line of inoculation vms regarded as a positive 
teat. The medim consisted of Difco proteose peptone (2fo), 
KaIiP04{0.1/i), ferric citrate (O.OSJi) and agar (l,5f'0» 
(7.) Fermentation of cello bio a e and alplia-methyl~d-f:lu~ 
opaide. The production of acid and gas frori cellobioco and 
alplia-mebhyl-d-glucoside after 48 bolus's at 37®G. was deter-
m-'ned hy employing 0.3 percent oellobiose and 0,5 percent al- • 
pha-nethyl-d-glucoside in a "basal modiira coinposed of Lifco-
3acto-poptone (0,S/0 and (0,1^'), Ten c.c. of Andrade's 
indicator v/as added at the rate of 10 c.c, per liter of xned-
iiitn. The positive reactions wore considered positive when 
acid and gas v/ere produced, 
c, Hea\alta. 
Qstctlon on Various Differential Media; A total of 
373 strains (251 Aerobacter strains, 70 Citrobacter strains 
and 52 Escherichia strains) of the colon-aerosenes group 
which prodtxced acid and gas from lactose within 48 hours at 
S7®C, were tested for reactions in various differential media. 
The results are shown in Table VII, 
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YIX, 
I'OQCtiono of 373 atrPaine ot the a«n®ra Aerotiaotoi?* Oiijro«» 
bacfcor and J^«oiios?ioMa in Varloua SJ-fforontloX 
v^^sfc I .horobaofjoa? i ^:'5.fcyol>ao1;©p s LschorioMa 
iimx &tn^Xml iyo Btralmltirn, a%mlrM 
;-,0» ivO* "fr r'iO# j •,.•"*• • ', ":.t , . ,4* ,.. m*... , .. 
V o£;©fi«i'ro&uJ©V Siii lO0»0 0.0 b b.b 
Mefe^jSrl Eed a 0»0 70 1(X)#0 &£J Xv'0#0 
i.'rie acid 240 97.G iva 3 5,B 
Cltrlii aeld 2S1 100,0 70 IC'Ji #0 0 0^0 
Sodiim l.!alomt© S43 QCJ »'ii 4 5.7 0 0»0 
C©13.obio0«i s-sis 90«0 S2 45.7 2 
Alpim-' '© 1 
Olucosid© !256 94.0 10 22.9 
iitliv 0.0 &G iM.3 o v'.% 
45-ri©s«lfc0 for 5S of til© 70 otraina lis tod woj?o dotoraiiiofi 
by ••..•* ;.U worfdtisg in tJio som .laborato3?2r w.lt;h fcho 
f/ritop# 
(2») Cori>0lation of neaofeiong* ijd felio baaia of tho re-
aul«a obta3.ri©<i as Ini^icatocl isj tli© av;ovo iiablc t;]'.© £oXlmi%i-xQ 
®fcato55ent;a can tj© mdo* 
(a») 'rii©!*© i3ao ooti5[?l©fc0 a/^©©n0nt bettyoon feho voji^a-
l-TOSlrauojT' a?i<S! j>odi 
(b») citric ©sua m»lc acid tioate failed to a.:;roo 
with each othei'' v;its'; 6 .^egobaotor otjarolns, SB Clftrobaotog' 
stj?alB£i ana S i..gol\Qrl.qMa strains. 
(o») 'I'hepe was a pex'feot betwoon tin® aodim 
nmloBafce arufi tlio V»i?» j?oaotion Bsnonir, the .<;:aohep|oMa 
stir-alrsB fcostsd 'out 4 of tlie 70 Citool^aotQr stx-aiiia v/ej?© oapa-
bl© of allsaliyiisiri^ th© ©oclim raalomte medliKa. ^'^i© 
A©3i''*©^'3aot©y strains tested, B43 or 96«8 iserconi; f^ave i^osi-
tiv© Feactiona within tliroe days. fUe €5 atraias ^ rhioh wore 
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negafclv© after 3 days were also negative after 4 and 5 days, 
(d.) The agreement between the V, P. reaction and the 
production of gas from celloblose v/as very good with the 
Aerobacter and Bsoherichla strains but poor with the Citro-
bacter strains. Only 3 A6robaoter strains tested failed to 
produce gas from celloblose v/hile 50 of the 52 Eaoherichia 
strains tested failed to produce gas frcra this carbohydi'ate. 
On the other hand, 38 or 54,3 percent of tlie Gitrobacter 
strains (V,P,-, Gitrate+ ) produced gas fron celloblose with­
in 48 hours at 37®C. 
(e,) The production of gas from alpha-methyl-d-gluco-
slde did not give a perfect correlation with the V,P, and 
M,R, reactions for the colon group but a 100,0 percent and 
a 94,0 percent agreement was obtained for the Escherichia 
Aerobacter strains respectively. 
(f,) The production of H^S from Difco proteose peptone ' 
was positive v/lth a high percentage {94,3%) of the Gitrobacter 
strains whereas only 3,8 percent of the Escherichia strains 
and none of the Aerobacter strains gave positive reactions. 
In order to ascertain the correlation between the var­
ious tests studied the organisms were distributed according 
to their reactions as is indicated In Table Villa, 
The correlation of coefficients between each pair of re­
actions Is shown In Table VIITb, 
More inspection of Table Vlllb will show that with the 
••33a"* 
TABLE villa 
SHOWING CORRELATION OF REACTIONS AMONG 373 STRAINS OF THE 
COLON GROUP OF BACTERIA 
1/. P. M. R. UricAcid Citric Acid 
Sodium 
tialonate 
Cello-
biose 
Aipha-
me-hhlyl-d-glucosicle HsS 
4- — -f- — 4- - + — + — + — + — + — 
o: 
+ 25/ O O 251 245 6 251 0 243 & 248 3 236 15 0 25! 
- O 122 122 0 15 107 70 52 4 HQ 34 88 16 106 66 54 
Q; + 0 122 122 O 15 107 10 52 4 118 34 88 16 106 68 54 
- 251 O 0 25! 245 6 25! 0 243 8 248 3 236 15 0 25! 
Ur
ic
Ac
id
 
+ 245 15 15 245 260 0 257 3 238 22 250 10 234 26 10 250 
Ur
ic
Ac
id
 
- 6 107 101 6 0 113 64 49 9 104 32 81 18 95 58 55 
Ci
tri
c 
Ac
id
 + 251 10 10 251 257 64 32! 0 241 74 280 41 252 69 66 255 
Ci
tri
c 
Ac
id
 
- 0 52 52 O 3 49 0 52 O 52 2 50 0 52 2 50 
So
di
um
 
M
al
on
at
e 
+ 243 4 4 243 238 9 247 0 247 0 244 3 235 12 3 244 
So
di
um
 
M
al
on
at
e 
- 8 HQ lis a 22 104 14 52 0 \26 38 88 n 109 65 6! 
o ^  
0) -2 
O-Q 
+ 248 34 34 246 250 32 280 2 244 3S 282 0 247 3S 32 250 
- 3 8Q 86 3 10 8! 41 SO 3 88 0  9! 5 86 36 55 
^>8 
otf y 
+ £36 16 16 236 234 18 252 O 235 n 247 5 252 0 15 237 
- IS 106 106 IS 26 9S 69 52 12 I09 35 86 O 121 53 68 
CO 
+ 0 68 68 0 16 58 66 2 3 65 32 36 IS 53 66 O 
- 251 54 54 251 250 55 ass 50 244 61 250 55 231 6S 0 235 
Table Hmb 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORREL^^T/ON For EACH PAIR OF REACTIONS IN TABLE: l/"llla 
1/ P. M.R. Uric Acid 
a trie 
Acid 
Sodium 
Malonafe 
Cello-
biose 
Alpha— 
mefhyl~d-glucosidz 
I/. P. -LOO + .(97 + .56 +.94- + .13 + .19 +. 66 
M. R. -1.00 - .81 -.58 -.94 -.78 -.19 •'•.68 
Uric 
Acid + .<5 7 -.31 + .56 + .8/ + . 73 + . 73 -.57 
Cifr'icAcid .58 -.56 56 + .56 + .62 + .56 + .2! 
Sodium 
Malonafe + .94 -.94 -^.61 + .56 + .16 •>•.82 -.6! 
Celtobiose .16 - .13  + .15 + .62 + .16 + .76 - .3 !  
Alpha-
methy l—d— fjlucoside + . 19 -.19 + .13 -f-.58 +  .62  + .15 -.46 
H^S - .66 -.57 + .2! -.6! -.31 - . 4 6  
Y 
FORMULA FOR COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION' 
a(a+b+c +d)-Ca-f-c) (a-f-b) 
\/Ca+c) (b+d)(a-hb)Cc+d) 
exception of production of HgS all reactions are v/ell corre­
lated with each other (If tho coefficient "betv/een two reactions 
or characters is nvmierically creator than 0.5, as determined 
by the formula employed, they may be regarded as well corre­
lated) . 
The Vogesi»?ro3kaner reaction and the methyl red test are 
perfectly correlated (coefficient of -1,00), Each of these 
characters show the aame degree of correlation with the other 
reactions. The association of uric acid, citric acid, sodium 
raalonate, cellobiose and alpha-mothyl-d-glucoside with the V, 
P. reaction Is positj.ve and with the methyl red teat it is neg­
ative, 'Ihe association of HgS with V.P, is negative and v;ith 
meth3'"l red It is positive. 
The V.P, reaction ia better correlated vd-th sodium malon-
ate (excepting'the methyl red test) than with any other re­
action, Shov/lng a coefficient of +0.94 as compai'ed with co­
efficients of correlation of -K),87, +0,58, +0.78, +0.79 and 
-0,68 with uric acid, citric acid, cellobiose, alpha-methyl-
d-glucoside and HaS respectively. 
The alkalinisation of the sodium malonate meditun gives 
higher coefficients of correlation with the other reactions 
than do the other tests, excluding the V.P. and M.;:. reactions. 
(3,) Correlation of Voges-Proskauer Reaction with Rate of 
Fermentation of Sodiimi Maloi.c.1:s. In order to check tho conten­
tion of Leifson (1933) that a strain vdiich feraants sodium 
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malonate slov/ly also gives a v/eak acetyl oarblnol tost 
one loop (4 urtn. in diameter) of S day old soditun nalonate cul­
tures Y/ere inoculated into Dlfco M,R,-V.P, medixim (10 c.c. 
volumes) and incubated at 37®0. for 48 hours at v/hich time 
the presence of acetyl methyl carbinol was determined by two 
methods. In one method 5 c.c. of a 10 per KOH solution v/aa 
added to an equal volume of culture and in the second method 
5 c.c. of a creatine-F.OH solution (O.S percent creatine in 40 
percent KOII) was added to an equal volume of culture. The 
mixtv.re was vvell shaken and allov/ed to stand at roon terapera-
ture. Observations were made after 0,5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, 
18, 20 and 24 hours, The rapidity at which the color reaction 
appeared was talcen as an indication of the strength of the 
reaction. 
The eight Aerobacter strains v/hich did not alter the 
color of the sodium malonate medium and 4 strains which pro­
duced weak blue colors together with 4 Citrobacter strains 
which gave positive reactions in the sodim malonate meditun 
were tested in this manner, A 24 hour old agar slant culture 
Esch, coll was used as a control for the V,?. reaction. 
The results are given in Table IX, 
(4,) growth In Soditan Malonate Medium. Because of the 
green COLOR of the medium it was difficult to determine 
whether the organism which did not turn the medium blue pro­
duced any appreciable growth. Transfers were made, therefore, 
into sodium malonate medium excluding the indicator. The 
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TABLE IX. 
COKRELATIOH OF VOGES-PHOSKAUBH KEACTI -H \7ITH RATE 
OF FiilR-MEiiTATIGN OF BODIul! f,^i^I.01]ATE 
iColor of i day : Vbffea-Pi'oskauer K©ftc\tlon 
Strain :old bodi.m Mal-s : 
:onate ciilttire : (10?i KOH) : 
(0,^'Creatine-
(40% liOE solution) 
liittciiericlaia 
coll • • 
at all times : 
• • 
• • 
- at all times 
lobd s blue in 3d minutes: + in '^0 it^nutes 
129 t weak blue in is'd minutes; 4^ In! 30. minutes 
1^6 : weak blue :+ In ^d) minutes: + in 50'.minutes 
J394 : w&itk blue :+ In 1^ minutesi 4- in ^5: minutes 
15D : weak blue j+ in 21 iiburs : 4- In 1 ,'hour 
116 recti t fg?©en :+ In 3 jtiours : + in 21hours 
228 t Rreen in 3 hours s + In ^6! minutes 
90A : ja»een :+ in ^0 minutes: + in 30 minutes 
91A t /a3?een t+ in iio minutest in 3{I> mlninies 
l3ba : OTeen :+ In 30 minutes: + in ;iQ mimitids 
s Areen :+ in ^5 minutes: ^  in 30 mlnuties 
Aia : Kreen :+ in 30 minutest + in 30 miniitd^s. 
ABB : preen :+ in c^O minutest + in 30 minutes , 
«3T : blue t- at ^1 times t - at' ril times , \ 
t blue :• at all times t - at all times \ 
*Ha s blue t- at all times t - at all times, \ 
: blue at all times : • at all times; 
^ C^itrobgctey strains giving positive (alksiLlne) reactions In 
soiiluin iaalonate test. 
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inoculxmi consisted of one sl-."r''''n'd loop or a 3 day old aodium 
malonato culture* Incubation v/as at oV^C. Hecords and ob­
servations for growth wore made after 1, 2, S, 4 and 5 days. 
All the atraina giving negative sodium raalonate reactions 
(medixmi remained green) were tested in this manner, Deter-
rainations of £^rov/th were also made on 24 Aoroljacter strains 
which v/ere recorded as being positive for the tlxree day 
period but did not effect as pronomiced a b].ue color as did 
the other strains. Of the 126 strains which left the sodium 
raalonate medium green, 8, 66 and 52 v/ere members oT the (genera 
Aerobacter. Citrobacter and B'acherichia respectively. The re­
sults are shown in Table X, 
T/iBIiE X, 
Growth at in Medium with Sodium Malonate as the Only 
Available Source of Carbon. 
;|}umbor ofjl^umVer of ^ •brains Showing (jroWth After; 
Genus :Strains : 
;Tested *1 day i2 days j3 days ;4 days s5 days 
lAerobac'fc'e'r'' ; 3'^ ' ' io 1^ '' 'fe'4 ' ' " 5l feT '' 
Kscherichia : 52 31 47 47 48 48 
Citrobacter : 66 4.4 4 5 11 
In general it was apparent that the Cltro"hact0r Rtralns 
were least able to utilize sodium ^nalonate as the available 
souj>ce of carbon. Of 66 strains tested only 5 produced visi­
ble growth after Incubation for four days at 37®(.', On the 
other hand 40 of the 52 Sacherichia strains shov/ed growth at 
the sa^iie period of observation. Of the 32 Aerobacter strains 
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tested., v/Moh Included 8 sti-aina v/iricli gave negative sodium 
itialOTiato j:'eaotlon3, a single strain did not proliferate, 'fills 
exception also gave a negative tost In. the r.etlicffii containing 
the dye• 
An interesting observation was noted v/ith three Aor-oliact-
er stx^ains (A^, hxa and Aaa) v/hioh failed to turn the medium 
blue within five days at 37°C, but apparently lowered the 
hydrogon-ion concentratiou after 6 days of inciibation. V.'hen 
an incubation temperature of Z0°0, v/at; enployed a v/eak blue 
color v/as noted after 4 days, 
Summarizing the sttidy on differentiation of the genus 
Aerobacter from other genera of the colon group, it may be 
stated that the Voges-Proskauer reactloji iwas perfectly cor­
related v/itb the methyl red test and better correlated v.'-ith 
the fermentation of sodium malonate than with the grov/th in 
citric and uric acid media, production of HqS from Tifco pi'o-
teose peptone, , Further, the production of 11^3 afforded the 
best means of distinguishing bacteria of tlie genus Citrobacter. 
5, OBSrnVATIOHS 0? GROWTIi Iri :£2DIA GOna'Air.TlfGt .XKOTJ GA'.TG. 
of Literature. 
Harrison and van der Iteck (1909) proposed the tiae of a ^ 
special medium containing aesculin aiad ferric citrato for the 
isolation of coli-aorogenea bactcria. They reasoned that 
aescrilin (CxcHioOo)# a gluco^..l.Io, was hydro3.yzed to a mono­
saccharide (CtjIIiaOo) aesculetln (CgHQO^). Th© aesouletin , 
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then comlDlned with th© ferric citrate to form a dark brown 
salt. Colonies of B, lactla aerofrenea (Aerohacter strains) 
were reported to be easily distinguished from colonies of B» 
coll* Both organisms developed as black colonies with a 
black halo around them but th© colonies of B, lactis aerofqenes 
v/ere usually larger, more moist and more raised than those of 
B, coll. 
Harder (1914) v;hile studying iron depositing bacteria 
discovered an organism unlike the common iron depositing bac­
teria which was capable of precipitating iron in a synthetic 
medium containing ferric ammonium citrate. Microscopically 
he found the bacterium to b© a short bacillus 0.5 microns by 
1.4 microns. On agar plates he observed the development of 
two types of colonies. On© type formed ferric hydroxide 
within a fev/ days and another type in which the iron precipi­
tate did not begin to form until after a week or two, 
Murray and Skinner (1925) experimented with 94 organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group and found a perfect correlation 
between the ability to cloud Koser's citrate medium and to 
darken Herder's medium. They concluded that the Harder solid 
medium offered a convenient means of differentiating B, aero-
p:enea and B, coll of non-fecal origin from B, coll of fecal 
origin. They reasoned that the darkening of the pale yellov/ 
Harder medium may be dtie to the utilization of the citrate in 
th© iron ammoni-um citrate with the subsequent mechanical pre­
cipitation of a red iron compound producing a vivid Iron i*ust 
fQQm 
streak. 
Lewis and Pittman (1928) reported that agar containing 
0.8 percent ferric amraoniimi citrate and 1.0 percent of either 
proteose peptone or meat extract gave a more prompt deposi­
tion of ferric hydroxide than was obtained on synthetic agar, 
•x'hey regarded the iiiediiiai proposed as stable and eas?.ly pre­
pared. 
Levlne, et, al. (1932) reported that a meditim containing 
proteose peptone (Dlfco) and ferric citrate as an indicator 
v/as found to be particularly suitable for the detection of 
hydrogen sulfide production and that this phenomenon served 
to distinguish bacteria of the genus Citrobacter from other 
raombers of the colon group. One exception was cited. 
b. Methods. 
A stydy was initiated to determine the character of 
growth in the various media and to determine which medium 
would be -noat valuable for differentiating the genera of tlie 
colon group of bacteria. The following media were prepared: 
Harder' s Meditaa 
0,5 grams 
MgSO.3, 0,5 grams 
M^KOg 0,5 grams 
Gaels 0,2 grama 
KaE0j3 0.5 grains 
Ferric ATnmonium Citrate 
(Pe3(2IIl4)a(CoH607)4 10,0 grams 
Agar 18,0 grams 
Distilled Water 1000,0 c.c. 
The reaction of the medium was adjusted to pH 6,8 by the 
addition of KgHPO^. 
-40-. 
Glisa aM vgn to Leek AeQci^Un P^aium 
WTtte peptone I0,0 frvmia 
Sodiisn tatirocholafce ("olio salt) 
Aosculln 
Pcrric citrate 
Anax' •i»r 'sCAwt 
Diatillod water 
5»0 creuaa 
1,0 gram/a 
0,5 graine 
15,0 
1000*0 c.Ofc 
The coriHtituonts were added to 10'i0,0 o.c, d.latlllefi 
water a.nd boiled to effect a ncl^,'tian and tlien filtered 
tltro'agli cloth filters, Th© reaction of the medivjn was 
p7t G,G - 6.7, 
Loy;ia and Pltfea^i Medim, 
*''**'l^tQoso'*'pep'Eonenn5f^o) 10«6 graros 
Jl©ut extract 3.5 grajns 
Ila-cX, (c, I',) 5,0 girorae 
Porrlc /i£t!7ioniian Citrate 10,0 (^vav-m 
/.ear S0,0 grams 
r?-a tilled water l'H')Q,o c,c. 
The reaction of the raodltan was adjisstod to pH 7,2 by 
the add5.tlon of HaOII, 
Tiie above nodi a t/ero fciibed in IG m, tost tubes, stor:l-
lljied at 15 pound pr^aoure for 16 ntirmtea and slanted to 
give short slants and deep b\itts, Inooulat.tons vTore nado 
from 24 hour nutrient both oultureB by atroal-clnc on tho 
slant and Dtabbin,-^ in the butt. 
In making tliie stixdy 266 appel antI7 pvxQ culttires war© 
Qsaployed, On tho basla of the Voges-Proskauer, raothyl rod 
and citric ac3d roactlona l-he oxxlttiros v/ere deaii^iaUod as 
of tlio j'-enera Eooheriohla,. Citrobaotor and, /lerobacter. 
Genus M.R. V,P, Citric Acid Ko. of Strains, 
Escherichia + 31 
Gitrobacter + - + 54 
Aorobacter - -i- 181 
After inoculatliie^ the media as mentioned the ciilture 
tubes were incubated for three days at 37®C, and held at 
room temperature (about 28°C.) for four days more. Obser­
vations and records of growth, development of colorinc mat­
ter and other characters were made after 1, 2, 3 and 7 days, 
c. Results, 
Relative Viaor of Growth on Various Media. The re­
sults of the appearance of growth after 24 hoxu's incubation 
at S7®C, in the butt and on the slant of the media are shown 
in Table IX, It is interesting to note ttiat in general. 
TABLE IX, 
Observed Growth After 24 Hotirs Incubation at 57°C» 
: Medium 
Genus :Aescuiln 
« 
:Lewis sind. Pittmn 
1 
: 'liarder 
s 
lEschericMa 
Gitrobacter 
Aerobacter 
+-H-
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+ 
+ and +•!-"-
Keys +++ = abundant to luxtiriant, 
•H- != moderate to abundant. 
+ » slight to moderate, 
+ « scant to slight. 
% « Aerobacter strains producing indol grew moderately 
to abtmdantly. 
Harder's medium was the least suitable for proliferation of 
the organisms tested. It is rather striking to note that the 
strains of the genus Aei'obacter grew better in Harder's med­
ium than did the strains of the genera Eschericliia and Citro-
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bacter» Further, those strains of the genus ..erobacter which 
v/ere capable of producing indol from tryptophane grew beat in 
this medium. 
(2.) Blaclcenlnp: of Aeaculin Ap:ar. In a previous study 
(Some differential reactions in the genus Aerobacter, Un­
published thesis.) by the writer the 181 Aerobacter strains 
were divided into three sections baaed upon the production 
of indol ar.d fermentation of glycerol. At that time it was 
thou.:>,ht one of these characters might prove valuable for 
correlation purposes. The sections v/eres 
Section Indol Glycerol No, of strains 
A + + 74 
B ~ + 50 
C - « 57 
Table X, shows the observations of growth and development 
of blaclmess in the aesculin agar* medituii after 1 day, 2, 5 
and 7 days respectively, 
TABLE X, 
Observations of Blackening on Aesculin Ai^o-r Medium. 
K'O, O^  ^ S Genus ijpercent Strains Sihowlnp; Blackeninp^'^ After 
Strains: T day ' ''^ "d'ays ' t S days V 7 daysfe 
} ; slant t butt; slanfe t butj; t slant; butt i slant ?bu¥i; 
31" ' Esclierlchia 6,4 ' 6,6!'SJ6',6 ' g5,6:S4.6 54,8; -§T,T So,3 
54 Citrobacter 0,0 O.OS 0,0 0,0: 3,7 0,0: 7,4 7,4 
181 Aerobacter 80,1 76,8:94,5 93.9:97.2 96,1: 97,8 97,8 
74 Indol+, 
GlyGei'ol+ 98,6 98,6:98,6 98.6:98.6 98,6: 98,6 98,6 
50 Indol-, 
Glyoerol+ 
o
 
•
 
CO 
86,0:94,0 94,0:94,0 94,0: 94,0 94,0 
57 Indol-, 
Glycerol- 75,4 40,3:89,5 87,7:98.3 94.7: 100,0 100,0 
266 Total 55,S 52,3:67,4 67,0:73.4 71,9: 78,2 78,6 
•ss-Includes slight blackening as well as pronounced blackening, 
-:s-i{-Inoubatlon was at 37®C, for 3 days and at room teraperatuLr© 4 
days. 
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After inctilDation for one day at 37®C,, none of the Eaoher-
Ichla or Citrobaoter strains developed any blackeninn; in the 
butt. None of the Cltrobacter strains blackened the slant 
and only 6,4 percent of the Esohericbia strains formed any 
coloring on the slants. In contrast to this finding it v/ill 
be noted that 80,1 percent and 76,8 percent of the 181 Aero-
bacter strains produced blackening on the slants and in the 
butts. The fact that 72 or 98,6 percent of the 74 Aerobacter 
strains producing indol developed blackening on the slants 
and in the butts within 24 hours aixd the fact that the remain-
ing 2 cult^^r©3 which failed to show any blackening at this 
period of observation also failed to produce coloration upon 
further incubation seem particularly striking. After two 
days only 25,8 percent of the Escheriohia strains and none of 
the Cltrobacter strains developed any blackening whereas al­
most 95,0 percent of the Aerobacter strains could be shown as 
forming a blackening, j\fter the third day the percentage of 
Escherichia strains vjhich produced blackening increased from 
25,8 percent to 54,8 percent and 2 or 3,7 percent of the Cit~ 
robacter strains shov/ed a sli^^ht blackening on the slants. 
The last observation recorded, at the expiration of S days 
incubation at 37°G, and 4 days incubation at room temperature, 
showed blackening by Escherichia. Cltrobacter and Aerobacter 
strains to the extent of 90,3 percent, 7,4 percent and 97,8 
percent respectively. 
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On the basis of the results obtained v/ith the 2G6 strains 
employed it may be stated that the aesculin raedlvmi of Harri­
son and van der Leek would not be ideal for the isolation of 
oolon-aerogenes bacteria but would have some value for the 
differentiation of the Cltrobaoter strains from the Escher­
ichia and Aerobaoter strains, particularly if used in a 24 
hour test, This medium seems best suited for the isolation 
-^^Qyobacter strains. 
(3.) Character of Growth in Harder's Medium. The obser­
vations of character of grov/th In Hai'der'n mediiora is siaown in 
Table XI, Jn no instance was there noted oxij darkening of the 
medium in the butt. The Interior of the medititn surrounding 
the stab shov/ed only greyish bacterial growth along the line 
of Inoculation, Otheinf/lae it retained its pale yellow color. 
TABLE XI. 
Observation of Darkening^c- of Medium and Production of Cold or 
Yellov/ Growth on Slant of Harder Medium, (Incubation v/as at 
37*^0. for three days and at room teniperature thereaftoi».) 
; ' : Percent bx Strains barkening^:- Kedl'um' and 
• t Producing: Gold or Yellow Growth. 
i : ' 1 day ' : 2 days ; ciaLya : 7 days 
:No,: Blr, :G-Y s Tir.; G«^ ; Br.:b'-Y!' 
Escherichia oIjO.O : 0,0: 0.0 5 b.oso.o'} 0.0:' O.Oj 0.0 
Cltrobaoter 54:0,0 ;22,0: 0,0 j42,6:0,0:6440: 0,0; 96,3 
Aerobacter 181:0,0 : 9.9: 1.1 ;6G.5:1.7:78,4:11.5: 83,5 
Total 266:0.0 :11,2; 0,7 ;S5,8;1.1:65.6: 7.9; V6f8 
fearlcening I'ndica'be'd "by brovming of inediuan.' &o'l^ or yellbW 
deposit absent, G-Y Indicates gold or yelloxv growth on slant 
and includes slight gold and sliglit yellow growth, 
•JS-'S'Incubation was at 37°C, for 3 days and at room teraperaturo 
for 4 da7y-s. 
The character of growth on the slants differed with the 
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various sfcz'alns. Aerobacter and Gltrobactor oulturoa oro-
duced a v5,vld £^old or bri.^ht yollov/ deposib on the surface 
of the .growth. This might have been similar to the observa­
tions reported by Hardei*' (1914) and Murray and Skinner (1925) 
but v;as not re^^arded as a "heavy iron rust streaic" as describ­
ed by these investisatora. Vlith prolongation of the inctibation 
period an Increased nmber of Aerobacter and Citrotaa.cter cul­
tures developed a £;old or yello?; deposit on the surface of 
the crov/th. This cliaractcristic grovrth also bocaiae more pro­
nounced \7ith tine. 
After incubation at 37®C» for 24 hours 9,9 poroent of the 
Aerobacter strains and S2,2 percent of the Citrouacter strains, 
formed a characteristic yellov; or gold depoaltlon on the slants. 
This may be partly explained by the fact that in general the 
grov/th was veiry poor after this period of incubation. At the 
expiration of 48 hours incubation at 3V°C», 66,5 percent and 
42,6 percent of the Aerobacter and Gitrobaoter strains i-e-
spectively shov/ed a narked yellow or gold strea--: on the 
slants. It noted that tlie indol-negative, r.lycerol-nega-
tive Aerobaciter strains vrere most pronounced in this respect, 
after grov/th for 48 hours. At the last period of observation 
(after growth for 7 days) a greater percentage of the Gltro-
bacter strains than the Aerobacter strains v/ere character­
ised by this i'-olden growth. Of the 54 Gitrobaoter strains 
tested 52 or 96,3 percent produced a gold or yellow deposition 
as compared v;ith 150 or 83.5 percent of the 181 Aerobacter' 
strains. In no instance was any coloration on the slant 
or in tho medium detected with the Escherichia strains test­
ed# ilo browning of the lnedi^•U3l was observed v/ith the Citro-
bacter cultures v/hereas 1.1 percent, 1.7 and 11,5 percent of 
the Aerobacter strains browned tlie siediim after 2, 3 and 7 
days rGspsctively, 
On the basis of tho experimental results obtained with 
the 26G sti-'ains employed in this study it car. be stated that 
after relatively long periods of incubation there c??n be de­
monstrated a fairly hlf^h degree of oori^elation betY/eei-i the 
cbaracteriatic golden growth on Harder'a inedii«a and the ability 
to cloud Ivoser's citrate medium among tho colon group of bac­
teria, 
Character of Growth in Lev/is' and PittTnan's Medium. 
Table XII. shows tho results obtained with the inediura pre-
Tiared as recojimended 'oy Lev/is and Pitteian. As v/ith the Harder 
medivtra, in no instance was tliere noted any darlrenin.r; of the 
raediuTi in tho biAtt, The bacterial growth along the line of 
Inoculation was greyish, othor;/iae the appearance of the butt 
was the sane as the uninociliated mediim, vrtiicli vraa ^/elloxvish 
green in color. 
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IViBIiS XII, 
Observation of Darkenin/j-"!- of Medltaa and Deposition of Rust on 
Surfaco of Slant Growth of Lewis and Plttraan Medi-um, (Incuba­
tion was at 37°0. for three days and at room temperat^ure there-
after*) 
Percent of Strains Darlcening# jfiecHura and Pro-
ducinp: Rusty Dejjoaltlon on irowth* 
Genus 
1 day i 2 daya s ^ days ; 7 days^ws-
tHo»tDr» tkuatt3r'« iRtistiBr. tRuat;Br. nlu'st 
Escheriohiat 31j 3»2: 0,0!38«8: 3.2:93.6{ 3.2 
Gitrobacter; 54;43,2a6.7: 3.7:77.7: 3.7|85.2 
Aerobactor ?;L81:13.8:71.3!ll.0:79.6:12.1:81.8 
- t t t '  •  •  »  •  Indol*-, 
Glycerols 
Indol-, 
Glyoerol+ 
Indol-, 
Glycerol-
Total 
I • • • 
: 74: 9.5:83.7:10.8:83.7: 9.5:87.8 
• • • • • 0 
50Jl8.oi56,oi 4.0j7'6.0:10.0i76,0 
57515.5:69.0:17.7?77.0:17.7178.8 
• • • • • • 
266:18.4:51.9:12.8170.2:20.0:73.2 
93.G: 3.2 
0.0:98.1 
2.8:95.5 
• 
1.4:98.6 
8.0:03.0 
0.0:98.2 
12.8:85.3 
^J-Darkening indicated by browning of the zuedlum. Rust is ab­
sent. Record for rust liicludoa sligiit ru8t3'- deposit. 
•5HtIncubation was at 37®C. for 3 days and at room teinperature 
for 4 days. 
The character of f^rov/th on the slants of the Tr^.edinrii 
varied with different strains as is indicated in I'able ::il. 
Darkening of medium (bromilng) In the absence of a rusty 
deposition is recorded in the colxiran under Br. If a rust 
deposit covered the surface of the grov/th and the medi\.-un was 
darkened or browned at the saino time, the observation was 
recorded as the production of a misty deposit. 
iifter incubation for 24 hours, 7,3 percent of the Aero-
bacter strs.lns and 16.7 percent of the Citro?jacter sti'ains 
produced a rusty streak on the slants and none of the 
Eaoherlcilia strains foraed aixch a deposit. At tlio aarmo time 
of ooservatio]! 13,0 percent, 43,2 percent and 3,2 percent of 
••^''Oi'o'baoter. Citrobactor and Escherichia strains, re­
spectively, darkened the ned3.urii forininn; a hi'ownish color, 
After iiicuoatlon for two days, 79,6 percent, 77,7 percent and 
3,2 percent of the strains of the genera in the order listed 
above formed a rusty streak and 11,0 percent, 3,7 percent 
and 58,8 percent brovmed the itiedliua. The records after 7 
days (3 days at 37®G, ai;d 4 days at i^oom teraperature) sliov/ 
that the strains capable of titlllzlng citric acid as the sole 
source of carbon display a distinct character' of ^iprowth ivhich 
distliaaTiishes them from strains of the genus Ssch-erlchla. 
With a single exception (3'.2 percent of 31 cultures) the 
Eaoheriohla strains failed to produce a rusty deposition 
on the slants of Lewis and Pittinan mediiTiu;, 
i'he results of the obsei^vations of gro\7th of colon bac­
teria on Lev/is aJid Pittiuan raedium shov; no perfect diffdren-
tiation of the genera of tills group as is indicated in 'i'able 
XII. 'i'he browning of the madlxua, in the absence of rust de­
position^' which may easily bo mistaken for a dj.fferentiatlng 
character is progressively decreased with Increased period of 
incubation fox" the strains of the Qsn&vtx Aerobacter and Cltro-
bacter and becomes progressively more pronomced v/ith the 
Escherichia strains* As found with the results on the ob­
servations of cliaracter of grov/th in tlie aeaoul^ med-
I 
iimi, although less str.iMng, the indol producing Aerobacter 
strains produced tlie c-iaracteristic rustj- depo^,i.tlon on the 
slants of tlae Lewis o.nd Pittraan raeditim raoro markedly fc:iun 
tho othor citi'ato-utillKing colon bacteria, and particularly 
so artoi' liiouuation fox* 24 hours. 
(5.) Corgparallvo L.bud:'oa on n.odla of Lev;is gud }'lt fcnan 
and Levlno. ot, al« Leviiie, Vauglxn, 'Lpcteiii and Andex-'Gon 
(1952) reported tliat a medlfuu containing proteose peptone 
(Difco) una Terrio oi trato ivas i'ound pax''ticn.lai'ly snrl table 
for the detection of prodi\ctlon amon*j; the colon-aoro-
genea grovxp of bacteria. The media of Leviiae, ot. al, and 
Lev/is ai'id Plttman were identical v/lth reapoct to tho nature 
of Its peptone and aomev/lmt similar in its iron salt content. 
The forrier employed ferric oltrate and the latter used fer­
ric a^raiionimi citrate* 
A coaiparative study of the two media were inade to deter­
mine bhe character of ;irov;th developed hy colon-aero;:j;en0a 
bacteria. The coiietituents of bhe media v/eres 
Levlne,et,al. Lev/la and Plttman'Si-
Proteose peptone(Difco) 2b»0 graiirs 10.6 granis 
Meat extract 3.5 grams 
KaCl (G, P.) 5.0 grains 
Ferric Citrate Q»5 grama 
FeiTic Aainoniiini Citrate 10,0 gjraius 
KgHPO^ 1.0 
Diatllled Water 1000.0 c.c. 1000.0 c.c, 
•^Reaction of luedium adjiisted to pH 7.2 v/lth HaOH. 
The media were t\\fced in 16 mm, teat tubes and sterilized 
at 15 pounds pressure for 15 minutes. Inoculations were :nade 
from 24 hour broth cultures by stabs, one in the center and 
the other along the inner edge of the glass. The cultures 
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were Incubated at 37°C, for GO hours and observations and 
rocorda v/ors made at the expiration of 15, 22 and 50 hovira. 
Seventy-four strains were eraployod in this study, yifty-
four of the strains were of the genus Gltrobacter. 15 of the 
genua Aerobaoter and 5 of the gemxs Escherichia. After 15 
hours incubation with the nedlum of Levine, et, al. all but 
two of the (Jitrobacter strains showed a blackenin^^ along the 
line of inoculation, both in the center, of the medium and on 
the glass edge. Distinct and pronotincad blackenlni;, was noted 
in 46 of the Cltrobacter cultures while 6 others shov/ed mod-
erate blackening. At the 22 hour obsej'vation period all but 
tv/o Citrobacters shov/ed pronounced blackeninfi along the line 
of inoculation and after incubation for 60 hours all the 
Gitrobacter cultures markedly blackened the grey medium of 
Levine, et, al. In no instance was any blacJcening noted in 
the Aerobaoter and Escherichia cultures, 
The surface growth in all cultxare tubes was grey in color. 
The Cltrobacter cultures v/ere characterized by a grey band 
which formed directly below the growth and extended dovmv/ard 
from 1/16 to 3/16 of an inch, Itmnedlately below this grey 
band the blackening along the lines of inoculation v;as very 
conspicuous and the surroiinding medium appeared greyish black 
in color. 
With the Lev/la and Pittinan medium, no sign of blackening 
in any of the cultures v/as noted along the lines of inocula-
tlon throughout the periods of observjitlou. urowtli was 
abiindaiit« 
The appearance of the surface grov/th oi' the Cltrobacter 
cultures In this luediuin was markedly different than the sui*-
face groivth in the nedluiu of Lovine, et. al. In contrast to 
the QVBj surface grov/th in the luediioin of Levine, ot, al., the 
Cltrobacter cultures in the medium of Levfis and Pitti;ian de­
veloped a rusty growth. At the GO hour observation period, 
it v/as noted that dark brov/ia bands fox'med directly bolov; the 
rusty surface growth and extended downward from l/lG to 3/16 
of an inch. This contrasted to the grey bana formed in Le­
vine' s medivua. The dark brovm color diffused into the yellov; 
green ruediuHi, The depth of diffusion varied from one-half to 
one inch and the color was progressively lighter with depth. 
The cliaractei' of grov/th and the changes in the medium v/ith 
14 of the 15 Aerobacter stx'uina tested corresponded to those 
developed by the Citrobacter cultures. The other Aerobacter 
strain developed a similar brown band but showed a brovmish 
groY/th instead of the usual rusty grov/th. 
The swface growth of the 5 Escherichia viaa grey in color 
but it was noted that 2 of these strains developed a brown 
band in the medium v/hich was similar to the bands of the 
Citrobacter and Aerobacter cultujces. 
On the basis of the comparitive study of the two media 
it seems that the medium of Levine, et. al. is better suited 
for differential deterraiiiations amoiig the colon-aerogenes 
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group of bacteria* With this medim tho Citrobacter cultures 
Yfere clearly differentiated from other raenibers of the group. 
However, not all Citrobacter strains are characterized by 
HgS production in this medium as was shovm earlier in t'nis 
report (page 32 ) in which 17 strains isolated from sourcea 
other than eggs \7ere tested and of these 4 failed to produce 
blackening along the lines of inoculation, 'fhe Lev/is and 
Pittman liiedium offers a good method of distinguishing Ea-
cher:L.chia cultures from Aerobaoter and Citrobacter cultures. 
It is felt that the use of Kosor'a citrate meditim serves this 
purpose better because the browning of the Levjis and Pittman 
medium wlxich frequently occtirs with EsohericMa cultures in­
troduces a oonfixsing situation in the matter of differentia­
tion. 
It seems apparent tliat the function of the ferric citrate 
and ferric ammonium citrate differs. In the medium of Le-
vine, et, al. the ferric citrate acts as an indicator for the 
detection of production of HgS from proteose peptone whereas 
in the medium of Lewis and Pittman, it seems that the ferric 
ammonium citrate is affected in some way so that the Pe+-i-+ 
ion is Involved in the foiroation of a rusty deposition which 
probably FeCOH)^. 
An analysis of the results obtained indicates that the two 
iron salts employed may act in different roles in the various 
media. 
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1. Ferric citrate may servo as a reactant v/ltli aeaculln 
to form ferr3.c aesculln as explained by Harrison and van der 
Leek. 
2. Ferric citrate mBrj f-unctlon aa an Indicator for the 
detection of HgS production as reported by Levlne, et, al, 
3. Ferric anmonium citrate may be the source of Fe+-i"i-
ion to form Pe(OH)a as believed by Harder, Hurray and Slcln-
ner and Lev/is and Plttman, 
'he function of the iron aalts in question aeens to be 
Influenced by the concentration used and alao by the consti­
tuents of the medl"um, 
4, EFFECT OP TEMPERAmiE QH (MS PKODliQTIQI). 
Opinions as to the ability of various sections of the 
colon-aerogenes group of bacteria to produce gas from glu­
cose or mannitol at temperatures above 37°C, are divided. 
The usual temperature of Incubation v/han high temperatures 
are employed has been reported to be at 46®C. However, very 
little attention has been drav/n •with respect to methods of 
inoculation and exactness of temperatures of Incubation, as, 
for example, whether the temperatures reported \^ore those of 
the incubator air or of the medium proper. It is the aim of 
this study to determine on gas production by Eaoherichla-
Aerobacter organisms in media, containing glucose, lactose 
and mannitol. Particular interest was felt in the relation­
ship of the source of Aerobacter cultures and their ability 
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to produce gas in the various media Incubated at 46°C, 
of Literature, 
Eijkman (1904) established what is now Imovm as the Eijk­
man test on the theory that warm bloo^?'=":1 Intestinal .forms of 
B, ooli were able to decaapose jlxicose at 46®G, vdth the forma­
tion of acid and gas v/hereas similar orf^aniams from other 
sources were unable to produce gas from glucose at that temp­
erature • 
Heheworth (1911) reported controversial results and 
Eijkman (1912) agreed that a negative test alone was not ab­
solute proof of the absence of fecal B, coll« 
De Graff (1922) and Salus and Hirn (1923) in Europe con­
firmed EijkmarJs contention that fecal B. coll will grow and 
produce gas at 46®C. whereas non-fecal members of the colon-
aerogones group are suppressed# 
Leiter (1929) found a better agreement between the citrate 
and indol tests and incubation at 46°C. than betv;een tests 
and incubation at 37®C« 
Brown and Skinner (1930) reported that only a small per­
centage of 3, coli from hman feces produced gas in 48 hours 
in glucose-peptone-broth at 46®C, They also reported tliat 
the Eijkman test did not elinimatc all positive tests due to 
3, aoro/^ienes. 
Perry and Hajna (1933) confirmed to some extent the find­
ings of Brown and Skinner (1930) that **more B, coll could be 
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rocovered from fresh human feces by Standard Methods (A, P, 
ii« A., 1925) than by the Eijlonan method", but found the 
quantitative difference far less. Perry and Hajna suggested 
a modification of the Eijkman medium by adding a buffer 
(K0HPO4) and reducing tlae araovint of l^lucose. Employing the 
modified medliira they wore able to recover more Bacillus coll 
from fresh specimens of liuraan feces than by using Standard 
lactose broth. Working with pure fecal cultures of coll, 
ii* a.ero.n:ene3 and B, oloaeae they found all of their seven B. 
coll organisms to produce gas in their modified medium after 
24 hours incubation at 46®C« whereas only 3 of G strains of 
aero^enea produced any gas in 48 hours and only one of 4 
strains of B# oloaeae produced a small amount of gas in 48 
hotu's • 
Eulir (1907) reported that a mannitol-peptone beef in­
fusion broth was superior to Eljkman's glucose-peptone-broth 
for detecting the presence of fecal B« coll. 
Jungeblut (1921), Minkewitsch and Trofimulc (1928) and 
Mlnkev/itsoh (1932) agreed that the Bulir test was better than 
the original Eijkman method. 
Skinner and Brown (1934) reported that the Eijlcman and 
Bulir testa failed to detect nearly as many B, ooli as did 
the lactose broth at 37,5®. They called attention to the fact 
that Eijlauan and Bulir tests, if actually carried out at 46° 
from the start, allow fewer 3, coll to produce gas than if 
brought to tliat temperature gradually, after Inoculation. 
b. Methods« 
The constituents of the nedia used were; 
C-luoose Broth Ei itonan Perrj mid lia.lna 
(rluoose "jCSTE"grama 3.6 grid's 
Peptone (Dlfco) 12.5 e^^ama 15,0 Groa-ia 
NaCl 6.25 grams 5,0 grams 
KgllPO^, 4.0 grav.iE 
Distilled water 1000.0 c.c. 1000,0 c.c. 
Andrado's Indicator 10,0 c.c, 10.0 c.c. 
Lactose Broth (Difco dehydrated) 
Lactose 10,0 grams 
Teptone 13.C (iraiaa 
Jieef-extraot 5.0 (xraras 
Distilled v/ater lOOU.O c.c. 
Andrade's Indicator 10,0 c.c. 
Modified Bulir Mannitol Broth 
Mannl'tol' 10.0 groins 
Peptone (v/itte) B.3 grama 
MaC 1 5.0 grains 
Beef-extract (Dlfco) 3.0 grans 
Distilled water 1000.0 c.c. 
The modium was filtered to remove cloudiness and 
adjusted to pH 7.4-7,6 (colorimetrically) v/lth 
HaOII. The indicator used consisted of 7 c.c, of 
a 0,1 percent aqueous solxitloii of neutral red to 
the liter of medium. 
The media ^ vere distributed in approximately 7 c.c. vol­
umes in sterile Durham fe3:vaentatlon tubes and sterilized for 
15 minutes at 12 poimds pressure and q^^ickly cooled. 
The Hoiiv media emplo^rer? were lightly inoculated at the 
some t5-me. eighteen houj? agar slant cultures were used for 
the inoculum. 
Two teclmiques were used. In one method the procedure 
consisted of inoculating forty tubes at a time at room temp­
erature followed by incubation at 45-46°C, (Temperature re­
corded by air temperatures was by thermometers attached to a 
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shelf in tlio Incxibator,} In the aocond method enplo^'cd, a 
rack (holding 40 test tubes of media) was taken from the In-
cu."bator and immediately placed in a v.'ater bath .naintained at 
46-47°C, After inoculating a rack of test tubes, each ti;be 
was qT;.lckly removed from the v/atei* bath, dried qi'-ickly with 
a piece of warm cloth and placed in a rack T;revlou3ly v;ar:ned 
at 50°r:, After transferrinr; the tubes from the rack In the 
isater batli to the dry rack, the cultures v;epe placed in the 
incubator. The tomp3ratm''e of Incubation v/as 45.5-4(3 , ao 
recorded by two thennoraoters placed in test tubes conta;i.n;".nti 
water. In both ?n0thod3 the media v/ere held in the incubatoi' 
at the i'oapective temperattires indicated above for 24 hours 
before inoc^alating. Observations and records for the forma­
tion of gas were made after one, two and tiiroe days, 
c, Rmaulta. 
The sttidy of the influence of medium and temperatiire on 
the production of gas was made on 251 Aerobacter strains, 52 
Escherichia strains and 70 Citrobacter strains. The results 
as shov/n in Table XIII clearly Indicate the haportance of 
technique when running the Eijlcman test and modificatioias of 
the Eijlanan teat. It is evident that with an incubator 
temperature of 45-46°C, (temperatTires of the raediiim 43-45®C.) 
a lar^e percentage of the EacherlcMa strains produced gas in 
all the raedia employed. More Escheriohia strains produced 
gaa in the Bulir medium than in any of the other media and the 
TABUD XIII 
El^-FECT OF TSl!PE2RAT-imE ON GAS PRODUCTION FROM VARIOUS IffiDIA 
iilscherichia 
52 strains 
1 day :2 days :3days 
.  . M M . ,  ,g.l d , 
Aerobacter : Oi-brobacier 
251 strains strains 
1 day ?2days i3 days :1 day S <iays" 
Gemas 
X Inoculated at room tempera!ture and placed in Incubator at 
C7 
_/O 
fei'^kman 
Glxacose Broth 
« ^ • 
90,4 i 90,4 S'90,4 : 10.0 11.6 11.9 
« 
72.9 1 75.7 78.6 
Perry and Hiajna 
Glucose Broth 
• • » 
75.0 : 78.8 S 80,3 f 9»6 11.6 11.9 
• 
21.4 . 22.9 22.9 
li'actbse iiroth 84.5 : 86.5 : 86i5 i 6.0 7.5 8.4 4.S : 7.1 
B-uiir 
Mannitol Broth 
*- • • 
98.1 s 98.1 s 98.1 i 10.0 15.5 t 17.1 72.9 : 77.1 77.1 
Meditffii warmed to 45.5-46 "G before inoculation 
and maintained at 45.5-46 °C, 
Eijkman 
Glucose Broth 
• 
36 *5 • 53.« 3 55.8 1.9 JL.9 2.4 4.5, 4.S 4.3 
^erry and li'ajna 
Glucose Broth 
38^5 % 48.1 
• 
« 
50.0 0.4 1.6 1.6 4.3 4.5 4.3 
Lactose Broth 13.fe : 23I.I ' 'SS'.d 0.0 (i.O 0.0 2.9' 2.9 2.9 
B^ir 
Mannitol Broth 59.6 \ 65.4 65.4 2.4 2.8 2.8 4.3 4.3 4.3 
•» Per cent of strains producing gas« 
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medltJin of Tewj and Hajna shov/cd the loast niJinbei' of s trains to 
produce gas. Only a small percentage of the Aerobaoter strains 
prodtxced gas In any of the media. The least numher px'od'i-iced 
gas In the lactose broth and tlie most in the Bullr medium. 
The results obtained v/lth the 70 Gitrobaotor straixis are 
particularly Interesting in that over 75 percent of the 
strains produced gas "^n Eljlman a2i'5 ."ulxr ned:la after two 
da'/s whereas only 7.1 percent a)id percent produced gas 
in the lactose broth and Perry and Hajna nedla r'e3pcotlvol7/' 
after the sa-ne period of observation. 
J 
It is interesting to note that the percentage of Lscher-
Ichla sLrains producing gas in the Ferjyy and Iljajna inediuirj was 
apppoximatel;/- 10 percent less than in the Eijknian medit'sn 
after growth for two and three days and that :nore than 50 
percent less Cltrobacter strains produced gas In the Perry 
and Hajna riedium than in the ^IJlcnan medi-.Tiii after the aa^ne 
periods of incubation. No difference in percentage of Aero-
bactex' strains prodtxcing gas in the tv/o modla were noted. 
Of the 23 Aerobacter strains which produced gas in both 
Eijktnan aiid Perry and Hajna media after tvvo days, nine were 
fecal strains. This constittited 10.4 percent of the 49 human 
fecal strains tested. Of the re.^iaining 19 strains 8 v;ere from 
eggs (4,5 percent of 176 strains), 6 from water, 3 from soil, 
1 from chicken dejecta and 1 from alfalfa. Of the 39 Aerobact­
er strains producing gas in the Bulir modiura after tv/o days. 
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13 '^ere fecal sfcrains (26«5 percent), 14 were egg strains 
(S.O percent), 6 vTere water stra.1.n3, 3 v/ere soil ati-'alns, 2 
were clrlckan strains and 1 Y/as an alfalfa atrailn, 
Wifcli t'l© temperature of the mediiJia I'alsod ;.of'oro i-aocula-
tion and laainbalncd at 45.5-46a very sinall porocntairo of 
the Aero":aotgr and Cltrooacter strains produced gao in any of 
the ;nedia oub th.e percentage of tlio Eaclioricjiia oiilturea pro-
ducinrj gaa were also considerably 3?educed. Tlie 'iulir niedi^ra 
allowed a larger miKiber of Sscliericlrla otrains to produce gas 
and t'le lactose brotli a lessor nual^ar t;;an v;as t;io caae with 
the standard Ei jlo;ian laedlum# 
Y/itli the tenperaturo of the mediura raised and naintainod 
at 45.5-46°C., five, four and seven Aerobaoter strains pro­
duced gas in the Eijtorian, Perry and Ilajna ajid '.-ir-lir :7icdia ro-
gpectively, after 4S hours. Of those four, three a::,d si::, in 
the sct-ne order as above, \';ere fecal strains. Also six O'itro-
bactor strains prodi:ced gas in the abovo media at the Mgher 
temperature. All of these strains wore Isolated from Iiuman 
feces and represented 50 percent of the fecal strains tested. 
Of the fev; Aerobactcr and Citrobacter strains wliich pro-
dixced gas in any of the media (te2nperature of media 45.5-46°G,) 
all bf.t one v;oro fecal strains. The exception was eai ..erobact-
er egg strain. 
Th? oonflioti.'a^ opinions of the value of the use of Mjjli 
teztiperat\i.rcs for iaolatinj;; jaembera of the colon group v/er© 
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previouBly d:"-3cuased. i'he aignificance of employing sucli 
methods is baaed upon the theory that high temperatures v/lll 
permit only fecal B, coll strains to produce gas whereas non-
fecal coli strains are suppressed. The exact interpreta-
tioii of the terms fecal and non-fecal B« coll strains Is not 
certain, Ilov/ever, based upon numerous reviews of the litera­
ture, it seems apparent that .Escherichia strains- are generally 
regarded as fecal B, coll and Aerobacter and Citrobacter 
strains as non-fecal B, coli. 
On the basis of tho results obtained with a relatively 
large number of pure cultures of the colon group the follow­
ing statements may be made, 
1. The EiJJcman test and variou.s modifications ?;hen actual­
ly carried out at 45.5-46°C« (tube temperature), allovred fev;-
er EscherlcMa strains to produce gas than when Inoculations 
were made at room temperature and incubated at 45,5-46^0, 
(temperature of inediuan rose to 43-44*^0. The xiumber of Aero­
bacter and Citrobacter strains prodticing gas were also ap­
preciably fewer when the tests v/ere actually carried out at 
45.5-46°C. 
2. V/hen incubated In the ordinary manner, that is, in-
ociilated at low temporature and placed in an incubator of 
46®C, there was a satisfactory correlation between the type 
of organlaus and gas production. 
3. V/ith the temperature of the medium raised before Inoc­
ulation and maintained at 45.5-46°C. there was a partial cor­
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relation between the tjrpe or organisms and gas production 
but the correlation was not sufficiently great to warrant 
inc^ibation ter.iperature as a diaonostic or differential teat. 
4, uith the temperature of the medluan raised before in­
oculation and :naintained at 45»5-46'^0, all of the Aerobacter 
strains, \7ith a single exception, and all of the Citrobacter 
v/hlch prodtxced gas in any of the iiiodia v/ero isolated from 
human feces. 
5, The Bulir mediiCT allov/Sd the greatest number of Es­
cherichia strains to p.i'oduoe gao at both incubator mid li­
quid temperatures of 45*5-4G''C» 
6, The use of high temperatures can not be regai^ded as a 
reliable neans for differentiating the Juerabei's of the colon 
group of bacteria. 
0^^ IDA? I OH -REDUC TI on STUDIES. 
O:tidat;;.on-reductlon studies of bacterial systems liave been 
given serious consideration in recent years. Until about 
1920 sucii studies were laade by meana of indicator dyes such 
as methylene blue, indophenols and derivatives of indigo. 
Potter (1911) showed the electromotive forces to be differ­
ent in inoculated :nedia (yeaat and l^^sch. coli) than in media 
not inoculated. 
Gillespie (1920) was the first investigator to interpret 
the electromotive forces developed in vtii'ious bactei'ial cul­
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tures In teraia of oxidation and roduotion, 
Hewitt (1931) proaentod a very valuable review of in­
vestigations concerning potentials developed in bacterial 
cultures and allowed fciiat differciit or^^aniaras grown under simi­
lar experimental conditions established cliaracteristically 
different potentials. 
Llndsey and i/ieclcler (1952) described a methylene blue re­
duction test for distinguishing between Esch, coli and A, 
aeropienea and fo\md potontiometrlc raeas-oreraents for t\7o strains 
to parallel tho results obtained by dye reduction, lii a 
previoiis studyJi- the dye test was found to be unreliable. 
A further study of the methylene blue reduction test vms 
undertaken. Potentiometric studies were made to determine 
the following; 
1, Relation betv/een oxidation-reduction potentials de­
veloped by lactose broth cultures of colon-aero£^enes bacteria 
and their ability to reduce methylene blue, 
2, Oxidation-reduction potentials developed in lactose 
broth by Escherichla-Aerobactor bacteria 
3, Relation of oxidation-reduction potentials to {growth 
rates, 
^ o f  Literature. 
Oxidation may be defined as the addition of oxygezi, the 
loss of hydrop:en or the loss of electrons. Conversely, re-
^frEpstei'n, S. S, Some d'i'ffereiitlai reacbions in the genus 
Aerobacter, Unpublished thesis. Library, I,S,G,, Ames, 
towa. 
duotlon may be dei'lned as tlie loss of o:cygon or the gain of 
hydrogen or electrons* I'he exact raeclmniam in biological oxi-
dation'-reduction Is a matter of apeciilation. V/ieland (1913) 
conceived the idea that r,iany •"ololo:::;ical ojiidaoion-reducbiona 
are essentially cases of hydrogen activatinf^ effects or hy­
drogen transports, that is, reactions of tliia nature are due 
to tlie ti'ansfer of hydrotion atoms from one substance (the hy­
drogen donatoi') to another (hydrogen acceptor), V/arburc 
(1923), hoY/Gver, believes that oxygen activation is the es­
sential factor In biological oxidations. V/ialand conaiders 
enzjmies to be the catalyaing agent, whereas V/orljur^; attri­
butes this function to iron compounds. Ivluyver and .'honker 
(1925) and Oppenlielnei' (192G) suggest the probability that 
both activated hydrogen and activated oxygen are of hr^port-
ance in biological reactions, Opxienlaeimer regards enzymes 
as the activating agent while Kluyver and Donker attribute 
activating properties being possessed by protoplasm. 
Clark (1923) employes the tena "electron transfer" in ex­
plaining oxidation reactions# In view of the fact that the 
theory of electronic rearrajigerients is in accoi'^d with the con­
cepts of hydrogen oxygen activation it seems most logi­
cal to consider Clark's theory in Interpreting the results 
secured. His explanation of oxidation-reduction potential 
(Eh) may be summarized as follows; 
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Keductantip^ "'xidaut + v/hsre n Is the nvrnxber of alocfc-
rons (e) tranafoxred. 
Keduced fora^ oxidized form + n electrons. 
prT> / Ox ) lih = Eo + ^  In v/liero -Oh and .;; o are neasured in 
volts. 
Eh = So vifhen 
K = the gas constant, 8.31607 volt cou.lor.ibs» 
T = Absolute temperature, 
i''- - On& Faraday of electricity, approximately QG,500 coa-
lomlas, i, o., the amount of current required to transfer one 
equivalent. 
n = the nmber of equivalents, 
V.'lth reference to the oxidation-reduction of methylene 
blue, Clark (1926) represents the reaction as: 
0^ + H®' + 2 e —J. HR 
Methylene blue (cation) + hydrion + 2 electrons —^ methy-
r"* 
lene white. 
According to this explanation methylene "blue may be re­
garded as an "electron acceptor" just as much as a "hydrogen 
acceptor**. 
Clark, Cohen and G-ibbs (1925) found methylene blue in­
convenient and unreliable for precise Eh measurements because 
of peculiarities of the dye and poising or capacity effect, 
Hewitt (1931) points out that Eh is a measure of intensity 
level and not of capacity, iui analogy may be laade betv/een the 
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relatlon of pH to total acidity and the relation of 21i to 
capacity. That is. Eh is the measurement of the ratio of the 
oxidized and reduced forma of the systems studied and not of 
their absolute quantities. Thus a 90 percent oxidized system, 
v/ill have tlie same electx'ode potential no mtter v/hether the 
total concentration is 0,01 percent or 10.0 percent, trut the 
Ijoising effect will b e 1,000 times greater in the latter case. 
In Instances where the reduction Intensity of a particular sys 
tem is of small capacity, the Introduction of methylene blue 
solution may bring about a condition wherein the system be­
comes entirely oxidized and the dye is not appreciably re­
duced. 
b. Methods. 
The methods employed in carrying out the methylene blue 
reduction test and potentiometric meaaurements are described 
belov;, 
(1.) Methylene Blue Reduction 1'est. 
'fhe methylene blue reduction test was carried out by intro 
ducing heavy inoculations from yo-ung agar slant cultiores into 
10.0 c.c. portions of sterile Difco dehydrated lactoso broth 
in (18 X 150 iran.) test tubes and incubating at 37®G, for 24 
hours after which 0,5 c.c. of 0.1 percent aqueous methylene 
blue solution (U. S. P. Medicinal—Central Scientific Co.) 
were added to each culture. The mixture was vigorously shaken 
to bring about an uniform distribution of the dye, allov/ed to 
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Stand at room temperature for one hour and then observed for 
evidence of dye reduction. 
(2») Potentiometric Measurements* 
The Electrode. ISright platimjm electrodes wei'e welded 
onto s;!ualgQa'n.ated copper vrlro and sealed into glass tubing. 
The glass tubing was carefully examined and no cracka or de­
fects v/ere detected. I'he electrodes v/ei'e cleaned in ciiroraic-
sixlphuric acid aiad rinsed thoroughly in distilled ^ i7ator be­
fore eacli experJ-Kient« 
Salt Drid/^ea, llie bridges consiated of glass tl-tubea of 
about 3 imn. internal bore. The bores v;ere plu.gg6d with cotton 
and the U-tubes were steriliaed at 15 pounds pressure for 15 
minutes. Sterile melted 2 percent agar saturated v/ith potas­
sium chloride was aaeptically dravm up into the bridge by 
auction and cooled by immeralng in a large bealrer filled v;ith 
water :naintalned at about 38°C. The U-tubes vrere kept in a 
saturated KCl soltition until used. 
Electrode Vessel. The electrode vessel consiated of a 
culture tube (18 x ICO mm.) fitted with a two-hole coi-'k stop­
per, The platinum electrode and one limb of the sattirated 
KCl agar bridge were placed near the bottom of the culture 
tube and thus held firmly. 
Standard Half Cell. A saturated calomel lialf cell was 
used aa a reference to wiiich the culture tube v/aa connected 
by means of the saturated KCl agar bridge. 
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Tempera l..uro of Po uu.itlometrlc Meaauronenta, j.obli the 
electrode vesael and the calomel hali:' cell vrore naliitai'.ned :'-?i 
a thermostatic controlled Incubator maintained at SV'^C, + 
0,5°C« The values of the luilf-coll rofoi'red to the normal hy-
di-'ogen electrode v/as tal-cen to be +0,256 volts at (Clark 
1928). 
Potentioraetor« Moasuror:iciit3 were made by moans of a 
Leeds and liortlu'^up Student ll'-jrje K potentiometei' uslnj^ a West­
on cell as a standard. The potentiometer \7as connected to an 
electron tube apparatus of the tyjje constructed by Joodhue, 
Schv/arte, and Fu.lraer (1933). The reason for using tills ap­
paratus v/as primarily convenience an.d availability, 
Lietennination of pll Values. The pli values of the bac-
torlal cultures studied v/ere determined v/itii a glass elect­
rode of the type described by Goodhue, Schwarte, and Pulmer 
(1932). The glass electx'ode was standardized against solu­
tions or known hydrogen ion concentrations prior to each set 
of determinations. Curves thus obtained (©. m. f. plotted 
against pii) were then employed for converting S, i,!, F, to pH, 
c. Results. 
The studies on oxidation-reduction were considered under 
tvfo phases, namely, reduction of methylene blue and potentlo-
metric studies, 
Methylene Blue Reduction Test, 
The results with the methylene blue reduction test as de-
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termlned by fclie addition of 0,5 c.c, of 0,1 percent aqueous 
methylene blue solution to 10 c.o. 24 iioior lactose brotli cul­
tures are ^Iven in Table XIV, Ujjon addi.tlon of the dye the 
tubes v/ere vigorously shaken and allowed to stand at room 
temperature (approximately 25°G, * 1,C°) for ono hour and 
then observed for evidence of dye reduction. In rooording 
the results of this teat the follov;iii^ key was ovaploycd: 
+++ = complete reuuction of the dye with exception of u blue 
film at the surface of the broth culture; -t-+ = considerable 
reduction^ + = appreciable reduction; and SI or - = no ap­
preciable reduction. Heated, cooled and shaken cultures 
and sterile lactose broth were treated with 0,5 G,C, of the 
dye solution and served as controls. 
The results obtained in this study clearly indicaue that 
the methylene blue reduction teat does not afford a reliable 
means of differentiation among the tliree genera of the coloia 
group. It is interesting to note that an almdsfc equal pro­
portion of the tested Aerobaoter and Citrobacter strains 
showed ability to i^eduoe methylene blue (glvirig a +++ re­
action), Of the 251 Aerobacter cultures tested, 166 or 66,1 
percent reduced the dye within one hour as compared with 33 
or 55,0 percent of the 6iO Citrobacter cultiu'es giving Uhe 
same reaction. It is also interesting to note that none of the 
48 Bschsrichla strains tested reduced the dye and tiiat only 
10,0 percent of the Aerobacter strains and 8.3 percent of 
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TABIiB XIV. 
Showliin: i^eaults of the Methylene Blue Reduction Teat. 
I'to'.' of ; Reaction after one hour' 
Cultioros W 4- SI. or «•' 
Genus Tested :¥a»i" y!i ':lW. Vllo. T sNo. 
lIlacVieri'cKi'a 15 6: • 
Aerobacter 251 lSGi6G.X!34?15.5J26|10,Sl26!l0,0 
Cltrobacter 60 g5l5S.0;14?25.4! Sflg.g? s! 8.5 
+++ =3 cbmpletd red!uctIon except' 'f'or blue f'i'lra at' sfvr-
face. 
++ != ConaiderablQ reduction. (Half color). 
+ = Appreciable reduction. (Three-quarter color). 
Sl^ or - « !Io appreciable reduction. (Almost full color). 
the Cltrobactor strains produced slight or nocllglble re­
duction of the dye (giving a SI or - reaction) au compared 
to 35.4 percent of the Ei3chorlcMatralns which gave the 
s «i; no, r- e a o !"• i.. n. 
roi'relatlon of Methylene Blue Reduction with Colony Typea 
on Eoalne laethylene Bl\ie Apiar. Earlier studies (Epstein, 
1932) shov/ed an apparent relatlonaloip betv;oen the ability of| 
cerr.ain laerabora of the genus Aerobacter to reduce methylene 
blue and the appearance of colonies they formed on cosine 
methylene blue agar. Further evidence is presented to con­
firm the earlier findings. (Dlacussion and descriptions of 
colony types on E. M, B. agar was given on pages SO to fl4. 
See Tables IV and V). An Interesting relationship is shovm 
la Table XV. A ^rlef description of appearances of colonies 
on eoslne siothylene blue precedes a discussion of Table aV, 
Type A-1 is the typical Aerobacter aeroRenes conforming 
to the original description given by Levine (1921 a). 
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Type A-II differs from Vype A-I v/ith rospect to color, 
wMch is vn'.ne and relative siize of the center, v/iiich const'.-
tufces tliree-quarters the diaineter of the colony. 
Type A-III is characterized by its small size, 1 1/2 to 
3 m. in diameter, and a cratiform centei*. 
Type A-IV" is very similar to Type A-I except that the 
centor is red v/ine-like or blue in color. 
Type A-V is similar to Type A.-I as rer^arda confluence and 
stirface but resembles Tyj^e A-III in elevation and appearance 
by transmitted light. 
Type A-VI resembles Typo A-I in appearance by transmitted 
light but in reflected light the colonies appear dull rather 
than glossy or mucoid as is characteristic for Types A-I. The 
centor of Type A-VI Is also oratlfona. 
Type A-VII more closely resembles the standard description 
of Each, coli than Aerobacter aero.nienes, 
Of the five types of colonies considered as Escherichia 
colonies O-I is the typical Escherichia coli conformins to 
the description by Levine (1921 a). 
Type C-II colonies differ from Type C-I in that they are 
v/ine-colored and have no metallic sheen. 
Type C-^III is larger than Type C-I (3 to 4 mm.)and its 
edge is irregular. 
Type C-r/ is similar to Type C-III in size but resembles 
Type C-I in the character of its edge and in its appearance by 
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TA^)Lji XV 
Aim.'ir.it: oi' r€-BUC'fio;5 oi' •;x,ra by coLoa 
BAGTEi.iA AHD or (;0L0in:-:s i-'o:: k-.;^:ink 
i4i-:Tii]c:/r.::rj BLUJ;; AOAJI 
iho.'Of ! i ^ ^^tion afior one hour 
Colony ji iJiiltijreot +++ « S •f 8 S 1 ov~.-
3 •ijtfo? 1 %, tm 8 . % 'iiip ' '"1" ' 'cw^ ' s /O 8110. 1 . ; 
A"»I 
« • 
S 6S Je3 
( i 
8100,04 
,9 
A 
J 0.0 
: . 
8 0 
8 
8 OoO 
i 
• 
s 0 
8 
« 0.0 
A«II 
m 
* 4» 18 
3 
» ^ 
i s 
t 13.38 s 
s 
J 33, 3 
S 
£ 6 
• 
840.0 
A ' • 
8 2 
8 
813.3 
A-III 
« 
« 
: SO 
S 
: 4 
t 9 
i 20,0s 0 
• 
:40,0 t ,4 *820.0 
« 
* 
8 4 
8 
820.0 
A-IV 
t 
: 88 
8 
«80 
t « 
t 91,0« 6 t G,8 
s 
8 1 
8 
8 1.1 
» 
3 1 
: 
8 1.1 
A-V 
: 
« V 43 JIO 
! S S S 
: 83.3510 SS5.3 !lO 
8 
883,3 
8 
8lS 830,8 
A-VI 
: 
t 8 
; 
9 *5^ 
t } 
187.5 J 1 
t 
JlS.B 
8 
8 0 
* 
8 0.0 
• 
• II 0 
8 
8 0.0 
A-VIl 
: 
• 
• 14 
4 • 
J 0 
i t 
t O.OIS 4 (88.6 
8 
8 5 
s 
835,7 
S 
8 5 
« 
835,7 
«C-I 
t 
t 13 
t 
S, S 
S 2 
t 11.ll 137,8 
« 
1 6 
{ 
vk^o.S 
• « 
tt 
• 5 
• 
887,8 
«C»11 
$ 
s 39 
3 
JS8 
s ' i 
1 71,81 0 
8 
183,1 
8 
t 2 
8 
8 5,1 
• 
• 
• • 0 
8 
8 0,0 
«c-v 
{ 
t 3 
: $ I 
t 3 iioo.o: 0 
3 
S 0,0 
8 
8 0 8 0.0 
8 
3 0 
• • 
8 0,0 
i 
t S7 J, 0 
t s 
s O.OI 7 
8 
i85.9 
8 
Sl2 
* 
* 
;44,4 
8 
8 8 
8 
889,6 
iWG«II 
t 
i 11 
t 
t 0 
3 : 
S 0.03 8 
• 
;54.5 
i 
818,2 
o « 
8 3 
8 
827,3 
4^-111 
t 
f, 7 
i 
1 0 
s t 
8 O.Oj 1 
: 
S14.3 
• 
« 
8 3 
8 
848*9 
S 
3 3 
8 
s ^ 0*9 
^-IV 
s 
s 3 
i 
J 0 
i i 
t 0.0s 0 
• 
8 0.0 
8 
8 0 
« 
8 0.0 
e 
• 
« 3 
s 
ilOO.O 
i 
t 359 t 
} : 
s s 
8 
i 
t 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
• 
$ 
-h>-^ Cosnplot© reduction except for blue film at axu'fac© 
•H- Conaiaerabl© rodnction# (iialf colon) 
+ Appreolatolo reduuotion. (Three-qt^arter-color.) 
SI or - Hp approclable reduction. (Alriost full color,) 
® Cltrobaoter ox0.ttiro8 
i-itfoJaeriolSa cultttrea 
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transriilttod light. 
Type G-V J.xicludea sauill pink oolonle.g and roaeiablea Type 
G-I pi'lnoipally, in aia© oi-id lack of coiij?raoij.cG. 
.'•.11 Aorobacter cvilturos (53) ;?h;'.oh foicviod Lypical ;.oro-
ba.cter- aex'-ofienea (Type A~I) coloniea cn k>j.e difforeuUial 
medium .^ave positive mothylexie blue reductifni tests, vhat 
is, 24 hour lactoae broth cultva^ea gave a +++ roaction indi-
catin,:-; 'r.hat except for a blue fil;:! at the auri'aoe uliero \ra3 
complete peductj.on of the dye v/ithiii one hour, iiiriilar re­
actions v/ere produced by 91.0 percent and 87,5 percent of the 
cultures which foraied I'ype (88 a trains) and Type A-VI 
(8 strains)respectively. 
Table XV ijresents an analysis of the 359 cixltures studied 
with respect to l:he relationship of their ability to redixce 
methylene blue and the types of colonies they foimed on 2, Li, 
B, agar. It is interesting to note that the Citi-'obacter cul­
tures on the differential mediim reseinbled raore closely the 
typical Esoh, coli colony than they did the typical Aerobacter 
aeroflenes'colony, Of the GO Gitrobacter strains studied, 18, 
39 and 5 formed Typo C-I, Type G-II and Type C-V colonies re­
spectively. 
Of the 59 Gitrobacter cul1;ures ^/hich forrried Type C-II col­
ony 28 or 71.8 porcent gave positive methylene blue test3(+++ 
reaction) ;Yhereas none of the 11 Escherichia ctiltures forraing 
a aimilar type colony produced such a reaction. 
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The data In Table XV, further demonstratoa that tho me­
thylene blue teejt aa performed under the oondltiona describ­
ed can not be regarded as a means of differentiating the gen­
era of the colon group of bactoria. lliere is, however, a 
striking correlation betv/een certain types of colonies and 
tbo dye test. Of the 159 cultures v/hich formed Typos A-I, 
A-IV and A-VI colonies, 150 or more than 94,0 percent of 
those strains gave positive methylene blue reduction teats 
(+++ reaction) whereas of the 55 cultures which formed 
Types C-I, C-III and C-IV coloiiiea 53 or more tlian 96,0 
percent gave completely negative raethylene blue reduction 
tests# 
(2.) Potentiometric Studios, Potentionietric studies were 
made on 45 cultures. With respect to genus and source these 
v/ere: 
Aerobacter cultures (34) 
Water: A^, 
Soil: and Ag, 
^^lman feces: Aio 
Shucked oysters: AQ 
Eggs; 6, 9i, 19A, PA, 32, 46, 65, 6GA, 71 amall, 
llOAg, 110 redi, 116, 121 small, 134, 156P-1, 
156 WP, 183, ISSreE, 192a, 197Da, 198-2, 213 aty, 
221Dj., 226, 253, 257sA, 259 and 306-1, 
Escherichia cultures (7) 
V/ator; 0^ and Og. 
Cattle feces: ^xa* 
Human feces: 0^7 and 0^3. 
CMcken feces: Cgg, 
Gitrobacter cultures (4) 
Chicken feces: Ila and ii^. 
Pigeon feces: Ha. 
Shucked oysters: Hx, 
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(a.) x'Vfeiity-'X'oTar Ilom'' Laoboge Broth Cixlti^reH, Potonfclo-
mcfcrJ.c studies of 24 hoiii^ lactose oroth culturea of coion-
aGro£;enos bacteria v/ere made to detemiiJie o.ue rollov/lng: 
(I,) Are the oxidation-i-eductlon potentials ciiar-
actoi'-lstio or the ('genera :ln the oclon-aeroiiones group? (2.) 
/ix-e potontloanstric reading:,'s constant? (5.) Is inothyD^ene 
blue in the concentration onployed iu the rriethylone blire teat 
a reliable indicator of oxidation-rcduction potentials? 
Ten c.c. sterile standar-d lactose broth in tesst tubesClQ 
X 150 inni,) wei'e Inoculated in triplicate v;ith a loopful (4 
rmn, in diaiaoter) of an IS hour nutrient broth oultiire and in­
cubated for 24 hours at SVC, _+ 0,5®, At the expiration of 
the incubation period the cixlture system was connected v/ith a 
Gtudent Type K Potentiometer equipped with a vacuum cell ap­
paratus, The incubator used was especially designed for this 
type of experiinental work# The culti.tres were connected to a 
saturated KGl calomel half-cell held in the same Incubator 
by means of a satv.rated ICGl agar bridge and to the potertio-
meter held at room temperature. 
Readings were made at various intervals without inaliiiig 
any adjustments in the set lip, except v/hen necessary to 
change from a positive to a ne.!;^ative connection or vice ver­
sa. The pH values were obtained by the f^lass electrode 
method. The glass electrode was standardized with solutions 
of Imown hydrogen ion concentrations prior to each set of 
readings, 
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The potenfclometrle ineasurernent for each ciiltiare was mad© 
in dtxplicate and at the sarao time the methylene blue test 
7/a3 run on the third lactose broth culture, lieaaonable 
agreement was found in the oxidation-reduction potentials 
for each set of duplicate run. 
The results of the study on 45 cultures are shovm in fig­
ures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in v/hich voltage ia plotted against 
time in raiiuxtes after the recording of the first reading (ze­
ro tiine). The voltage is expressed in tersns of the standard 
normal hydrogen electrode, Sh = 0, by simply adding +0,236 
volt to the observed e, m. f« (Clark, 1923), 
Figure 1 demonstrates a striking difference in the oxi­
dation-reduction potentials developed by Aerobaoter cultures 
forming typical Aerobaoter aerof^enes (Type A-I) colonies on 
eosine methylene blue agar and those developed by Escherichia 
cultures. It will also be observed tliat the Eh of the Aero­
baoter cultures were more constant than the Jih of tho Escheri­
chia cultures, V/ith the exception of culture llo, 24, the Eh 
of the Aerobaoter cultures did not vary more tlian 0,01 volt 
during the period of observation. 
Figure 2 presents a variation of Eh values produced by 
variovis Aerobaoter cultures, especially by those foinhing 
Type A-II colonies on E, M, D, agar. Ingeneral, the po­
tential readings were reasonably constant. 
Figures 3 and 4 sliovj the oxidation-reduction potentials 
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produoed by 4 Aerobaofcer lactoae broth cultiiresClJurnbers 32, 
192q, 257aA and SRx to be more positive than the potential 
established by the Eacherlchla culture No. Gga. 
Figure 5 showa the Hi of Gltrobaoter cultures to be de­
cidedly negative and, therefore, presents another character 
by which the bacteria of the genus Citrobaoter are more 
closely related to the genus Aerobacter than to the genus 
Bacherichia« It will be recalled tliat members of the genus 
Citrobacter resemble bacteria of the genus Aerobacter in 
their ability to utilize citric acid as the sole source of 
carbon and resemble the bacteria of the genus Eacheriohia in 
that they do not produce acetyl-methyl-carbinol from glucose 
and that they are methyl red positive. 
Relation of Potentiometric Measirrementa to the 
I^^i^ene ^lue Keduction Tea't;'.'"" 
'i'ablo XVI was drawn up to show the relation of the po-
tentiometric measurements to the methylene blue test and to 
indicate the reliability of methylene blue in the concentra­
tion empl07/ed in the dye test as an indicator of oxidation-
reduction potentials oT lactose broth ciiltures. The Eh values 
listed v/oro those observed 10 minutes after the first reading 
was reoorded. The mid-point values (Eq) of the methylene-
blue-mothylene-white systems at the given pH conditions were 
deterailned by the graphing tho results of Clark, Cohen and 
Gibbs (1925, Tables 17 and 18) and interpolating. 
According to Hewitt (1931) at constant pH, the potential 
of a 50 percent oxidized methylene blue solution (Eq) (half 
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TABLE XVI. 
RELATION OP OXIDATION-REDUC TI OH POTENTIALS TO METHlDLiiXE 
BLUE REDUCTION TEST,-24 HOUR LACTOSE BROTH CULTURES 
Ctilture jtioiony *54 hr w.iDevlation lAgree-
sTypeon :Lactose iMldpolnt :ln volts Seat »merit of 
lE.M.B. 1Broth 1 E'o :of Eh from sM.B.test 
SDH 
' 
Hh s t E'o land Bh 
Ae -•216 t +.080 t -.296 -1 -t • r T P  J + 
AT t J 5. 30 -.327 t +.082 t -.409 +++ s + 
A9 t A I, J5.50 -.340 * +.073 : -.413 +++ t + 
24 s 15.75 -.229 i +.059 t -.288 +++ : + 
65 } }5.45 -.304 t +.075 1 -.379 +++ : + 
259 f J5.25 -.274 s +.084 t -.358 +++ t + 
66A 
t(B) 
'*'S.S5 ' -;§57 t +.084 'l -.m +4-+ t + 
71 small l4»88 -.264 t +.107 t -.371 + t » 
121 small t(s}AII. 14.80 +.149 ; +.115 t +.034 SI t + 
198-2 }(s) t4*85 +.190 : +.112 t +.078 SI s + 
213 aty »(s) :5,00 -.106 : +.101 i -.207 ++ } mm 
Us; s5«04 -.244 * +.100 t —.^44 + s -
183 i 3 4*90 -.238 : +.107 s -.345 + t -
192a :(8)AIII :4.73 +.254 : +.121 : +.133 + ; -
257sA »(B) 15.12 +.237 : +.093 I +.144 + : -
306-1 :(s) J6.35 +.iia s +.080 J +.037 + * + 
Ai J sB.SS ' +.029 t +.084 t —.065 +++ s + 
AiO s 15.45 -.279 t +.075 : -.354 +++ : + 
6 
j(3) 
J5.70 -.320 i +.062 J -.382 +++ : + 
32 S 4.90 +.249 : +.107 8 +.142 SI : + 
156P-1 t A IV, «5.75 -.322 i +.059 I 381 •H-+ t + 
ISSPIBB 
»(a) 
J5.60 -.325 I +.066 ; -.391 +++ J + 
221Dx (5,35 -.299 J +.080 : -.398 +++ : + 
46 t »5.70 -.334 J +.062 t —.396 +++ : + 
253 : t5.40 -.260 : +.077 : -.337 +++ s + 
s i5.CIS • +.ii68 : +.i00 : '+.S'5S si : + 
19A : :5.45 -.346 » +.075 : -.421 +++ ; + 
134 j(s)AV, t5.47 -.298 8 +.074 t-. 372 + • «• 
( J5.60 -.315 t +.066 i -.381 +++ t + 
156W™ 1 AVI. {5,56 -.s4i t +.073 t -.414 +++ t + 
116 re<ix U a i  -.^39 8 +.093 s —.3^2 SI { ** 
116 :(a) »5,02 +.188 t +.101 : +.087 + t + 
197Da J AVII, J5.10 +.102 I +.093 J +.009 SI J + 
226 t(s} 15.20 r,f237 : +.088 t -.325 + s -
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TABLE l£Vr»{ continued) 
Cxature JColony n ^4 ^  t sibevlation TOC' »Agree­
jType onJI Lactose ( Midpoint »ln volts Test ment Cf 
tE.M.B, > t Broth s E*o Jof Eh from tM.B.tes 
J agar :>pH } Eh t 1 E*o send Eh 
X t fli i:4.80 8 +.190 + 
Cg J Oil :t4«80 j-f,115« +.115 : +.000 ++ t + 
CIO t CI JJ5.00 }+»3S4t +.101 1 +.223 ++ % 'mm 
G 13 » CI :t4«80 *+•096 J +.115 i -.019 ++ t + 
C 17 : Cil tt4«90 J+.2341 +.107 i +.127 ++ t -
C 35 1 CI :i4»90 S+.215I +.107 s +.108 + i + 
C 35 I CIV ct4«80 H-.175S +.115 t +.060 + t + 
•JHtHx 1 CV ' >15*40 t -.463 f 11 : + 
Ha i  oi l  tt5.20 S-.2171 +.088 1 -.305 +++ t + 
Ha t CV »15.40 J-.2601 +.077 8 -.337 -> > « TTP* : + 
,24 t CII St5.30 J-.153J +.082 t —.235 3 +++ : + 
(s}s=^6talllc sheen on colony "M-i«Complete reduction 
« a^i'aoh&richla cultures -H- aConslderable reduction 
^ '^itrobacier oxiltures + aAppreciable reduction 
E* o*aPot'ential 50 per oent reduction SI or -ssSlight or no 
of methylene blue at the given reduction 
pH 
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color) is about 0.060 volt more positive tiian the potential 
of the dye solution when 1 percent oxidized (almost color­
less). When methylene blue is 98 percent oxidized (almost 
full color) the potential is about 0.060 volt more positive 
than the potential at the methylene-blue-methylene-v/hite 
midpoint (E^). Allowing 40.040 volt variation which might 
take place from the time the dye is added to the time the re­
sults of the methylene blue reduction test (one hour) is read, 
a +++ reaction of the dye test should coincide with a poten­
tial value of 0*10 volt more negative than the oxidation-re-
duction potential of the methylene blue-methylene white mid­
point, Eq and SI or + reaction sliould be 0.10 volt more posi­
tive than the Eq. Such a relationship is considered a par­
allelism of potentiometric measurement with the methylene 
blue reduction teat. 
Before considering the data presented in Table XVI, it is 
felt that statements of assumptions of the probable factors 
involved in the oxidation-reduction phenomena of bacterial 
culture systems would serve as an orienting function. If we 
are to assume that the potentials developed are due to the 
metabolic activities of the cells, we can then conclude that 
the observed potentials are probably of the rate of the ac­
tivations of the existing substances in the system. The me­
chanism of this activation may be explained as due to the 
tendency of the substances in question to act as hydrogen or 
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electron donabors or as hydrogen or electron acceptors. The 
greater the tendency to donate electrons, the more ne/ratlve 
will be the observed potentials, V/hen positive potentials 
are obtained, we can then assume that the system contains a 
greater proportion of oxidiKing •molecules, that is, molecules 
which have a tendency to take on electrons than it does re­
ducing molecules, 
Aaaumin,'; the preceding speculation to be a fact, it vrou.ld 
seem probable that a suitable dye such as methylene blue could 
be re3.iably employed as . a insar^.s of ineasnrin'; relative oxida-
tlon-reduction conditions of bacterial cultures. The relia­
bility of a dye falls short because Eh is an expression of 
intensity level and not of capacity. It is, therefore, pos­
sible for a bacterial culture to prodtice a potential of siich 
snail capacity that the amount of the introduced dye v/111 take 
on all the escaping electrons and at the same time not be ap­
preciably reduced, A factor of this nature nocesfjltates the 
determination of the suitable concentration of the dye to bo 
employed • Investigations on tMs phase of the study on the 
reduction of methylene blue by lactose broth cultures of the 
colon-aeroscnes bacteria was not pursued because the potentlo-
metric studios indicated that a perfect differentiation of 
the genera Escherichia and Aerobacter could not be made on 
differences In oxldation-rerliuction potentials developed in 
lactose broth cultures. 
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Table .XVI shows that an agreenont of the roaulta oi" the 
potentioraetric measure.monts and the raethylene blue tost v;as 
obtained v/ith 34- of the 45 cultures tested. In aeven In-
fltancGS (Cultuj?ea 71 small, 215 aty, 9x* 1S3, 124, 110 rodx 
and 226) the llh. v/aa more than 0.20 volt more negative than 
the ILQ and jjoslfcive resulta (+++ reaction) Vrero not obtained 
with bh© dye test showing that the bactei'ial culttirea in 
qu.estioii produced potentials of such small capacitlea that tlio 
concentration of the dye used was able to talce on all tiie es­
caping electrons in the systcra \Yithout beinf;; appreciably re­
duced. In five instances (Aerobactox' cultoros 192a and 257 
sA and Escherichia cultui'ea Cj,, C^q and C^y) the methylene 
blue tesb reactions ?;ere either 4- or ++ corresponding to about 
7S and 50 percent oxidation reispectively aiid the iih values 
v/ere move positive than the Eq values by more than 0.120 volt 
indicatins the reduction of the dye was probably due to fac-
tros other than the existinn; o:cidatlon-roductlou potential of 
the bacterial cultures at the time of t.he introduction of the 
dye, 
General ConoltisionB; On the basis of the repults obtained 
in the studios of methylene blue reduction capacities and the 
oxldation-i''eductioxi potentials of 24 hoxir lactose broth cul­
tures of bacteria of the colon group the follov/in^ general 
conclusions may be dravm, 
1. Neither the methylene blue reduction test nor the po« 
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tentlals.developed by 24 hour lactose broth cultures con be 
regarded as a dependable means of differentiating between the 
bactor of the general Aerobacter and Escherichia* 
2, Potentiometric measurements of oxidation-reduction po­
tentials offer R :ncre satisfactory means of differentiating 
Eacherlchla'-/ierobacter strains than does the methylene blue 
rediiction test# 
3, Methylene blue in the concentration employed in the 
methylene blue j?eduction teat can not be reliably regarded 
as an accvirate indicator for determining oxidation-reduc­
tion potentials of bacterial culture sjrstems. 
4, Although in general Aerobacter lactose broth cultures 
produce negative potentials and Eschei'ichia cultures produce 
positive potentials, an appreciable nuinber of Aerobacter 
strains (23.5 percent) gave Eh readings similar to those of 
Escherichia strains. 
5» All Aerobacter strains forming typical A, aero^aieneg 
colonies on eosine methylene blue agar and over 90,0 percetxt 
of the Aerobacter strains v/Mch formed bluish mucoid colonies 
on the same medium gave positive methylene blue reduction 
tests and produced decided negative oxidation-reduction po­
tentials in 24 hotir lactose broth cultures. Eosine methylene 
bltie agar, therefore, is a good index and a much easier one 
than the others for differentiation of genera Vifithin the 
colon-aerogenes group of bacteria. 
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(b,) Oxidation-Reduction Potentials Developed In Lac­
tose Broth Cultures of Eacherlchia-Aerobacter Bacteria. The 
potential-time clianges developed hj cultures of Escherichia-
Aerobacter bacteria in lactose broth v/ere followed by elec­
trode measurements in the following inannei'; Thirty c.c. 
sterile lactose broth in 200 x S5 ram, cotton-plugged test 
tubes were inoculated with 0.1 c.c, of 24 hour lactose broth 
and incubated at 37°G, The Incubator vms especially built 
for potentioraetric studies and was conveniently equipped 
with a saturated KCl calomel half cell. The door of the in­
cubator had tv/o sliding portal openings and a small glass 
v/indow which itiade it possible for a v/orker to connect the 
culture system to the reference cell and to a vacuum-tube 
potentiometer kept at room temperature. 
Prior to inoculations the lactose broth was held at 37"C. 
for 48 hours in order to detect the presence of any possible 
contamination and to -povralt stabilization of potential, TYK> 
strains were selected for this study. One (Ag) was an Aero-
bacter culture isolated from soil and the other (G33) was an 
Escherichia strain isolated from human dejecta. On E. M. B, 
agar, each formed colonies typical for A. aero^enes (Type 
A-I) and Ksoh. coli (Type C-I) respectively. 
The pll and Eh values of the medium before Inoculationw ere 
6,92 and +0,306 respectively. In making Eli determinations a 
culture tube v/as selected at random and connected to the calo­
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mel half cell and potentiometer. Precautions v/er-o taken to 
avoid shaking the cxilture tv.bea. Ton to 15 minutes were al­
lowed to elapae T.iefope a readln;-^ was made and recorded. Im­
mediately thereafter the ctxlture was removed from the incu­
bator, allov/ed to cool to room temperature (25°C, +1,0") and 
' tmtrn 
its pll value deter:a5.ned b:,r the nlass electrode method. 
The results of this experiment are presented in Fi/^iire 6. 
The -marked difference .In Eh and pH curves for each orf';anism 
is noticeable. Both cultures shov/ decided noifrative drifts in 
potential during the first 9 hours of p;rov/th accompanied by 
lowering pH valiies, I'hereafter, the curves for each cultxire 
differs. In contrast to the slight pos-'tive trend of the 
Aerobacter strain, the Escherichia culture shows a sharp rise 
toward positive valties in potential. The striking difference 
of potential is more clearly shown in Table XVII in vAi:: eh the 
Eh of each ctilture is compared \75. th the Eh of the methylene 
bluc-methyle^-ie white midpoint, Eq n.t> the remDccbive values 
of the cultures in question. The observations made after 9 
and 12 hours pp^owth shov/ the Eh of both the Aerobacter and 
Escherichia cultures to be about equally more negative than 
the potential of the Eq* Thereafter, however, txie potential 
of the Escherichia culture became more positive than the Eq, 
After 28 hours the potential was 69 milivolts more positive 
than the Eq and after 120 hoiu's it v/as 253 milivolts more posi­
tive, The potential of the Aerobacter culture maintained its 
negative character showing an Eh 256 milivolts more negative 
- 8l a*-
than tlie Eq after 120 houra» 
JliG pH cwvoa are also jaarkedly diiToroiit. As vrltli tlio 
potential, both organlaas r-apidly loY/orcd the pll oi* the nedivmi 
darliiji' the i'lrat 9 iioura of gi'ov/th, Lho valuoa reached at that 
-were 5.50 and 5,10 for the Aerobacter and ::isoherlchla 
cultures respectively# i'he liisoherlchia culture cojatlnuod a 
rather sharp decline of pli value for Lho nQ>:t 7 hours when a 
pil value of 4.75 v/as reached and then showed a X'adual de­
cline uatil a pil of 4»59 was reached at the end of 120 hours 
of grov/th. On the other '.hand, bho Aorobaoter culture ahov/-
od a much leaiser decline in pII value from the 9 hour period 
to the 16 hour period and reached a iminlintmi of 5.35 after 28 
houi'3 oi ,^rov/th, Xhe trend of the curve then aaauiued a grad­
ual rise uiitil a liLi value of 5.70 was reached after 120 hours, 
Hhe pil curves are in accord witli the explanation of GXar-k 
and Luba (1915) v/ith reforence to the activity of ijacl'x. coli 
and A. aero'^ei^es cultures in augar brotha. xhe foruer in­
creases the hydroffen ion concentration to a point v/hero it 
becomes suicidal and. gr-ovifth stops, v/liile tiio latter is capa­
ble of converting the acids a:id consequently grovya for a Huch 
longer tlr^e. 
I'he character of the ii:h curves may be best explained as 
beins d\ie to the difference In tho metabolic activities of 
the two organisr.is v/ith refex-'ence to the balance of reducing 
and oxidiaing substances produced. It seems that during the 
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TABLE XVH, 
RELATIOH OP OXIDATIOH-REDUCTION POTENTIALS OF ESCKERIGHIA-AEROBACTER LACTOSE BROTH 
CULTURES TO METHYLEim BLUE-MSEITSLENE WHITE MID POIHT, E«0 
I'ime fdontpol 
la : Sterile 
hotirs tLactoae Brotii 
t Ell : pii E3l 
' jSciaeyTchia No. C' Aerbbacter No» AC tt ' . 
s»S!iBth.ylene:I)0Viation s sDeviatlons^Metiiy-
iBltie tEh from s:of Eh :lene Bluei 
tMethylene sE»o( volta): Jfrom S*o sMet-hylene: 
sVihite Mid-; ' ' " ' " " " J:(volts) STshite Midi 
0 l+,S06 :6.92 mmrnmi 8 J * • • • • « 8 «• • 2 »«•«• 
S.5 :-i-,295 86.90 :+.23l • 6.50S +.628 t +.203 8 J +.18S i 86.45 8+8212 
6.0 s+,290 S6.89 :-.514 * • e.b'ds +•047 t -.361 8: -.391 3 +.6S^ 85.59 8-.525 
8.0 t6«8d 8-.S37 8 5.808 +•056 8 -85955 8 8 —.418 » « +.089 :5.1S :-.329 
5.0" S6.90 J-. 341 • • ^•064 • -.40S • • • • -.4'IS • « +.094 :5.10 C
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first 9 hoixrn of n;rov;tii "both orf^^an3..sms prodnce a rodiJ-Clnf" 
cond:lt;lons in the substrate, Thoroafter, in the lisohor:! caig 
caltxire the .rodtioir\f=; tondencviT 5s gradually lost as is evidenced 
"by a I'lso In potential from ^0.270 volt after 12 ho^irs of 
fa'ov/bh to +0.190 and +0,362 volts aftor 23 and 105 ho'trs. On 
the other hand, the Aerohacter cxi.ltiu.'e retains Its rod'acing 
conditions for a neriod of up to 120 hours (the lenr^th of the 
exper.irient). at v/hioh tiiao.the Ili value was -0,195, 
( c,) L'elation of Oxidat ion-r;eduotion Pote.^rbials to 
Grov/th I-ates, An attenpt to uncover a more specific explana­
tion of the ox^dation~rQdii.otion potential in lactose hroth v/as 
made by deterrainina grovvth curvcs in 30 c.c, q-aantitios of 
ineditm in 200 x 25 mm, cotton-plu,;;;r;od test tuhes inoculated 
with 0,1 c.c, of 24- hour lactose hroth cultures, "acterial 
founts were made at once and subseqxient frequ.ent inte:'vals. 
Plates were inade in duplicate on standard nutrient a^ar, 
Incuhated at 37®C, for 4R ho\ira. Colony counts vrorc -"iade in 
a Buclc colony countinn; box, 
Fi.^re 7 sho^7s Eh v':!.nd f^rowth curves for Aerobactei* cul­
ture Ko, Aq and presents a striking relationship. The growth 
phase does jiot show a pronounced lag phase due to tlie large 
inocu.luKi and. the failure to determine counts after one hour 
of grov;th. The logaritlixaic growth phase apparently occurred 
fro:u the second to the fifth, or sixth hour and the phase of 
negative growth acceleration lapsed into the na:ciravui citation-
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ary plicae at alioiit the t\7elftli Iio-ap v/liich aeor.ied to l.::;jt m-
tll brxc bhirtietxi hour. 
TA:;.ni: xviii. 
Ilwhoz'-s Ox iJacteria in Lactoac 2.rotIi. 
Time in Hours 
Aerobacter So. A'~, 1 Escherichia lIo, CUf, 
Averaf.e jfto, oi " Bactorla per O.C, 
0 1, 040,-^50 350,000 
2 5,100,000 2,600,000 
A 57,000,000 33, 500, O.'O 
6 140,500,000 138,500,000 
B IS G , 0 J 0 ,0 •0 154,000,0c:0 
10 201,000,000 i76,o.;.o,ooo 
IS 25G,500,OCC 187,00^;,;.;:; u 
2S 302,500,000 204,500,000 
30 505,50C,0 218,250,0CO 
50 245,000,000 143,500,000 
75 221,500,000 125,500,000 
103 251,000,000 91,000,000 
120 21G J Goo J OoJ o5, 'i) wO ^ Oo' w 
Tlicrca-rter, the phase Oj? a vcrj gradual aoceler'utod death 
aet In, I'he slow fall In i^otezitial dur:ln[; the fli-'at ",5 hoars 
follov/cd by tho rapid docrease tip to the sixth hour corrosi:onds 
inversely to bho slow rise follov/ed hy the sharp incline of 
tho growth o^^rvo during the sano pGi'iod o? 'rhe cozitin~ 
ued fall la potGiitial duriru^ the next three h.oura inversely 
corrssponda to the slow rise in tho ^rov/th cv.r-yo (;o.o.3al"iyo 
growth acceleration phase), Tho sudden rovorsal 1:^ direction 
of tho potential occurs at ahout tho tlr,ie {a''ter ninth hour of 
growth) v/}-.o:a tho negative growth acceleration is at its naicl-
laura, Luring this period, the activity of the colls ir; de~ 
creased. The gradtial rise in potential which takes placo frora 
this point up to tho 120th. houi' seens to he rclatod to the 
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decreased activity of tho cells. 
Figure 8 shows Eh and growth curves for Escherichia cul­
ture No. Cgo» The relationship of the Eh ouj?ve to the growth 
curve during the lag logarlthinic and negative growth acceler­
ation phases is similar to the relationship of these cui-ves 
for culture Ag, The rise in potential during the beginning 
of the maxiiiiura stationary phase (from the twelfth to the six­
teenth hour) is exceedingly sharp, A possible explanation 
for this phenomenon may be the decrease of activity of the 
bacteria. The trend, thereafter, slackens. The phase of ac­
celerated death begins somewhere betv^een the thirtieth and 
fiftieth hour and the decrease In numbers of bacteria per 
c,c, during this phase seems to correspond to the rise in the 
oxidation-reduction potential. 
From the observations made it seems possible that the 
rate of grov/th la an important factor in determining the po­
tentials developed by lactose broth culttires exposed to air. 
(^ Oxidation-Reduction Potentials Developed by Eosine 
Methylene Blue Broth Cultures of Eaoheylohla-AQrobacter Strains. 
The fact tjiat an apparent relationsMp existed betv/eeu the po­
tentials developed in 24 hour lactose broth cultures and typi­
cal Esoherichia-Aerobacter colonies (Types A-I and C-I) on 
eosine methylene blue agar suggested that the determination 
of potentials in eosine methylene blue broth might be inter­
esting. An experiment, therefore, was raade in which the po-
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tenfcials in eosine methylene blue broth and lactose broth 
waa compared. '.'Jhe strains employed were Aerobacter ciilture 
No. 65 md Egcherlchia ctilture l-Jo, Cx, On E, M, B. agar 
these cultures j?ormod Type A«I and Type C~I colonies respect­
ively. 
The constituents of the E, M, D. broth wore; 
Peptone (Difco) 10 grama 
Lactose 10 grams 
Ehrlenraeyer flasks (500 c.c») were filled with 250 c.c. 
media and sterilized at 16 pounds pressure for 15 minutes. 
The media were then incubated for 36 hours in order to detect 
the presence of any possible contamination to develop. The 
inoculum was 0.1 c.c. of a 24 hour lactose broth culture. 
Inoculated flasks were Incubated at 37°G. and Eh readings 
were made at the same temperature. 
In making the readings, 10 c.c. of culture media v;ere 
withdrawn with a sterile pitette and Introduced into sterile 
test tubes (18 x 150 jura.) fitted with two-hole cork stoppers 
which held an electrode and saturated KCl agar bridge firmly. 
After connections were made v/ith a calomel saturated KCl 
half-cell and a student vacuum-tufee potentiometer, the set up 
was allowed to remain iinaltered for 30 to 40 minutes after 
which time Eh and pH values v/ere deter»irined. A glass elec­
trode was used for securing the pH values. The results are 
KsHPO, XVQJa JrU^ 
Eosine yellowish, 2,0)^'(aqueous) 
Methylene blue, 0.35;u(aqueous) 
Distilled water 
2 grams 
20 c.c. 
20 c.c. 
1000 c.c. 
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shovm in Pigi^re 9 and Table XIX, 
TABLE XIX. 
pil and Potential I'line Values of Escherlchia-Aerobacter Lactose 
' In the lactose broth the inotentials for the cultures stud­
ied v/ere markedly different ai'ter growth for 7 hours. The Eh 
curve for Ci reverses suddenly and shows a rapid increase In • 
potential, values of +0,010 volt after 15 hows and +0,230 
volt after 50 hoxirs of growth. In contrast, the potential es­
tablished by culture No. 65 vms -0,293 after 15 hours of 
growth. Thereafter, the Eh curve retained its nef^iative char­
acter. 
In the eoa3.ne methylene, bltie broth, the Kh ctirves for 
both cultiires were soaewhat parallel but the values differed, 
Tho hydrogen-ion concentrations were also markedly?" different 
as indicated in Table XIX, The potentials for the Aerobacter 
cultui'e after 22 and 50 hours ?/ere +0,106 and -0,025 volts as 
compared to the valties of +0,084 and +0.169 volts developed 
by the Escherichia strain. 
s Aerobacter (No, 65) Escherichia 
Tiine IniLac^iBe Bro't;h SI,IB ^oth Lacu'o'ae Broth Efe' ^ -roth 
Hour-s prf""" ' !sIbL " pii '£ii pH ' !Eih 
7,06 7.^5 +6,S3'4 7,25 ' +o.S^6 
2 6,90 +0,250 7,05 
7 5»72 -0.189 6,81 
12 5.58 -0,318 6,30 
15 5,45 -0,293 5,80 
22 5,40 -0,304 5,35 
29 5.42 -0,304 5,35 
50 5,36 -0.271 5,30 
+0,216 6,85 +0,241 6,95 +0,207 
+0,006 6,0C -0,SS9 6.05 -0,262 
-0.119 5.20 +0,292 5.60 -0,196 
-0.138 4.95 +0,010 5.12 +0.007 
-0.106 4.82 +0,169 4.95 +0,084 
-0,072 4.75 +0,214 4,90 +0.124 
+0.025 4.70 +0.230 4.90 +0.169 
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TABLE XIX 
PH Al«) POTEHTIAL TIMB VALUES OF ESCHSRICHIA-AEiiOBAGTER liACTOSE AHD 
EOSIiCa METHYLENE BLUE BROTH CULTURES 
s Aerobacter (JNO«65; t KscJierichia INo.Ca.; 
Tti^tose ferotti sEosine Methylene : 
: : Blue Broth i 
Laotose Broth Eosln© Methylene 
Blue BrotiL 
Time in Hota?s s pH : Eh : pH 
Unlnoctilated : : s 
Eh : 
• 
• 
p^ : £K pH Eh 
6 : 7.00 { +.26X J 7.25 +.234 5 6.98 » +.258 ' +.2S0 
S t 6.90 I +.2^0 ! -Y.OS +.216 t 6.85 +.241 6.95 +.567 
7 : 5.72 : -•189 t 6.81 +.006 : 6.00 6.05 —.262 
12 s 5.58 t -.318» s 6.S0 t : 5.20 -.29S» 5.60 -.196 
16 6.45 : -.293 : S.80 *"•130 5 4.95 +.010 S 5.12 +.007 
22 5«40 • S 5.40 -.106 :: 4.82 +.169 i 4.95 i +.184 
29 5.42 i -.304 t 5.3^ -.072 :: 4.75 +.214 ! 4.^6 J +.164 
50 5.36 : -.271 : 5.30 t -.^>25 tt 4.70 +.230 : 4.90 : +.169 
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Til© pH values after 22 and 50 hours growth wore 5.40 and 
5,oo i'or zliQ Aorobacter culture and 4.95 and. 4.90 for the Ea-
cherichla culture. According to Olark, Cohen and Glbbs (1925) 
the mi'dpointa, EQ, of the raethylene blue^inethylene white sys­
tem are +0,07G, +0,081, +0,059 and +0,107 for pll values of 
5.40, 5,30, 4,95 and 4,90 respectively. The observed poten­
tial for the Aerobacter culture after 22 hours of grov/th v/aa 
-0,106 which is far below the mid-point of the methylene ulue-
metQiylene vrtiite s^/steia which is +0.07G at pll 5.4. The Eh 
valxxe of the EschericMa culture at the same age was -1-0.084 
which is aliglitly below the mid-point value of +0,099 at pH 
4 .95 . 
Ihe above observations indicate that the oxidation-re­
duction potentials and jpH values developed by the tv/o cul­
tures studied may be significant factors asBOciatod vrlth the 
appearance of the colonies on ©osine methylene blue agar, 
6. TECHi'ili.^uE OF HAPID METHOD POH DETEGTIHG THE PROLiuCTIOIJ OF 
ACHTYL Wflf/L CAPJ3IN0L, 
Studies on the differentiation of the Goli-aero/;;enes 
group of bacteria have demonstrated that the V.P. reaction 
which is a test for the determination of the presence of 
acetyl-methyl-carbinol is of fundamental importance for tho 
d-ifferentlation of organisms within this group. One of the 
objections to the employment of this reaction which has fre­
quently been raised is the rather long time reqixired for in-
c\ibatlon of cultures and develojaaent of the cliaracterlatic 
•»Q8"» 
eosine-like coloration (after the addition of the all^ali). 
A study i.yaa therefore undertaken to doterrelne what v/oiild 
constlt-i-ifce a pr.rtlcTilarly suitable medittm and test roagont 
to accelerate the determination in question. 
of Literature, 
Soon after the V.F, reaction v/as roco^^jnizcd as a valuable 
test foi'' identification and differentiation of riilcroorganlams, 
attempts were h eguji to jjtaprove che method of conducting the 
test. 
V/est (1909) aup;geated condn.ctlng air tlirou,'jh the cul­
ture raedlUDi to hasten the reaction and Chen ejad Rettger 
(1920) reported that shalclng and incuhatlng at 30°C» for 
one to three hours and again shaking somev/hat accelerated the 
reaction. 
Levine, Weldin, and Johnson (1917) studied the influence 
of various oxidizing reagents and foxind that hydrogen peroxide 
greatly hastened the color reaction, They also noted that the 
use of the additional reagent vms not entirely satisfactory 
vfhen somewhat colored media were employed, 
V/6rkman( 1930) proposed the use of ferric chloride as a 
catalyst for the oxidation of the acetyl-iacthyl-cai-'binol to 
diacetyl and reported that positive reactions v/ere obtained 
with this technique v/hen the standard method failed to produce 
such reactions» 
Piuclihoft, Kallis, Chinn and Coulter (1931) and Llndsey 
and Meokler (1932) reported favorably on this method but 
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IiOifeon (193S) proposed tlic uso of a Goppex'^sufumonlcal aodivaa 
hydroxide soltitlozi for tilxe fcoat reagont, ^id.oh he olainod to 
1)0 far superior# 
o'LiQara <1931) propoGOd a poptoiis-rree inediiei aoataiiiJ.j:!^ 
{•lucoao ami aoo-litn ftmarate and advocated the use of creafcino 
and 40 percent KOII 3o3.ut3.on m V-ie test 2»et.is©jit, lie alao ro-
ported thu.t or0a:iis:.na cXoaoif'led as £aolji. 0Qrg,mi.l0r (Lwhcci) 
oaj-i he shown to produce ae©tyl»:ue tiiyl-oarb3.no 1 rroeiy fro:a 
glucoae by ]iis tost* 
Bpstein (1932) fOtind no diQtinctio.a In the I'oaction of 
Eaoh* ocaigamiior and ooll ©iaploylns the tecluiique and 
medluca described by o'Mearsu Ho also ror)ortod tho uae of 
era&tln« v/ith 40 percent KOII solution in Dlfco cul­
ture snedlm was superior to the tooimlques proposed by Work­
man, Lelfson or o*Ji©ara» 
Wh& fomation of a pink color due to the roaotlon of 
creatine aiid diacetyl in alkaline solutions was first report­
ed by iValpole (1911) wlvo vised dJ.aoetyl In tbe diroct dotor-
Eiinatlon of creatine in psithologioal urlri©. During tho asme 
year Hsrd^n md llox^x^ie (1911) 2*@port<5d thd appearance of a 
plnic color, unacoompaiiiod by fluorescence, upon jaixlnc? a di«» . 
lute solxition of orcatln© wltii a SRoall quantity of 10 percent 
KOII solution and tlmn adding one drop of a 1*0 poroont solu­
tion of dlacetyl eoliitlon* 
b, ue8ulta« 
(J o£ Period aiKl Teraporature of Inoubg-
tion. or tlio tiTO media, nairiely, Dlfco I.i.It.-V.P, raedim oiad 
Clark and Lixbs raodlurii, reooiTiraonded by Standard Iletiiods, {a, 
P, II, h, 1925) the former seems better suited for determin­
ing the production of acetyl-methyl-carbinol, I'Ms assertion 
is based upon previous cxporiments in which 181 Aerobacfcer 
strains wore o:aployed. The teclmique of beating for the Y,^, 
reaction was in accordance with the standard procedure in 
which equal volumes (5 c.c.) of culture medium and a 10 per­
cent solution of KOH vrer© mixed and left over night at room 
temperature. Observations v/ere recorded at various Intervals, 
from one to twenty-four hours after setting up the mixtiire, 
'Cable XX Indicates not only the superiority of Difco M.R,-
V»P., uiedltua over Clark and Lubs medium but also that a suit­
able period of incubation was 48 hours at 37°C, 
TABLE X^. 
Influence of Medium and Temperature on V,P, Test, 
Comparison of Dlfco M,.R«-V,P« and Clark and Lubs Uedia, 
Reaction • • Dlfco M.R.-V.P. Medium : 
CUIU.
Clark and Lubs 
with 10 } 37^(5. • « « « Medium, 30 
percent • • • • • • 
KOH • • 24 hrs, 48 hra ,J 5 days : 5 days 
-f 172 180 167 166 
sl+ 6 1 9 12 
«• 3 0 5 3 
+Btro'ns test 
Sl+Weak; test 
-Negative 
At the expiration of that time, 180 of the 181 strains 
showed distinct positive reactions. The remaining organism 
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p.roducod a alight po3it?.ve reaction, In tho aamo nedim 
(Difco -V,]?,), only 172 (95/0 were diatinctlv positive 
after 24 hours inv-juhation at 37'^C, and only 167 (92;') v/ero 
distinctly positive when the five daj incutiatlon period afc 
30°C, was employod. The use of fJlark and Luhs meditwt for 
five days incubation at 30°C, yielded 169 (93,3;.') distinctly 
positive terjt. 
Three strains v/erc negative in 24 hoiirs and positive af­
ter 2 days, v/hereas five strains which were positive after 
one day v/ere negative on prolonging incubation to five days. 
These observations are in lino with the reports in tho lit­
erature that certain Aerobacter strains may pi'oduce acetyl-
msthyl-carbinol relatively slov/ly v;hereas othera possess 
the faculty of destroying the carbinol after its production. 
^) Study of Rapid Detection of Aoetyl-Methyl-Carbinol. 
A previous compai'ativo study of the various methods and media 
proposed for hastening the V.P, reaction showed that the Dif­
co M,..,-y,P, medium was superior to the other media erajjloyed 
(Clark-Luba', gluoose-phoaphate-peptone, the sodium furaarate 
and potassium nitrate media pi'oposed by O'Meara) and that 
creatine gave the most rapid color reactions when used \vlth 
40 percent KOH. This teciinique seemed preferable to the use 
of 10 percent KOH, as in the standard procedure, particularly 
when tho concentration of the carbinol was lovr. 
In some preliminary tests it was observed that when 5 and 
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10 c,c, portions of r^lucose niediijtrn v/ere Inoculated with, equal 
quantities of cultures, tests for acetyl-methyl-car^inol vrere 
obtained in the 5 c.c. tost material sooner than in the 10 
c.c. portions. It was inferred that the incnbabion period 
night be considerably shortened by rr.akin;^ heavy inoculations 
into sraall volumes of media. 
In order to determine the best riodiuni to employ for ra­
pid detection of the carbinol two Aerobacter strains, 73 and 
-iPa together with an Escherichia strain, as a control, were 
inoculated heavily into five c.c, of each oT hhe followiiic 
media; 
Constituents of Media (crams per 1000 c.c. 11^0) 
Medium jBacto :Bacto rKallPO^ s Sodium s Sodium 
{Peptone ;DextroBe s tGitralie ;Fvimarate 
A 5 5 2 -
B 5 5 2 2 
C  5 - 2 2  
D 5 5 2 - 5 
E 5 5 2 S 10 
P PifcQ M.R.~V.F. Medium 
The media were hold in the 30°C, Incubator for about 16 
hoxirs before t.iae aiid a loopf'-il (1-1/2 mm» in diameter) of an 
18 hour old agar slant culture was lased for the inocialum. 
The inoculated media ?irere then inctxbated at 30®C. and tested 
for V.P, reactions after 3, 6 and 8 hours. The test rea{^ont3 
employed were (1) equal volxxmes of 10 percent KOH and (2) 
about 25 ms« creatine together with equal volumes of 40 percent 
TABLE XXI 
IIJPLUEl^GE OF MEDIA ON PRODUCTIOH OP ACETYL-METH2L-CAREIH0L 
(Readings one hour after addition of reagent) 
incur ^ Culture Ho. i 5 bultuare i^o, 4i:'a : 5 KsCll, toll 
bated 
Medium 
3 hre. :6 hrs# :8 bra, : : 3 hra. 6 hrs. : 8 hra, : ! 3 hrs,; 6 hrs. 3 }l3^3 • 
• s s G : s C : S ; C i s S C 5 C C } I b C ! S c s c 
A 
-
. . .« < • 
• 
• 
• 
1 t 
+ 
* « ' « 
: ++ t -H- : 
• • • .• 
: «? + •H- ++ +++S t -
• 
• 
• 
- - -
B r 
: 
+ 
s • t 
++ s +++• 
s s 
• 
- - -
+ ++ : t -
: 
• • 
; 
m$ 
- -
C 
h 
» 
i0 -
• 
r s t 
• 
• 
«• 
m • 
• • 
• • * • 
: - m - - : 
• 1 
# 4 
: -
» 
« 
! - J -
« • 
- -
mm 
D -
• 
• 
1 • » « 
++ +^• : ++ : 
« « 
# •-
* 
t 
t 
++ .f..t -t, r f • ++ +++: : -
• • 
» • 
- t - -
E 
• • 
• •» 
I " t + 
• 
++ ; 
• 
++ : • «» 
-
++ -1 1 J 11 1 ++ +++: 
• • 
• • 
mm 
- -
P - 1 +
 
+ ++ +++J : - - + ++ 
: : 
++ 5 +++: 
• • 
« • 
t -
• 
» 
• 
• 
• • 
- -
-
S as Standard procedure (IC^ KOH) 
C Creatine plus 40jC KOH 
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ICOH. 
Observations for the appearance of tlio color roacr,;lon 
were made one hour after the roagonts v/ere added. After tiie 
throe hoixr Inclination period, no poaitlvo x'^osulta v;er-e ob­
tained. IIov;evor_, after the alx hour Incubation period posi­
tive resu.lts for both or,-j;ajii£i^n!3 v/ore obtained in media 
E and F a^id after 8 hours all the media containing dextrose 
produced positive resulta as indicated in Table 
The use of creatine and 40 percent KOH is soiiiev/hat cum­
bersome and inaccurate, A study was therefore laade to de-
termino v/hether the creatine if dissolved in the alkali v;ould 
STibsequently give the sai^ie results. A preliminary expei-"iin.ent 
was perforaned to determine the minimum concentration of crea­
tine v/hich would give a atrong reaction for the V.P, test, 
Solxitions of creatine in 40 percent KOH were made as follows j 
0,3, 0,4, 0,5, 0.6 and 0,7 percent concentrations and allowed 
to stand for 24 hours before use. 
It vms foixnd that the 0,3 percent creatine in 40 percent 
KOH was suitable and gave better and quicker color reactions 
than did the method in which ci'eatine (about 25 ing,) and KOH 
were added separately to the ctilttire medium, 
(3.) Heliabllity of Short Incubation Period, "i'o detemine 
the reliability of a short incubation period, 181 Aerobacter 
strains vrere tested for V, P. reactions after incubation for 
6-7 hoixrs at 30®G. Two Escherichia strains and the uninocu-
-D4" 
latcd iiiGdluVii wore \iaed aa ooiitrols, 
Difcc inedlviEi v/aa dlstrluuted in u'oov-t o c«c« 
volvjiios ia IG mrii, teat tubes. A loopful (1-1/2 jam. in diaine-
ter) Ox 18 hour agar elaiit eult-aroa v/tis used as tho inocv-lm* 
In tostlTifj; for tl'.e production of acetyl-:i;Rthyl-carl:injl, 
equal vorvuiies of 0,5 percent creatine in 40 percent r.CIi (so­
lution prepared 24 hours "before uae) woro added to the test 
culture laodim. The tulses were then ;;ell Ehalcen and allowed 
to stand at x'oom temperature (about 23°C,), Observations and 
readin{^s v/ere made aftei' 1, 2, 4- and 12 hours, Euplicate in­
oculations were made so that comparison of the nevv tecimique 
laight bo raade with that o:C standard procedvire. 
One hour after the addition of the alkaline creatine so­
lution, 120 (66 percent) of the 181 cultures showed up dis­
tinctly positive as compared with 7 (or leas tlmn 4 percent) 
positive color roactions when 10 percent KOH v/aa used as the 
test reagent. Aftex' foux' hours all out 2, or 99 percent, 
v/ore distinctly positive v/ibh the creatine test reagent. One 
culture was alightl:/- positive and one was negative, (With the 
standard ].rocodtire only 95 or 53 percen-c v/ere positive after 
four hOLirs.) After twelve hours standing all but one culture 
were distinctly positive with both test reagents, T/ith thta 
creatine method the remaining cultm»e was slightly positive 
and v;ith the standard procedure it was negative, 
Table X.XII Indicates the reaction of each strain tested 
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TABLE XXII 
V*-B, REACTIOWG OP 181 AHiOBACTER STRAINS INCUBATED AT 
30°C, PGR 6-7 HOURS 
He action wltii 
Creatine 
t 1 
^ 
4 8 •-12-• -T-" 2 8 '""'4' 8 16 
Or^^aniams : hp. hrs. hrs. 8 hr s» hr. hrs. 8 hrs. 8ehrs. 
t + +++ •1^+ 8 Tl T •» tm { + : +++ 
15D 2 m + ++ 8 ++ mm { _ 8 + 
15L f «H + ++ 8 •H" mm mm J 8 + 
17Ai 1 S1+ + ++ 8 +++ - mm f + .8 +++ 
17Aa t - + ++ : •fir - . t + 8 +++ 
17D : + +++ +++ J +++ - S1+ 8 + S +++ 
43i : + + ++ 8 +++ - •> 8 + 8 +++ 
43a t + + ++ : +++ •» M 2 + i +++ 
46 X + ++ +++ : +++ > s + : -H-f 
65 8 S1+ ++ +++ s +++ mm ^ + 8 +++ 
85 t + ++ +++ 8 +++ •* : + : +++ 
86 : + ++ +++ : -1- -t-i-TTT .. M 1 + 
llOAi : SI ++ +++ s 1 t-i •fT"r - : + : +++ 
llOAg t + +++ +++ 8 +++ S1+ + 8 +++ : +++ 
110 redx t » - 8 S1+ - 8 8 -
llOreda i + 8 ++ m - J > t ++ 
114 : ++ +++ +++ 8 +++ mm + 8 ++ : +++ 
114a + + 8 ++ _ - 8 - 8 + 
116 t -M- * i » X IT +++ 8 +++ «» S1+ 8 + { +++ 
121 3m m S1+ 8 + - . g » 8 + 
121 red ( ++ +++ +++ 8 +++ ~ s 31+ J +++ 
121 A t ++ +++ +++ s +++ - «• • S1+ t +++ 
122 1 + ++ ++ : +++ - - : S1+ : +++ 
129 8 + ++ +++ J +++ 8 S1+ 8 +++ 
130 : ++ ++ +++ 8 r i" i - mm f + • •HH* 
140P t ++ ++ +++ J +++ «• -> 8 S1+ «, -« « -t { Tr T 
140 red i ++ +++ 8 +++ + 4- : + 8 +++ 
140GA 8 + ++ +++ : +++ mm • S + 8 ++ 
149A 3 + + ++ : +++ — + 8 + : +++ 
149D 8 + + ++ : +++ > + 8 ++ I +++ 
153?/ 8 + + ++ 8 +++ .. + 8 •f 8 +++ 
153 wine 8 + + ++ 8 +++ + ++ t ++ • -* * ' 
155 D 8 ++ t • » r i 7  •»•++ 8 Tr'n + t ++ : +++ 
155 L 8 *+ ++-»• •rxT # * »-1 F 1 T + ++ J -1 1 .1. TTT • tI. fl.nt. f I'X 
156P-1 i -H- +++ +++ 8 +++ m « { • -» * • 
156P-2 8 + +++ +++ s +++ mm *•> 8 + 8 +++ 
156V/P t + +-H- +++ t •f++ m Is S S1+ 8 +++ 
169 8 ++ +++ +++ 8 -1 * -t T rT mm - 8 S1+ i TTT 
179X 8 + •f-H- .» « TTT mm S1+ 8 mm 8 +++ 
ISieaction with 
10^ KOH 
after 
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TABLE yjill (continued) 
Reaction with 
0,3^ Creatine 
In 40^ KOH after 
Reaction with 
t 1 2 s 1— "TS— —T"" t 2 : 4 —rs" 
Or/Nanisms t hr» hrsvt bra hrs. hr. : hrs.; hrs. hrs 
l&Wx t + ' +  t +++ • f X •• > — { + +++ 
iSODa : + + s i. * t l"VT •f-H- .. i » t S1+ +++ 
leoPi : + ++ • • +++ +++ t - : + +++ 
iSOPfl t ++ +++ t +++ +++ i + i ++ +++ 
192 red > + +++ s +++ +++ m : - t + +++ 
192a t + "H-+ t "TTT •H-+ — S ** S + +-^ + 
193 red t + t i J r 1" t +++ +++ s S1+ : + +•••+ 
193ax s - + t ++ +++ - t — s S1+ JMI. 
193aa 2 m + t ++ J r r - S wt J - +4-
194 1 + >• L-J-V "T t ••4+ s — t S1+ ++ 
196 » + ++4 I +++ +++ tm s — t S1+ ++ 
197Dx t — S1+ s ++ +++ » - + 
l97Ds 1 - S1+ : •H* +++ 4W } - t - + 
198-2 t •• + 1 ++ +++ : + J + ++ 
198fi 1 S1+ + I ++ •H-f - : - t +++ 
198fa 1 S1+ + i ++ +++ •• : - 1 + +++ 
204 t + + ++ +++ am S 4* 8 + ++ 
222 1 + ++ • » ++ +++ m S S1+ t + +++ 
223P : ++ « t .J r 1™ s +++ -f i ~r f m. t - t S1+ +++ 
224 : ++ +++ t +++ +++ mm ( { + +++ 
226 : S1+ + I +++ +++ 2 ** t S1+ 1 1 t 
228 : ++ rT 1 t +++ +++ •• S + i +++ 
244 : ++ Hhf * • +++ +++ » + 
245 1 + ++ • « +++ •H-+ • ** t 31+ +++ 
246L s + ++ +++ +++ mm S } + +++ 
246D : ++ +++ • « +++ +++ mt 2 ca 2 S1+ •H-+ 
263L J ++ *f++ • • » « -t VTT +++ • m .  { + : ++ +++ 
276 t ++ +++ t rrlirkA J'rT - I  I  t •rTT - 8 + s S1+ ++ 
285 t ++ * 1 * i +++ +++ mm } } + ++ 
236 t ++ +++ i X 1 r -H-f mm 1 + t S1+ +++ 
286 red t "H- +++ s t  - I  ,ll PTT 4"M* bm • — t Si+ +++ 
293a i ++ +++ t +++ +++ m. s — s •H-+ 
294 t -> + t ++ +++ m. S - } + 
305 t t+ tr r t -H-+ +++ mm : -hh t +++ •W-+ 
306-1 : + -J- f +* ++ m : - : - + 
10^ 
aft 
OH 
r 
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TABLB XXII (continued) 
Reaction with. 
0.5^ Creatine 
i^eactlon with 
10% KOH 
after 
Organ! ams j-T— "S 4 I "ir "•"T " iS ' 4 
1 hr. hrs* hr6* t 3irs* hr. hrs» hra. . ;iirs. 
9x t ++ •IMA* HhH" • TTT" S1+ + +++ 
14 } + ++ +++ : +++ + + +++ 
56 red t + +•*•+ +-H- : +++ • S1+ ++ 
66A J + 
-* -1-
r i r  +++ : +++ - + 31+ ++ 
66 red : ++ +++ +++ 2 +++ - + ++ ++ 
71A J ++ +++ +++ * +++ -• + + ++ 
71sm « S1 + + +4* { +++ • » S1+ ++ 
71sia-z t sn- ++ ++ : +++ » - S1+ ++ 
73 : ++ +++ +++ : +++ m ++ ++ +++ 
74 : ++ ++ +++ : +++ + +++ 2 +++ 
76 t + ++ +++ : +++ m ++ +++ +++ 
108a t * •• ++ t +++ w* mm ++ 
108Dx 1 + ++ s +-H- «> m S1+ ++ 
IOSDB 1 SI + +++ : +++ wm m SI ++ 
109 s + ++ t +++ + -t 1 T" 7 +++ 
150 2 m + ++ s ++ mi mm S1+ ++ 
15708 t + + t '1 '1 t +++ im + + +++ 
173D : + + +++ i 
.1 
T*r*r m. •» + +++ 
173Pi i + +++ +++ : +++ mm - + +++ 
173Pb : ++ +++ +++ : +++ mm + +++ 
174 ! ++ +++ +++ : +++ »m - ++ +++ 
175 : ++ +++ +++ • •f++ m + ++ +++ 
181-la t + ++ ++ : +++ mm + ++ +++ 
ISl-^il) t + ++ ++ s +++ m. •• S1+ + 
183 " : S1 + + + i +++ mm m S1 + +++ 
187 t ++ +++ +++ 2 +++ + +++ +++ 
188Lx s S1+ + ++ : ++ - - + 
188La s SH- S1+ +4- 2 ++ *> + 
188 redxA t -> S1+ ++ 2 +++ mm mm + 
188 rediB : * S1+ ++ 2 +++ mm tm <• +4" 
188 redaA : <• S1+ 4-+ 2 +++ • mm -
188 rodgB f tm ++ 2 +++ mm m. - + 
208a : + + ++ 2 •> - mm + 
221Di s «* S1+ + t +++ mm S1+ S1+ +4-
221Da : - S1+ ++ 2 +++ m. + 4> 
242 red I *<* S1+ + 2 ++ - •• S1+ 4-
242 redaA } - + "H* 2 +4-+ - - S1+ 4-
242 redoB s ** + + 2 +++ w — mm 4-
242LA 1 S1+ + + 2 ++ • - 2 > 4-
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TABLE XXII (continued) 
ke act Ion wi'ilh 
J 0.3 ^ Creatine in 10^ K OH 
t 40% KOH after after 
t 1 2 4 S IS 1 2 : 4 12 
Orphan! sms s hp. hrs. hrs* t }3P8* hp. hrs«< hrs. hrs. 
g48x » 1- + 4-f4* J W" «» tm 2 S14- 4* 
S48B t - + 4"f4* } TV r w •» : S14- -f4-
S57 rodi : + ++ 4-1- : • -Tt"T « 4- J 4- 4-+ 
257 redfi t + +4+ 4-4-f S 4-f4- - S14- J 4- 4-f 
257aA t S1+ .1 •* t TTT 4*++ : 4-f4- «• 4- S + +4-
S74 } •• + + t '4'4'4'' m S14- : S1+ •f 
S75A : + +++ 4-f+ 8 ->•--t -• "T^T w S •Hhf ++ 
275DA t ++ +++ •f4-f t > -• 1 rVT^ 4- t -t.-t-1 TTT ++ 
283Dx t + + 4^ i 1 -J. 1 TTT 314- 8 314- "f 
SSSDBA 1 ** + 4-f t •• •» { S14-. 4-f 
S83DsB « ** + 4-f i T'l'T - S 314- +4-
4Pa t +4- ++ 4-4"4" t i|tn|n|i km 4- 8 4- t I 1 1 1 1 
4D t ++ ++ 4-4-f t to { to 4-+4-
5 t *• 4- • -t i A n V # *> to S to 4"f4-
5Rx i  ^ 4- 4-I-f J -H-+ - to t mm 4-f4* 
8 4- 4-f4- ! +4-+ tm «- s mm 4-^4• 
lOA-1 t ** 4- n f J TTT tm ** t +++ 
XOA-2 ) mm 4- +++ m to : to -4-t.l TTT 
10 flat 1 ** 314- 4- 8 +++ m to S to 4-f+ 
10 flat-2 s — •w 4* 2 -1 III III' im ** s to 4-++ 
13 t » M 4- t 4-f -1-TTT « tm J - TTT 
19A : ++ 4-f +4-f i * *-I I I + -K4' i ++ -t TTT 
24 t ++ 4-f 4"^+ t '14 4' ** } to 4^*+ 
32 1 + ++ 4-f+ t 4-1:4- «§ « 8 mm -M-4-
34i 1 4^ 4+4* I 4-f4* m S14- 8 S14- 4-f4-
36 i + •H" 4"f+ t 4-f4- mm «• 8 to 4-f4-
60^1 i 4- -H- 4~f+ 1 +4-4- 314- 8 314- 4-f4-
60-2 i + 4-f +4*4' { 11 if TTT ta> 8 ' to 4'4-f 
69A 1 + 4" 4-f4* S H 1 ,t TTT to % to 4-f4-
69 bAx » + 4H" • J. m TT V S ++4* to S > 4-++ 
698AJ3 i ++ 44- 4-4-f I 4-f4- •> i mm 4-f+ 
72i » 4- •H- 4"> <' { 4-f+ 4- 1 + « « • f i t  
90A t + 4-f 4-f4- I • * .* t 'rTT 4» 8 + -t • t TTT 
91A t + 4-f 4-f4* X -t-j> -1 TTT 4- 8 + TTT 
97 t + 4+ 4~»-f t 4'4~f to 4- 8 4- 4-f4-
97W t + 4-f 4-f4- i TfV •» 4- 8 •f 4H-4-
99X S *• ++ +4-+ to 4- 8 "f +++ 
134 ) » 4-f +4-f t TTT to 4- 8 4- tA || 1. TTT
135IL s + 4-f 4^-4* I 4-f+ to 4" 8 + -M^ 
Reaction witib 
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TAHLE XXII (continued) 
t Meaotlon witla « Reaction v/itk 
: 0.3^ Creatine in t 10;^ KOH 
40% KOE after t after 
i 1 t 4 : 12 i 1 8 2 8 4 8 IS 
Or^anlsins f hr. : hrs« hrsvt hrs*« br« : hrB»8 hrs* 8 8 hrs« 
t "•£^14^"": + 4 j j| m 8 4 8 4 8 444 
162P t + } 4+ 444 t 444 t SI 4 8 4 8 4 J 444 
X62s«a» t + 9 ++ -H- : 444 » » 8 a* { - 8 444 
16 2 wine t m { •^+ 44 } 44 J m 8 •• S — 8 4 
162 X t + t •f+ 44 S 444 1 m 8 4 8 4 8 444 
190sPa : — s ++ 44 S 444 t w 8 4 8 4 8 444 
190sPa t + f ++ 44 t 444 t 8 4 8 4 : -• .* -• •X r 
190AB t S1+ t -M- 44 J 444 : -• 8 4 8 4 8 444 
191sPi-2 t + t +++ 444 8 444 S m 8 4 8 4 8 444 
203 t ++• t ++ 444 : 444 S + 8 4 8 4 t 444 
2X1- t + : "f+ 4-H- : 444 } P» 8 - 8  - : 444 
211D t + : ++ 444 t 444 t •• 8 4 8 + 8 444 
213aty } — t 44 1 44 J t  ^ t 8 4 
214Di : + 8 + 44 t 444 : •» 8 4 8 4 8 444 
216 redx t + ( ++ 44 J 444 } m 8 4 8 4 8 444 
247L t ++ 44 t 444 t mm 8 4 8 4 8 444 
251 : + J ++ 44 S 444 i m 8 S14 8 SI 4 i 444 
252 t + 8 44 t 444 S «• 8 4 8 4 8 -t-TW 
253 t + t ++ 44 : 444 S 8 4 8 4 8 444 
259 t + : +4* 44 J 444 t 8 4 8 4 8 444 
2791 s + t ++ 44 t 444 i 8 4 8 4 J 444 
279B t + t + 44 : 444 { •• 8 4 8 4 8 444 
290-1 i + t 44 t 444 } tm 8 4 8 4 8 444 
290-2 s + s + 44 t 444 8 8 - 8 444 
301 i •» S 4 44 } 444 8 «• 3 ** S - 8 444 
303 3 4. J 4+ 44 S 444 t { } vm 2 444 
304B3. f •F 3 4+ 44 1 444 J *• « «« S mm } 444 
304B0 t •a S 4 44 i T r « mm { 44 
304 • « 4M- % 4 44 : 444 8 «> } » t mm { 444 
Esoh.Coll t 
• 
• 
• 
• 
— 
• 
«• 2 
« 
m 
• • 
• • 
m S 
— 
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and Table XXIIa aummarxsea t.b.e reaot3.on3 for the 181 strains 
employed In this exporlment, 
•'L'o i\\rther ascertain the rollabllity of a short inoiibation 
l^erlod, tests for the production of acetyl-methyl-oarb.inol 
v;oro ^nade vr'th 70 recently isolated Aerobacter strains. (Iso­
lated drfirir; Deceiifoer, 1932, January and February, 1935, and 
January, 1934). The soTiroee of hhese bacteria were soil, 
v;a^;or-, ,~raln, Ghuclced o^rsters, rotted potatoes and hujuan and 
animl dejecta. All of the 70 strainn tested gave positive 
reactions after six hours incubation •^n Difco M,R,«V,P, nedium 
at 50®C, The 0,3 percent creatine solution in 40 percent KOH 
v/as r.sed as the test rear^ont. Distinct positive reactions 
v;ere observed v;ith 67 of these otiltu^es one hour after the ad­
dition of the teat reaoent. The re:naining 3 cultures devel­
oped slight or weak reactions. All vieve dlatinctly positive 
after tv/o hoixps. 
In order to determine the stability of the creatine so~ 
lution and to malce a fm-ther comparison between the tv/o me­
thods of using creatine (in solution and separately), 18 
Aerobacter strains together w'l t}i 2 Eacherichia strains v/ere 
tested as follov/a: about 12 c.c, of 33ifco M,R,-V.P, inediun 
v;ere introduced into an 18 hour old agar slant culture tube. 
The groY/th was carefully scraped off with a loop and a 
fairly even suapenalon was roade and distributed into four 
sterile IG eun. tubes. These v;ero incubated for 6 hours at 
-95a-
T/IBLE raia. 
SUMMARY OP V-P REAGTI0I3S ON 181 AEiiOBACTER STRAINS 
INCUBATED AT 30®C FOR 6-7 HOURS 
» Reaction After 
t 
Test Reagent tt 1 hour : 2 hoxirs : 4 hours : 12 hours 
0,3% CreatlneJ »S1+S - « + tsi#-» t + sSl+j - » + :sl4* t 
in 40% KOH 1120 :15 ?45 :164:10« 7 :180: 1 i 0 1180 i 1 : 21 
10^ KOH 
1  : : : : : : : :  
: 7:2 »172: 35*10:136: 95:43 : 
: t : 
43:180 : 0 : 1 
Method 
: Culttires treated with i Cultures treated with 
:0,3^ creatine In 40^ : 10^ KOH 
:KOH : 
l^e actions :Per cent + jper cent - :Per cent + :Per cent • • 
After 1 hour t 75,5 i S4.7 J 5,1 
After 2 hours: 96,1 : 3,9 : 24,9 
After 4 hours: 100,0 : 0,0 : 76,3 
After 12 hra.i 100,0 t 3,0 t 99,4 
: 94,9 
: 75,1 
: 23.7 
» 0,6 
The results obtained in testing 251 Aerobacter strains 
employing the technique described Is shown In Table XXIII, 
TABLE XXIII, 
VOGES-PROSKAUER REACTION ON 251 AEROEACTER STRAINS EMPLOY­
ING 6-7 HOURS INCUBATION PERIOD AT 30®C AND USING 0,3 PER CENT 
CREATINE IN 40 PER CENT KOH SOLUTION AS 
TEST REAGENT. 
'i'lme elaps ed al ter t Positive Reactions 
A!didiilon of : Inoculation » • Number : Per cent 
test reagent : t • • 
1 hour iiours : 205 : 8i,^ 
2 hours «8-9 hours : 244 : 96,5 
4 hours :10-11 hours : 251 : 100,0 
It Is evident that It is possible to shorten the time 
required for the determination of the Voges-Proskauer reaction 
from two to five days as reooinmended by Standard Methods of Water 
iinalysls (A.P.H.A,, 1933) to seven to eleven hours by employ­
ing this tectolque. 
30°G, and then tested for the preaence of acotyl-Tiethyl-car-
blnol. Foiir test reagents vievo employed, viz. (1) 0.5 per­
cent creatine diasolved in 40 percent KOH and allov/ed to 
r.tard 24 l.iom-'Ej, (2) 0,3 percent creatine c.isBolved In 40 'ocr-
cent ICO,I and allo^ved to atsnd 2 v/eokn, (3) about 25 crea­
tine follov/ed \vj 40 percent Ko;:! and (4) 10 percent :7)K: In 
each instance equal volTrmes of the crilture nediira and test 
rear^ont -rere thorouf^hly rilxed and allov/ed to stand at room 
to nporature. Observations and readin'^^s v;ere made after 30 
riiinutea, 1, 2 and 12 hours after the addition of tho tent 
reagent, 
?he or^anians employed in thio experiment included G 
strains v/hich apparontl?/ produ.ced acetyl-raethyl-carbinol 
rather slov/l^'" and 12 rapid carbinol producers. The results 
shov/ed that freshly prepared (less tloan 24 hour a old) 0.3 
percent creatine in 40 percent KOH v/as tjio best test reaf^ent 
aa is indicated in Table }QCIV, 
It is interesting to note that 3 of the 6 (Wi-ffiibers 10 
flat, 15 and 108A) slow acet^/l-inethyl-carbinol pre ducers 
shoT/ed distinct positive res'ilta one hour after th.e addition 
of the creatine test reagent. Reference to Table :OCII shows 
that these ctxlturea produced the first distinct positive re­
actions at tho four hoiir observation period. 'I'hia bears out 
the decided influence of heavy inoculations. 
Study of Stability of Creatine Solu.tlon, The pre-
TABLE XXIV, 
COMPARISON OP TEST REAGENTS OH 6 HOUR CULTITRE ISDIUM 
(Difco M,-R,-V,P, Medi-um) 
JB»3p& Creatine ::0,3% Creatine 25mg« Creatine : 
Test ReaRent ;in 40^ KOH ::in 40^ KOH with 40^ KOH : 
Period of Otiserva-: 1 day old : :2 weeks old * • 
tlon :S0 : 1 : 2 slg ::30 : 1 : 2 :12 30 : 1 : g :12 : 30 1 2 :12 
:Mia:hr« rlirsrhrs: :Min:hr« sTarsihra Minxhr,:hrs:hrs: Min hr. hr3:hps» 
t/nlnooulated Md, 
Esoh. coli 11 
Esch, Coinnnmior 
4Pa J + :+++i +++J +++:: + s +++:+++:+++ + ++4-t++4-: - 4- + :4-f4-
19A ; •f-+j+-H-s+++:+++: 8 +4-J+++«+++;+++ 4-+-J +++5 +++J +++: - : •I' 4"ft 4-W-
1621' : + : ++:++-!•!+++:: -r : ++: ++?+++ + 4-»-: 4^-s4-4-f: — - :4-w-
208 J ++:+++:+++:+++«; SLs + j ++j4++ + 4-M-S 4-H-8 4-4-4-: - tm - j4-4^-
10 flat t SI: + : ++:+++:: si: + : + :+++ SI 4- S 4- :4-4-H > Sl:4-H-
13 : SI: + ; ++:+++:: - j + : 4- :+++ 4- : 4-f:+4-*-: > - :+4-4-
: + :+++:+++:+++:: :+++ SI 4- s4-H-:4-+4-: •> mm - :4-4-»-
: ++:+++:+++:+++:: si: + ;+++:+++ + 4-l-S4-H-:4-+4-: m. 4- :++4-
187 s + :+++:+++;+++:: SI: ++: ++:+++ + 44-: 4-H': 4-H-: - SI -J- : +++ 
2TfSDk : + : 4-H-:+++:+-H-:: + :+++:+++:+++ + 44-f: 4-^4-: 4+4-: «• am Sl:4-i-4-
108A : - : + :+++:+++:: - : + :•++:+++ + 4- :4~H-:4-4-»-: •• : 4-
188 redsB : — : 8 + :+++:: :+++ - - : Sl:4-f+: - - - : 4-1-
6 t + : ++S-H4:+4+:: + :+++:+++:+++ 4- 4-t-t 1 MM! i: •• — 4- :4-H-
121A t ++:+++:+++:+++:: SI: + : ++:+++ iH-t: 4-H-: 4-f 4-: - - •» : 4~H-
155D : + :+4-1-:+++»+++:: - : - :+++ + 4-f4-:++4-: 4-f4-: >* ^ :4-f4-
223P ! + : ++:+++:+++:: + : + : -*••+•,+++ +4- 4-^4-: 4-4-f: +4-f: - : - 4- :4-<-4-
110 red si t :  i  : - :  -  :  - » M M M * > : -
121 small : - : - : Si: + mm * 4- * - : -
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oedlng experiment suggested the question of the stability of 
the creatine solution. An experiment was therefore extended 
over a period of eight weolis in v/hich o.3 percent creatine 
solutions in 40 percent KOH was sttidled with respect to the 
influence of age, and temperature of storan:e, Tv;o liters of 
the solution were prepared on February 4, 1953, and then 
various volumes were distrib^ited into four flasks and placed 
(1) in the 55® G. incubator, (2) on a laboratory shelf, (3) 
in a looker and (4) in an ice-chanber (temperature ranges 
from 6° to 10**C.)» These solutions were employed in detect­
ing the p-"0senc0 of acetyl-methyl-carbinol prodticed by f:'.vo 
Aerobacter strains, A twenty-fo^i.r hoixr creatlne-alkali so-
Ititlon was used as a control at all times as a bssia for 
comparing the intensity of the color reactions. Readings were 
made 30 minutes after the addition of the test rear;snts. 
The cultures tested v/ere prepared by growing each of the 
five organisms in 40 c.c. volxiraes of Difco M.R.-V.P, medivim 
at 30°C# for 24 hours. In condiictinj;^ the V.-P, test four c.c. 
of each culture v/ere placed in 18 jnm. test tubes. To these, 
eqxial volumes (4 c.c.) of the creatine-alkall test solt-.tions 
held under the various conditions v/ere added and the test 
tubes v/ere then well shalcen and allowed to stand in the racks 
at room temperature for 30 minutes. Previous tests liad indi­
cated that this period (30 minutes) was ample for distinct re­
actions v/ith all (251) strains studied vrhen employing 24 hour 
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cultures. 
Table XXV shows that heat apparently hastens the de­
terioration of tJie creatine oiid that storage In the Ice chest 
preserves it for a considerable length of tiiae# The test so-
Ixition kept in the laboratory where it was exposed to the or­
dinary difused light and the one protected from ordiiaary 
light (held in the locker) showed no apparent difference ^Trlth 
respect to the intensity of the color roaction produced by 
the cultures tested. The room temperature varied between 22 
and 25°G. On the basis of this study, it can be stated that 
excellent results can be obtained by us^.ng solutions G weeks 
old if such solutions are held in the ice chest. 
(5.) JJiscussion. The formation of acetyl-methyl-carbinol 
is undoubtedly a very important character for identifying and 
differentiating the genus Aex^obacter from other genera of the 
colon group of bacteria# This character is of importance to 
sanitary bacteriologists, and in particular, in v/atei'* analy­
sis, In the last decade, a number of tests have been pro­
posed and in many instances investigators liave been inclined 
to favor the various new methods to supplant the V,-P, re­
action for the differentiation of the colon-aerogenes group of 
bacteria# 
Among these there are the uric and citric acid tests pro­
posed by Koser (1918^ 1924), the cellobiose fermentation test 
proposed by Jones and V/ise (1986)| and the methylene blue test 
TiiBLE XJCV, 
STABILITY OP 0,3 PER CENT CREATIilE SOLUTION IN 40 PER CEHT KOH AS II-IPLUEircED 
BY AGE, HEAT, ASD LIGHT. 
V,-P, Reactions 
tlace of 
Exposure 
Age of 
Solution 
: 55"^ Incubator Laboratory 
Sh-elf 
' 9^^114i46 
In closed 
Locker 
§x' '114.^46 im 
t a s '^^7 
m 
a 
Refrigerator 
9x !76 :114:46 521S 
aty 
ii d«ya 
3 days s +++i +++: +++j +++; +++ 
4 days s-H-f:+++:+++:+++:+++ 
1 veek 8+++j+++;+++;+++j ++ 
2 weeks t ++• ++j ++J-H-+: 
+-H-:+++:+++ 1 ri I »"1 I • 
+++:++-»• 
+-f+:-H-+ 
+++:++4-
++: ++ 
TT 
46:213: 
8 aty 8 
+++: 
+ ; 
- s 
+++;'-4^ ; +++: -M-TJ 
+++:+++: 
+++:+++: 
+++J+++! 
+++:+++: 
veeks 
4 weeks 
5 veeks 
6 "ffeeks 
7 weeks 
8 weeks 
+++;+++ 
+++:+++ 
++: ++ 
+ : 
+ : * 
- s + 
- :S1+ 
:S1+ 
+++ 
—F 
S1+ 
+++ 
++ 
++ 
+++ 
+++:+++: 
+++:+++? 
+++J +++S 
+++i 
+++0D fD 
++: ++: -HT 
• -:+: + :Sl4-s 
: - : + !Sl+sSl+: 
: - :SL+: - : : 
++ 
+ 
+ 
S1+ 
+ 
+ 
S1+ 
++:+++ 
+ : ++ 
Sl+s + 
S1+:S1+ 
— t " 
+++:+++: 
+++S+++: 
+++:+++: 
+++I 
- s 
+++:+++: 
++:S1+: 
- :S1+: 
+++:+++: 
S1+:S1+: 
- :S1+: 
+++ 
+ '  
ilxaaber of + signs indicate Intensity of color reactions. Basis of comparison was on the 
color produced by the use of freshly prepared 0,3 per cent creatine S2lution which was 
considered +++« 
The Escherichia coll strain and the uninoculated medium produced no color reactions at any 
time'. ' 
propoaed by Lii^dsey and L'ickloi> (1952). These toDts, l-iov;evor, 
are not as definite as the . ,-j?, I'-caction inasmuch ar, raurabGra 
of tliC internediatc Qro'dp v/hlcli ai'-e ppedoriainantly of a oil ori­
gin are capable of Qvov/lnr, luxuriaii.bly in iCo3Gi''i; yyni;hGtic 
citrate meO.iura a .d x'ei'"ne-.itin;^ c6llcibioa<D, j.'ae laethylc-ne 'iluo 
teat is definite for only certain tyi;)oy ( those fomliiQ typi­
cal "aeroi^onos" colonics on sosino raethylanc blue a^^ar) of 
/.orobucter atraina, 
i'orhaps the greatest objection to the teat for the for-
ination of acetyl-raethyl-carbinol biie ascuniption thab a re­
latively lonfi tii/ie la required. Apparently the common prac­
tice Gmployed ia to follov/ the procedure mentiioned in Standard 
Methods of vvatex' aiialysis (A. P, li, A. 1925) vmich involves 
' 
the Incubation of cultures at 37°C, for 4 days, follov/ed, in 
most instaiaces, by pciinitting it to stand overnight at roon 
temperature after the addition of lO^ii alkali to the cultiires, 
befox-e results are read, 'i'iiis teclxniqiuo has freque/itly been 
reported to yield negative results whore other raethods allowed 
positive z-eactions. (IVerlcaaii., 1930, O' .Ieara, 1951). 
That no one teat is as yet satisfactory 'for the differen­
tiation o;C the colon-aero genes group of bacteria is an accopt<-
©d fact, ilevertholoaa, the production of acetyl-methyl-carbin-
ol from glucose is a character possessed by Aerobactcr organ­
isms and not by members of the SschericMa and inteirtnediate 
groups. 
-i:o-
The propoGGd raetliod of conducting the V«-P. teat is "be­
lieved to >ac rapid, convGniont auc reliable, ihls tocimlciiie 
iir/olvoc the Iieavy diioculation of yo\me asax- alui^b cultures 
ii>to 3-4 c,c, Difco id«u»-V,P, raodlum In 16 iriii, test tuoes 
aiid jaacubatin^ a;.. 50®C, for 7 hOtira, (After trariaplcurblii^; the 
a^ar slarr;'. £;;r0Vi'1;h, (;.ae ir).o(n'.lated iriediiuii should be tliorou^jhly 
3iia2ccn to axfoi''d adeqtiate distribution of the organlaiiO » In 
tosb.'ji,;: the cxilt\iro3, an equal volme of 0,3 ijorceut ci'oatine 
in 40 porcent KOII, should be added, v/ell shal-cen and left at 
room teiTixveratixre, iieadin^a can freque.itly be obtained in 
leas than one hour, generally in 2 to o hours after tiie addi­
tion of l.he test r0ai;;;ent and raoi'^e than 4 hours ia rarely re­
quired. 
The use of the nevi method for deterirdnins tiie v . - ? .  re­
actions toi^ethor v;ith the use of the citrate tost can shorten 
the tine ref^uired for the differentiation of the colon-aero-
genes groiip of bacteria to loss tlian 24 hours, Aocoi'dlng to 
standard procedure for water analysis, the required time may 
be as long as 4 to 5 days. Identification of strains could be 
made on the following reactions; 
V.F, Citrate 
Slscherichia 
Aei'^obacter + •r 
Intermediate + 
In oonnoctlon with this study on methods for detecting the 
foiroatlon of acotyl-methyl-carbinol from glucose, it might be 
significant to mention that the organisms which closely reseia'« 
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blod Aoi'o'bao bei' cloaoae cons bantly siiov/ed re3.ar.ively raoro 
rapid and gi^oaber aiuoimta ox' car*olnol productioii and ai. thw 
SfUiie bl;de showed no tondoncy for deatroyin^ tiii3 produci; 
a.Cu'3P ita formation. 
....... '  
1. i'urtlicr studies on rapid and rsliaole iniethoda for de­
tecting ac3-c.yl-inet3aj/-l-carbinol fop:nation v/cro i.iudo oa 251 
i:;erol)actep oi'sanisias isolated frora vai'ioua oourcea, 
2. i'iiu iiao oi' creatine and 40 percent KOII aa tho t est ve-
(Li^ont produced poai-ivc v*-?, testa in every inatance v/iioreas 
the use of 10 percent KOII gave some negative resxilta, 
5, Creatine dissolved lii 40 percent K0:{ yielded as reliable 
tests as wlien creatine and 40 percent KOH were used separate­
ly. 'J?iie solution raetiiod disjjensed v/ith tlie multiplicity and 
cumbersojiienesa of the Individxml treatinent of bhe creatine 
and the caustic soda. 
4« A 0,3 percent solution of creatine in 40 percent KOH 
gave very satisfactoi'y resxilts. 
5, 2y employing 3-4 c.c, volumes of nediuKi v;itla heavy in­
oculations, tixe incubation period can be shortejied to 6 to 7 
hours at oO°G. Every culv.ure tested produced positive results. 
6« IVith the 6-.? hour incubation period and bhe use of 0«3 
percent creatine-alkali solutions readings may be obtained in 
less than four hours after the addition of the test reagent, 
7, 3y using this proposed.method, the identificatioia of 
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Aerobaoter strains in water analysis can be ascertained in 
less than 24 hotirs« 
8# Heat appeirently accelerates the deterioration of crea­
tine in caustic potash. 
9. If kept at ordinary laboratory conditions, the proposed 
0,3 percent concentration of creatine in 40 percent KOH may be 
held for two to three weeks with assurance of reliable results. 
10, If stored at a temperature below 10®C, the creatine 
alka?4 • soli^tlon may be held for five to six weeks. 
7. DIPPERENTIATIOII OP SPECIES OP THE GENUS AEROBACTER. 
The preceding sections of this study concerned primarily 
the oharacterlstics of bacteria of the genus Aerobacter as 
compared to the characterlatica of members of the genera Es­
cherichia and Gitrobacter. The present section is Intended 
to present investigations on characteristics of 251 apparent­
ly pure Aerobacter cultures for purposes of differentiation 
of species v/lthln this genus. 
All of the 25,1 cultures are regarded as gram-negative, 
non-spore-fdrming rods as determined by Gram stains of one 
day and twenty day old agar slant cultures. All fermented 
lactose with the production of acid and gas v/lthln 48 hours 
at 57®C. All produced acetyl-methyl-carbinol from glucose 
(V.-P, positive), reversed the reaction in 0,5 percent glucose 
phosphate peptone solution (M.R. negative) and utilized sodium 
citrate as a sole source of oarbon(citric acid positive). 
-lOS-
I'lone of the cult\ares producod HaS from Difco proteose pep­
tone, 
a. Ciiaracters Gonalder9d« 
Per purpoaea of differentiating the organisms In question 
studies v/ere made on motility, 'biocheraloal characteristics 
and fermentation reactions, 
(^ Motility, Motility was determined by the hanging 
drop method, 'twelve to eighteen hour nutrient broth cultvires 
incubated at 30® and 37®C, wore employed. Negative tests 
were repeated, 
(2,) Biochemioal reaotlons, The biochemical characters 
studied were reduction of potassium nitrate, claanges brouglit 
about in milk, production of indol, liquefaction of gelatin, 
and hydrolysis of sodium hlppurate, 
mtrate Reduction, i'he ability of cultures to re­
duce nitrates was observed in 0,1 percent KlTOo added to nu­
trient broth. All cultures were tested for the presence of 
NOg after 1 and 2 days at 37°C, 
(b#) Litmus Milk Reaction, The ability of cultures to 
acidify and coagulate liianus mi He was determined by holding 
inoculated tubes at 57°G. and observing from time to time up 
to tvYo weeks. The reason for the relatively long incubation 
period waa that some cultures exhibited delayed ability to 
coagTilate the litmus milk, 
Indol Production, Formation of indol was determined 
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after two days Inoubatlon at 37®C. In a 1 percent solution of 
.'•acto Tryptophane Broth (Dehydrated), Kovacs' (1928) modi­
fied technique for Ehrllch'3 indol test was employed, 
(d,) Gelatin Liquefaction, Liquefaction of gelatin was 
determined hy making a stab from an 18 hour old tryptophane 
broth cultxire into IS percent nutrient gelatin (Bacto), The 
cultures were incubated at 20®C, and held five weeks. ICnown 
positive (B, aubtilla) and negative (Each, coll) organisms 
were carried as controls, Cultiires were considered positive, 
if, upon Inversion of the Inoculated cultxire tube, liquefied 
gelatin was observed. With 70 of the 251 strains, the gelatin 
ciiltures were held at 30°C, for two weeks and then cooled in 
an Ice-chest, Known positive and negative Aerobacter strains 
as determined by incubation at 20°C, were carried as controls, 
^ ) Hydrolygla of Sodium Hippurate, The medium employ­
ed was made as prescribed by Hajna and Daman (1934), The con­
stituents v/erej 
NaCl 5,0 grams 
MgS04,7ii80 0,2 grams 
(M4 ) Hjj PO4 1,0 grams 
KallPO^ 1,0 grams 
Sodium Hlppurate 3,0 grams 
Dlatilled Water 1000 ,0 c.c. 
The medium was tubed in approximately 5 c.c, arnoiaits and 
sterilized in the autoclave for 15 minutes at 15 pounds pres-
sui''e. The tubes of this mediuiri were inoculated v/ltii one 
loopful (4 mm, in diameter) of a 24 hour nutrient broth cul­
ture, Observations of growtli and hydrolysis of sodixam hippur-
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ate wore raado after fom^ days incubation at 37°C. Ill© liy-
drolysis of sod3-tan hdppurate was detected by the addition of 
0,5 c.c. of a ferrlc-chlorido solution (IS percent ferric 
chloride solution to v/hich 0,2 c,c. concentrated HCl was added 
per liter) to 2 c,o. of the culture medium to be tested and 
the tube thoro\aghly shaken. The reaction was considered posi­
tive if an Insoluble precipitate remained after ston.dinf; fif­
teen minutes and negative if the mixture became clear on 
standing. Positive reactions were considered as indicating 
that the Mppurate had been hydrolyzed into benxoate and gly-
cocoll, 
(3•) Fermentation of Carbohydrates. Glucosides, and Foly-
hydric Alooh,ol3« Fermentation studies were made on the follow­
ing carbohydrates and related organic compounds. The abbre­
viated notations In parenthesis after each substance indicate 
the concern from which the test material was pxxrciiased, 
(p«-«—i«-.pfanstiehl Company 
D —Digestive Fernieiats Company 
A,PUT,—Arthur H, Thomas Company) 
(a,) Carbohydrates, 
(1») Pentoses: 1-xylose (P) and rharanose (P), 
(2,) Hoxoses? dextrose, (D) and d-galactose (P), 
(3.) Di- and Trisaccharoses: lactose (D), sucrose 
(D), trehalose (D), cellobioae (P), raffinose 
(P) and melezltose (D), 
(4,) Polysaccharoses: xylan (1,6.0,, Chemistry 
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Dopartment), Inulin (P) and starch (inaolublo -
Argo Corn Products). 
(b.) Glucooide,^! aaactilin (P), ajnydgalln (P) and sa-
licin (P). 
(c.) Polyhydric Alcohols. 
Trihydrlc alcohol: glycerol (A.H.T.) 
Tetrahydrlc alcohol: erytlxritol (P) 
Folyhydrlc alcohol: adonitol (P) 
Hexahydric alcohols! dulcitol (?), d-mannltol 
(P) and sorlsltol (P). 
Hexahydrio phenol: inositol (P) 
The nodium v;aa composed of 0.5 percent Dlfco-Bacto-peptono, 
0,1 percent ICaHPO^ and 0.1 to 1.0 percent of the teat carbohy­
drate, glucoaide or polyhydric alcohol. Ten c.c. of Andrade's 
indicator was added per liter of medim. Acid production was 
indicated hy the appearance of a red color and gas production 
was noted in f©araientation ttihes. 
All media employed in the biochemical studies were tubed 
in 6 to 7 c«,o, qu.antities in sterile plxigged toat tubes and 
sterilized in the autoclave according to the followlns methods 
8 minutes to reach 12 l/S pounds pressTAre, 
15 mlnutos at 12 1/2 pounds pressure, 
8 minutes for lowering to zero pounds press'ure. 
The sterilized media v;ere cooled immediately by placing in 
a cold water bath. They wore tested for sterility by incuba­
ting over night at 37*^0. 
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b. Results. 
All the orgaiiiaas includod in this study ai-e regarded aa 
gram-negative, non-sporo-foradng rods. All the cultures fer­
mented xylose, rhamnoae, dextrose, galactose, lactose, cello-
biose, sucrose, trehalose, rafxlnose and mannitol with the 
producticn of acid and gas in 48 hours at 37'^Om All reduced 
nitrates, acidified and coagulated litaius lallk and produced 
viaiVjlo growth in sodium iiippurate medium aftor 4 days at 
37°C, 
None of tiie cultures produced acid or gas from xylan, in-
ulin or erytliritol, 
Tho roactions v/ith respect to motility, production of in-
dol, hydrolysis of sodium hippurate, gelatin liquefaction (5 
weeks at 20and 2 weeks at SO°C,) axud fersnentation of 
various carbohydrates and related organic compounds (acid and 
gas production in peptone water conta:!nlng C.l to 1.0 percent 
of the organic compound) are given in Table XXVI, Characters 
which are positive or negative for all strains are given in 
foot notes. 
Prom Table XXVI it will be seen that 246 of the 251 Aero-
bacter strains produced acid and gas from sorbitol. The five 
strains which failed to produce gas, but did produce acid from 
sorbitol were isolated from eggs. It will also be noted that 
only 15 strains produced either acid and gas or acid only from 
atnydgalin. Of these, 6 strains produced acid but no gas aftei? 
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43 hours at 37®G, All of the raltures v/Mch fennented ainyd-
galln v/ere egg strains. 
. IIo character waz formd. v/Mch diatln^aiished htcaan strains 
from egg and other strains. Contrail to the findings of 
Rogers, et, al» (1918) not all of t?ae htunan streJ.ns fsKuentad 
adonitol th the prodiiction of IZBLS, Howovor, 81,7 porcent 
of the human sti'»a;lns px'oduced from adonitol ns compared 
v/ith G4,8 porceno and 57,8 porcent of the e^g and niscell-
aneous strains which fonaed gas frosi adonitol. 
In general, motility, formation of indol, liquefaction of 
gelatin, production of gas from dulcitol, inelezitoso, amyd-
galin an.d pectin were most frequent with the egg strains 
v/hile the human strains were somewhat characterized by the 
forraation of gas from adonitol and aescxilin and inability to 
liquefy gelatine. Production of gas in ferric citrate-aescu-
lin medium (0,1 percent ferric citrate and C.l porcent aescu~ 
lin in peptone water) v/as most frequently encotintored ataong 
the strains from miscellaneous sources# 
All strains producing gas fi'om glycerol also prcd^iced gas 
from inositol. The 124 glycerol-positive egg strains produced 
gas from starch and acid from aesculin (82 produced gas) and 
"blackened the ferric citrate-aesculin medium (122 produced 
gas). Of the 41 human strains v/hich formed gas from glycerol^, 
all produced acid from aosculin (37 produced gas), 31 pro­
duced gas from starch (39 produced acid) and 31 blackened and 
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TABLE XXVI. 
POSITIVE REACTIONS iWONG 251 STRAINS OF THE GENUS AEROBACTER 
t EGCTS } ti 11 IWMIT" - •tjMTSfim-J tAKEOUS 3 3" MAI" 13 
io, of iiitrains : V?6 i: 49 t s 26 3 3 261 
Siaaracter S NO. : % # • • • No, 1 { % t s 1^0. t ^ 33^0. 3 % 
sioiiiity ' "i'SS' i t 3 tl6.3 t J i :i^.2 tt 65 325.9 
liidol produced S42.Q (t 10 8^0.4' :: t: 85 833.9 
Gelatin llquefl©d:60 :s 3 t 4.£ I s i tl9.2 8t S7 3^^.7 
Ha hlppurate 
(Hydrolyfled) 
• 
t91 
• 11 
tt 29 
* 
• 
t59.2 
St 
i t 
t 
lie tel.5 
• S • 
3 3136 354.2 
ulycerol S124 8W#5 i i 41 :83.7 i% Si 380.8 S3186 3^4.0 
starch }li4 J »«39 179.6 s t-l Nf7t7§.S 3 3laO 3*71.7 
Adonitbl till :64.8 tl 40 '«ai.7 :} "li ""357.5 3 3169 367.3 
jSiilcitol (do jSl.l :: s t i 3 3.B 3 3107 342.6 
Salicin »14S J82»9 } 3 43 Je7.7 : S 23' 388.4 3 3212 384.5 
inositol tl24 :: 41 :83.7 : t 21\380.8 3S186 t74.0 
Sorbitol • "*m" J97.B : 1 4d SlOO.Ott 2§: 3100.033246 398.0 
l/ieiezltosd <42 'VigS.9 :: 8 U6.3 t s 3 4\3l5.4 3 3 54 321.5 
ibibifdalih t g'.g' s t 0 t o«o: tt 5 '3 0:0 3 3 15 3 6.0 
Aesculln S50.0 i s t77,S S 3 18 «69.2 3 3144 357.4 
jj'errlc citrate* 
aesculln 
• 
ilS2 
g 
S59.4 
ft • • • 
St 31 
• 
:63.2 
S t 
i s 
;t 
21 ,380.8 
3 3 3 
3 3174 369.3 
Pectin S85 S48.3 } t 11 (22.4 s t 6 323.1 3 3i02 340.g 
1 
« 8 strains produced acid bx:^ no gas. 
3 strains produced acid bu^ no gas. 
POSITIVE REACTIONSs Gas from pectin and in the ferric cltrate-
aesculln medium and acid and gas from other cor.pounds. 
MISCELLANEOUS STRAINSI 11 water strains, S soli strains, 3 
potato strains, 3 beverage strains, 2 milk strains, 2 chicken 
strains, 1 alfalfa strains and 1 oyster strain. 
All the organisms (251) are gram-negative, non-spore-forming 
rods. All the oultiares fermented xylose, rhamnose, dextrose, 
galactose, lactose, cellobiose, sucrose, trehalose, raffinose 
and mannltol with the production of acid and gas in 48 hours 
atat 37®G, All reduced nitrates, acidified and coagulated 
litmus milk and produced visible grotiTth in sodiimi hippvirsfce 
medium after 4 days at 37®C, 
Hone of the culttires produced acid or gas from xylan, Inulin 
and eryttoitol. 
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produced gas in tlie ferric cltrate-aeaculln medlura. 
With respect to evidence of hydrolysis of aodlura hip-
purate as indicated by the ferric chloride test, the results 
are not In accord with the findings of Hajna and Damon (1954), 
Contrary to the report of these investigators who found a 
perfect inverse correlation between gelatin liquefaction and 
hippiarate hydrolysis, 58 or 30«0 percent of the 194 strains 
which failed to liquefy gelatin also failed to hydrolyze 
sodium lilppvirate and 2 or 3,5 percent of the 57 gelatin 
liquefying strains hydrolyzed the sodlxaa hlppurate. 
c» Identification of Species« 
According to the classifications of Y/eldln (19S7) and 
Bergey (1934) it is evident that 88 of the cultures closely 
resembled Aerobacter aero^genes. 98 closely resembled Aero-" 
bacter o:?i:ytocum and 65 closely resembled Aerobacter cloacae. 
The problem of classifying the organisms stud3.ed will be 
considered in the followino section. 
Ill-
V, CMSSIFIOATION. 
The matter of classification is perhaps the most diffi­
cult problem in the field of bacteriology. The considera-. 
tion of members of the genus Aerobacter apart from the genua 
Escherichia is rarely encountered in the literature. 
1. REVm OF LITERATUIffi. 
Levine (1921 b) gave an excellent review of the early at-»i 
tempts to classify the organisms of the colon group. Refer­
ring to the classifications of MacCon'iey, Bergoy and Deelian 
and Jackson, Levine (19S1 b) makes the following statement 
with respect to the arbitrary selection of characters for di­
vision into groups or species and sub-divisions into varieties 
"A very serious objection to such classifications as those 
of MacConkey, Bergey and Deehan, and Jackson is their extreme 
flexibility and complexity} for, as the number of fermentable 
substances or chai'acters observed increases, the number 
of "varieties" increases geometrically (approaching infinity) 
and soon produces a most unwieldy scheme," 
Aerobacter was first designated as a generic name by 
Beijerinck (1890) to include a part of the so-called colon 
group. He listed four species, one having tv/o varieties, head 
ed by Aerobacter aero/^enes. 
I3uche.nan (1918) divided the genus Bacterium into three 
subgenera and included the lactose fermenters in his subgenus 
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Aeroljacter (or Eubacterlxira) • 
Weldin and Levlne (1923) suggested the names Escheriohla 
and Aerobaoter as subgenera of the genus Bacterium and listed 
12 species in the former subgenus and 11 species in the latter 
subgenus. Their prirnary differentiation between these lac­
tose fementing groups v/aa based on the production of acetyl-
laethyl-carbinol from glucose (V-P reaction). 
Y/eldin's (1927) key to the species of the genus Aerobacter 
is as followss 
a* Kon-motile. (Acid and gas formed from glycerol^ starch, 
fldonitol and inoaitol usually fermented vdth acid and 
gas| gelatin rarely liquefied#) 
b. Acid and gas formed from sucrose. 
c. Neither acid nor gas formed from dulcitol, 
1. Aerobacter aeropienes 
cc. Acid and gas formed from dulcitol. 
2. Aerobacter oscytocum 
bb. Neither acid nor gas formed f'rom sucrose, 
3. Aerobacter ohinense 
aa. Motile. Glycerol, starch, adonitol and inosit'oi rare-
ly fer;nentod| gelatin usually liquefied. 
b. Aci.cl and gas foraed from sucrose, 
4. Aerobacter cloacae 
bb. rieither acid nor gas formed from sucrose. ' 
5. Aerobacter leigans 
Bergey's (1934) key to the species of the genus Aerobacter 
is as follows: 
A. Non-motile. 
1. Acid and gas formed in sucrose. 
a. Wo acid or gas in dulcitol. 
1. Aerobacter aerosenes 
aa. Acid and gas in dulcitol"," ' 
S. Aerobacter oxytooum 
2, No acid or gas in sucrose. ' ' 
3. Aerobacter chinense 
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AA» Motile. 
1, Acid and Q&a formed in sucrose. 
a. Gelatin liquefied. 
b. Gas formed at 37°C. 
4. Aerobacter cloacae 
bb. Gas not formed at 37°G, 
5. Aerobacter llquefaciens 
aa. Gelatin not- liquefied, 
5. Aerobacter Mbernicum 
2. IIo acid or gas in sucrose, -------------- ' 
7. Aerobacter levans 
A statistical classification of 251 bacteria of the genus 
Aerobacter employing the method of Levine (1918) will be con­
sidered in the following pages. The method involves the de­
termination of the best correlated ohoraotex^ for use In differ-
entiabinf; the organisms studied. The organisms are first tabu­
lated according to their reactions on the various characters 
considered, ae, for example: 
Y 
: + • P 
i. a * • 'b 
- 5 c • d 
In the abov« .uXlu^tratlon, X and Y represent any two 
cloaractera and a, b, c^^ and d represent the distribution of 
the organisms with respect to their reactions on the two 
characters In question. The coefficient of correlation is 
then determined by the fomrulat 
a (aifrb-t-o-hd) - (a^-c) (a+b) 
p/ (ai*b"J(b'4-d) ta-i-fa) (c4dj 
Characters are regarded as correlated if the coefficient 
between them is numerically greater than 0,5. 
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TA B L E  X XI/// b 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION ror EACH P/AIR or CHARACTERS 
IN TABLE XX^ / / / O  
Indol Glj^ €rol Gelatin flotUiiy Sfar'ch Oulciiol Melez-i fose 
Aescu­
lin 
Adoni-
to! Salicin 
Amydga-
lin 
Indol + .42 -36 -.42 +.4! +.56 + 26 +-.26 +.21 •+.3/ -. do 
Glycerol +.42 -92 -LO +94 +.35 +.30 +58 +85 +.72 +.15 
Gelatin -.38 -.92 +.92 -.36 -J/ -28 -.52 -.50 -.63 -./4 
Mofi/ifjj -42 -LO +•.92 -94 -.35 -30 -.58 -85 -.12 -15 
Sfarch +.41 +•.94 -.86 -.94 +.3/ +.30 +.55 +.19 +.69 +.16 
Dulcito/ +.53 +.35 -31 -.35 + 31 +.37 +.04 +.3/ +.35 +.02 
Melezitose + 26 + 30 -.23 -.30 +.30 +.37 -.04 +.29 +.22 +.03 
Aesculin +26 +.58 -.52 -.56 +55 +.04 -.04 +.42 +.48 +.02 
Adonifol +.27 +.85 -.50 -85 +.19 +.3/ +.29 +.42 +.56 +.01 
Salicin + 5/ +.12 -63 -72 +.69 +.3S +.22 + 48 + 56 +.06 
AmydgaHn -.00 +.15 -.14 -.15 +.16 -+.02 +.03 +.02 +.01 +.06 
2, DIB'FEKEIITIATION OP SPECIES OF GElrtjS AEROBAGTER. 
The characters considered in this systematic study were 
indol, gelatin liquefaction, motility, acid or gas formation 
from starch and amydgalin and gas formation from glycerolj^ 
dulcitol, melezitooe, aesculin, adonitol and salicin. These 
characters are convenient to determine and widely used in 
bacteriological study for purposes of identification and 
classification of organisms. As all straln'j tacked xylose, 
rhamnose, galactose, cellobiose, trehalose, raffinoao and 
mannitol with gas formation and failed to produce acid or 
gas from xylan, iimlin and erythritol those aubstances were 
omitted. 
The distribution of the organisms with regard bo the vari­
ous reactions is shown in Table XXVIIa and the coefficient of 
correlation for each pair of characters is shown in Table 
XXVIIIb, 
Table XXVIIb shOY/s that glycerol fermentation is perfect­
ly correlated with motility and highly correlated with gela­
tin liquefaction and fei^nentation of starch, aesculin, adoni­
tol and salicin, showing coefficients of -0»92, +0*94, +0«58, 
•f0,85 and +0.72 with these characters respectively. Motility 
is similarly correlated v/lth the same characters showing nega­
tive associations with the fermentation reactions and a posi­
tive association with gelatin llquefactioii. 
Gelatin liquefaction and fermentation of starch are highly 
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oorrelated with each other (coafficient -0.86) and alsa with 
motility and fermentation of glycerol, aesculln, adonitol and 
sallcln, The coefflcionta of correlation for gelatin lique­
faction with these reactions In the order given are +0,92, 
-0,92, -0.52, -0.50 and -0,63 rospectively and for fermenta­
tion of starch they are -0*94, +0,94, +0.55, +0,85 and +0,72 
respectively. 
Indol and dulcitol are correlated v/ith eacxx other (coeffi­
cient +0,58) but not with any other character* 
Melezitose and ainydgalin are poorly correlated with all 
other charactcrs, 
Aesculin fermentation la well correlated v/ith gelatin 
liquefaction, motility and fermentation of glycerol and starch 
but not v;lth any other character. 
Fermentation of adonitol and sallcln is well correlated 
(coefficient +0,56) and shows good associations with gelatin 
liquefaction, motility and feiwentatlons of glycerol and 
starch. 
It Is evident that either fermentation of glycerol or 
motility may be used for subdivision. The former was chosen 
because it is believed that the detei-mination of the ability 
of any organism to ferment glycerol with the production of 
acid and gas is more convenient and more reliable than the de­
termination as to whether an organism is motile or non-raotlle. 
Differentiation upon glycerol gives a glycerol positive, non-
-115a."" 
TABLE IKXJZHIa 
SHOWING CORRELATION OF CHARACTERS AMONG /S6 
GLYCeROL PoSITIl/E AEROBACTER STRAINS 
Indo! Dulcifol Me/ezifose Aesculin Adonifo! Amt/dgal/n 
+ 
-
+ 
- + - + -
-/• - + -
0 
+ Q5 0 69 16 3/ 54 64 2! 8! 4 5 30 
"CJ 
- 0 101 29 12 23 76 74 21 68 13 /O 9/ 
1 69 29 98 0 42 56 63 35 90 8 1 9! 
- t6 la O (55 12 16 15 13 79 9 6 30 
^ to 
ft) p 
2::t; 
+ 3! a3 42 12 54 0 29 25 5! 3 4 50 
- J"4 76 56 16 0 131 109 23 118 14 / /  12! 
.c: 
^3 
+ 64 74 63 75 29 109 m O lai n 10 I2Q 
- 21 21 35 13 as a3 0 46 48 0 5 43 
•h 81 QQ 90 19 5! ! Id 121 46 169 0 (2 157 
1 - 4 15 <3 9 3 14 n O 0 n 3 14 
+ 5 to 1 3 4 n 10 5 12 3 /5 0 
c.c — 30 9! 9! dO 50 121 128 43 157 14 0 171 
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TABL£: X X I / / / /  b  
C o ^rrictENTS OF CORRELATION FOR EACH PAIR 
OF CHARACTERS IN TABLE UA 
Indo! Dulcifol Melez-ifose 
Aascu-
! in 
Adoni­
fo! 
Amydga-
Un 
In do/ +. 64 +.IO +.02 + .14 ~ .07 
Du/cifo/ + . 64 + .32 + .23 +.04 -.05 
/le/ezifose •>-./o +.32 -.30 +.08 - 02 
Aesculin + .02 + .23 -.30 + .19 - .05 
Adonifo/ + ./4 + .04 + .OQ +.19 -.// 
Amydgalin -.01 -.05 -.02 -.05 -.// 
"•US— 
motile subgroup of 186 strains, and a glycerol negative, mo­
tile subgroup of 65 organisms* 
a* The Glycerol Poaitive. Mon^Motile Subgroup> 
The correlations between the various reactions in the 
glycerol positive isi,;bgroup are shown in Table XXVIIIa. Ge­
latin liquefaction and fermentation of salicin and starch are 
not considered because all strains failed to liquefy gelatin 
and produced gas from salicln and all but 6 strains feraiented 
stanch v;ith the production of acid or acid and gas. 
llie correlation coefficients for each remaining pair of 
characters is given in Table ^ CiVIIIb, It will be noted that 
indol production and fermentation of dulcitol are correlated 
with each othsir (coefficient +0,64) but not v;ith any other 
character. Tricre are no correlations among other characters. 
Subdivision on the basis of dulcitol gives a glycerol 
positive-dulcitol positive subgroup of 98 strains and a gly­
cerol po3ltlve~ci , Icltol negative subgroup of 88 strains. Sub­
division on the basis of indoX production gives a glycerol 
poaltive-lndol positive subgroup of 85 strains and a glycerol 
poaltlve-indol negative subgroup of 101 strains, 
Distribtition of the organisms in the various groupings 
indicated above yields no correlations among fermentations 
of melezltose, aesculin, adonitol and amydgalln. This is 
shOTs^n in Tables XXIXa, XJilXb, XXXa, XXXb, XX:<Ia, X}DCIb, X}:XIIa 
and XXXIIb, 
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Tar, FT TYTTa 
SHOWING CORRELATION OF^ CHARACTERS AIDONG 98 
GLYCEROL-POSITII/'EJ DUUCITOL.-POSITIWE AEROBACTER 
STP-AINS 
Indoi Melezifose Aescut in Adon'ifol Amydgalin 
+ - + 
-
+ ~ + - + -
o 
+ 6S 0 28 4/ 46 2! 65 4 5 64 
Q 
- 0 29 14 15 15 14 25 4 a 27 
(0 
.•S 
+ 28 14 42 0 23 19 4/ / 0 42 
N 
- 41 15 0 56 40 16 49 7 7 49 
c 
c 
:3 
+ 45 /5 23 40 63 0 55 8 6 57 
u 
to (B - 21 14 19 16 0 35 35 0 I 34 
0 
+. 
+ 65 25 4/ 49 55 35 90 0 6 84 
c 
•§ 
X 
- 4 4 I 7 <9 0 0 8 / 7 
c + 5 2 0 7 6 1 6 / 7 0 
t 
!• 
_2L 
- 64- 27 42 49 57 34 84 7 0 9/ 
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TABLETOHX b 
CoEFFiciENra OF CORRELATION FOR EACH RAIR 
OF CHARACTERS IN TABLEHL a 
Indo! Me/ezifose AescuUn Adonifot Amydgalin 
Indo! -.oi +.22 + .13 + 0.0 
Melezifose -.07 + .11 -.18 
-.24 
AescuUn + .22 -./7 -.21 +.07 
Aden i to! + .13 + .16 - .2! -. 07 
Amydgah'n +0.0 - .£4 + .07 -.07 
r-llVr. 
The olioice of character for subdividing the (..lycerol 
positive, non-motile group, therefore, rests between ferr»ien« 
tation of duloitol and production of Indol. Insi-ection of 
Table }DCVIIIb v/ill show tliafc the coefficients of correlation 
of melezltose and acsculin are higlier with dulcltol than with 
indol but the coefficients of congelation of adonitol and amyd-
galin are lov;er with du.loitol than with indol* The coefficients 
of correlation of dulcitol v/lth ineleaitoae, aeaculin, adoni­
tol and amydgalin are +0,32, +0,83, +0.04 and -0,05 re­
spectively as compared v/ith the coefficients of correlation 
for indol with these characters In the same order v;hich are 
+0.10, +0,02, +0,14 and -0,07 respectively. In general, 
dulcltol issligiitly better correlated with the other char­
acters, Fov tii-it reason, subdivision of the glycerol posi­
tive strains ifj >nade on dulcitol. This is in agreement with 
V/eldin (1927) J Iievlne (1933) and Bergey (1934) who differen­
tiate the organ! !i;u Aerobacter aero^enes from Aerobacter oxy-
tocmn on the basis of dulcltol fermentation. 
Of the 88 strains (dulcltol negative) which may be re­
garded as vari«?ties of Aerobacter aeroft'enes 16 (IS.SJ^o) pro­
duced indol from tryptophane, 12 (13,65s) produced gas from 
melezltose, 75 (85,2/0 produced gas from aesculln, 79 (89,8^) 
produced gas from adonitol and 8 (9,0^) produced acid or acid 
and i:^a3 from amydgalin. Of the 98 strains (dulcitol positive) 
» 
which may be regarded as varieties of Aerobacter oxytocum 69 
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T^5LE: XKKa 
SHOWING CORRELATION or CHARACTERS AMONG <36 
GLYCEROL ~ POSITH/E, PULCITOL-NEGATII^E AEROBACTER STRAINS 
In do! Melezifose AescuHn Adonifol Amjjdgalin 
+ - + - + - - •f -
+ 16 O 3 13 16 O 16 0 0 /6 
•§ 
- 0 la 9 63 59 13 63 9 8 64. 
N 
J 9 12 a 6 6 10 2 4 8 
U «) 
"5 S ?:-g 
- 13 63 0 76 69 1 69 7 4 12 
c 
a 
+ 16 59 6 69 15 0 66 9 5 15 
0 (0 
w - 0 13 6 7 0 /3 13 0 3 10 
1 
y- 7(5 63 10 69 66 13 79 0 1 12 
•§ - 0 9 2 7 9 0 0 9 / Q 
1 
Dl 
y- 0 6 4 4 5 3 1 / 6 0 
a 
5.S - 16 64 8 1£ 70 to la a 0 80 
TABLE X X X  b 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR EACH PAIR OF 
CHARACTERS IN TABLE IVA 
Indol Melezifose AescuHn Adonifol Amydgalin 
Indol + .01 + .19 + .16 + .  15 
Melezifose + .01 - .29 - .06 + .34 
A es cut in + .19 - .29 14 - .20 
Adonifol + .16 ~ .08 -.14 - .  02 
Amydgalin + .15 is  + .34 - .20 -  .02 
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TABLE XXKI O 
SHOWING CORRELATION OF CHARACTERS AMONG Q5 
GLRCE:ROL~POSIRII/EJ INDOL~POSITII/E AERO&ACTER STRAINS 
Dulcifo! Mele-zifose Aescuh'n Adonito! Amydgalin 
y-
- + - + - •h - + -
0 
•t- 69 0 21 42 46 2! 65 4, 5 64 
0 
- 0 16 4 12 16 O 16 0 O J6 
1 
N U (S 
I t  
+ £1 4 31 0 19 12 3/ 0 2 29 
- 42 '/2 0 54 45 9 50 4 3 5! 
.c + 46 16 19 45 64 0 60 ' 4  3 61 
0 
<0 
- 2! 0 IS S O 2! 2! 0 2 19 
.•S 
c 
+ 65 /6 J/ 50 60 2! <3/ 0 5 16 
- 4 0 0 4 4  O 0 4 0 4 
1 0 + S 0 a 3 3 2 0 5 0 
3> 
- 64 16 89 5/ 6! 19 16 4 O 80 
TABLE X K X t  b  
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR EACH PAIR 
OF CHARACTERS IN TABLE JU a 
Dulcifol Melezifose Aescuh'n Adonito! Amydgalin 
Dulcifol + .22 -.28 -.09 + .12 
Plelezifose + .22 ~.20 + .11 + .02 
Aescuh'n '.26 -.20 + .13 -.09 
Ac/onifol -.09 +.11 +.13 + .06 
Amydgalin + .12 +.02 -.OS +. 06 
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TABLE ZZZZZ a 
SHOWING CORREUATION OF CHARACTE:FIS AMONG 101 GLYCEROL~ 
POSITIVE J INDOL-NEGATIVE /IEROBACTER STRAINS 
Dulcifol Melezifose Aescuh'n Adonifol Amydgalin 
+ - + — -t- - -h — + — 
29 0 /5 14 15 14 25 4 2 21 
u 
- 0 12 Q 64 59 13 63 9 6 64 
1 
-S in tt 0 
V- 15 d 23 0 to 15 20 3 2 21 
- 14 64 0 18 64 14 68 /O a 10 
,5 
a 
+ IS 5^ 10 64 14 O 6/ - 13 7 67 
u 
w 
u 
'C 
- /4 13 15 14 0 21 21 0 3 24 
V- 25 63 20 68 6! 21 d6 0 1 6! 
c 
T 
- 4 9 3 10 13 0 0 13 3 \0 
c 
fh 
2 8 2 8 1 3 1 3 10 0 
u 
E.5 2^ 
- 21 64- 2! 10 61 24 <3/ to 0 9! 
TABLE X X X I I  h 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR EACH PAIR 
OF CHARACTERS IN TABLE WA 
Pulcifol rielezifose Aesculin Adoifol Amydgalin 
Dulcifol + .44 + .3! -.02 -.06 
tielezifose + .44 + .43 -0.0 -.02 
Aesculin -.43 
1 • -.02 
Adonifol -.02 -o .o  -.23 - .17  
Amydgalin 1
 
b
 
• -.02 -.02 - .17  
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(70«4?j) produced Indol, 43 {4t2»Q%) produced from melozl-
toae, 63 (64.3/0 produced gas from aeaculin, 90 (91,9;;i) pro­
duced gas from adoiiitol and V (7,1^) produced acid or acid 
and gas from amydgalin# 
In general, A. aeropienea and A« oxytocum resemble each 
other with respect to fermentation of adonltol and amydgalln*. 
They differ in that production of gas from aeeculln is more 
frequent v/ith Aerobacter aerogenea and fermentation of melezi-
toae and production of indol is relatively rare with Aerobact­
er aero/jienea and qtilte frequent with Aerobacter oxytooum« 
b. The Glycerol l^op:ative. Motile Subp:roup. 
Tables XXXIIIa and XX.XIIIb show the correlation, distri­
bution and coofficients of correlation among 65 glycerol 
negative motile Aerobacter strains. The organiama in this 
group closely resemble Aerobacter cloacae and are character­
ized by their homogeneity In that all are motile and fall to 
produce Indol from tryptophan© and neither gas nor acid are 
formed from glycerol, melezltose, starch, adonltol, inositol 
and amydgalln. Plfty-seven or 87,7 percent of the strains 
liquefied gelatin, 
Tabl« XXXIIIb ipLdicates that gelatin liquefaction is 
poorly correlated with all characters and dulcitol is fairly 
correlated with aalicin (ooefflcient +0,49) but not with ge­
latin end aesculln. 
Sallcln and aeaoulin are well correlated with each other 
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TABLEXKKULO 
SHOWING CORRELATION OF CHARACTERS AMONG 65 
GLYCEROL-N EG AT I I/E AEROBACTER STRAINS 
GELATIN DULCITOL AESCULIN SALICIN 
+ 
- + — + — •h — 
G
E
LA
TI
N
 
•h S7 0 A 49 6 5! 33 
G
E
LA
TI
N
 
- 0 8 / 7 0 8 a 6 
PU
LC
IT
O
L + a 1 9 O / 8 9 0 
PU
LC
IT
O
L 
— 49 7 0 56 5 5! n 39 
A
E
SC
U
U
N
 
+ 6 0 / 5 6 O 5 / 
A
E
SC
U
U
N
 
- 5! 8 6 5! 0 59 ai 35 
Z 
0 
-f- 24 a 9 /7 5 ^ /  26 0 
— 33 6 0 39 / 38 0 39 
TABLE XXXIl^b 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION ROR EACH 
PAIR OF CHARACTERS IN TABLE ^XXZWA 
Gelatin Dulcitol Aescuiin Salicin 
Gelatin + .01 + . 12 + .27 
Dulcitol + .01 + .03 +.49 
Aescu tin + .12 + .03 + .59 
Salicin + .27 + .49 + .59 
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(oooffioient +0,59) but not v/ith. any other character. Fur­
ther subdivision of tMs group is made on salicin rather 
than on aesculin because sallcln correlates bettor than aes-
•culin with gelatin and dulcitol, showing coefficients of 
+0.27 sind +0,49 as compared with the coefficients of aesculin 
with gelatin and dulcitol which are +0,12 and +0.03. Differ­
entiation on salicin yields a glycerol negative, salicin posi­
tive subgroup of 26 strains and a glycerol negative, salicin 
negative subgroup of 39 strains. 
The pilycerol negative, aalloin positive subp;roup. Tables 
XXXIVa and XXZIVb show that further division among the 26 gly­
cerol negative-sallcin positive strains is not feasible be­
cause of lack of correlation among the chai'acters indicated, 
namely, gelatin liquefaction and fermentation of dulcitol and 
aesculin. 
The glycerol negative, salicin positive group of organ-
Isms (86 strains) may be regarded as varieties of Aerobact'-ir 
cloacae as detei»mlned upon reactions with respect to gelatin 
liquefaction and fermentation of dulcitol and aesculin. 
Jordan (1890) does not give any fermentation character­
istics in his desctlption of A, cloacae (B, cloacae), Levlne 
(1918) describes Aerobacter cloacae (JB, cloacae) as: **e gratti 
negative short rod which ferments lactose weakly| foims 
acetyl-methyl-carblnol from glucosej Is alkaline to methyl-
red; motilej rarely forms Indolj practically always forms gas 
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from suorose* rafflnose, mannltol and sallclnj and oooaslon-
ally from dextrinj gelatin is typically liquefied) and gly­
cerol, inulin and starch is not feitaented". V/eldln (1927) 
does not give the fermentation reaction of salioin for A. 
cloacae and considers this organism as "rarely attacking 
glycerol, starch, dulcitol and inositol", Bergey (1934) 
describes A, oloacae as producing acid and gas from glycerol 
and salioin. 
'llae glycerol negative,-salloin nepatlve subgroup. Dis­
tribution of the organisms in this group of 39 strains with 
regard to gelatin liquefaction and fermentation of aesculin 
yields no satisfactory coefficients of correlation. This is 
shown in Tables AlQiVa and XXXVb. Pennentatlon of dulcitol 
is omitted because all strains failed to produce gas from 
this alcohol. 
The species name of Aerobacter AJflesil is suggested for 
the group of glycerol negative, salicln negative strains. 
CLASaiPICA'i'ION, 
Based upon a statistical study, the classification of 251 
Aerohacter strains shows the presence of four species. 
KEY A'U DPECLES OF MII AEROBACTER. 
a. Acid and gas formed from glycerol. 
b. Neither acid nor gas formed from dulcitol, 
1. Aerobacter aerogenes. 
U&LE xmza 
SHOWING CORRELATION OF CHARACTBRS 
AT^ONG 26 GLYCEROL-NE:GATII>^EJ 5ALICIN~ 
PosITII/E AEROBACTER STRAJNS 
Gelatin Dulcifol AescuUn 
+ - •h — + — 
c 
' 
-J-
24 0 /5 5 /9 
- 0 2 o' 2 0 2 
•h 9 0 0 / 6 
o 
"S 
Ci 
- IS 2 o n 4 /3 
•h . S 0 1 4 S 0 
o 
- 19 £ s 13 0 2! 
f i 
TABLE XXSJF^B 
• COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION /^OR. 
EACH PAIR OF CHARACTER IN TABLE 
KXKI/ a  
Ge/afin Dulcifol AescuUn 
Gelatin + . 21 + .14 
Dulcitol + .2! -.15 
AescuUn + .14 -.15 

TABLE: XXX!/ a 
SHOWING CORRELATION OF CHARACTERS 
AMONG 39 GLVCEROL-NEGATII/E, 
SALICIN -NEGATII/E AEROBACTER STRAINS 
Gelatin AescuHn 
+ - •f — 
c 
c 
33 O 0 33 
w 
CD 
- 0 6 t S 
C 
"S 
+ 0 t / 0 
o 
CO 
— 33 5 O 38 
TAHLE TCM^B 
CoEEnClENTS OF CORRELATION 
FOR EACH PAIR OF CHARACTERS 
IN TABLE :KXXEr a 
Gelatin Aesculin 
Gelatin -.3Q 
Aesculin -.38 
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bb» Acid and gas formed from dulcltol, 
2i Aerobacter oxytooum> 
aa. Neither acid nor gas formed from glycerol. 
b. Acid and gas formed from sallcln. 
3» Aerobacter cloacae. 
bb. Gas not formed from aallcin. 
4. Aerobacter Amesil. 
The above Icey refers only to the 251 Aerobacter strains 
studied by the writer, all of which fei^ented sucrose with 
the production of acid and gaa. Reco{?nltic^ is made of th©) 
fact that sucrose negative strains hat'e been described as 
well as strains which do not form gas fror.; sucrose at 37^0. 
Dergey (1934) includes 7 species in his classification of the 
g'^nus Aerobacter. 
Levlne (1918) made a statistical study of 333 coli-like 
bacteria and found two species present among 151 Aerobacter 
(Aerop:enes'»Cloacee Groupi) strains, namely, Aerobacter aero-
Renes (B, aeropienes) and Aerobacter cloacae (B, cloacae). 
His method for detenninlng tlie character for subdivision was 
similar to method used in this study except that he used the 
ad - bo 
formula, ad + lib to obtain the coefficient of correlation. 
The formula, a(ab c d) - (ac) (ab) 
ia o) (b d) b b) U 
for the coefficient of coi'relation was applied to th© 151 
Aerobacter strains. The results obtained were similar to 
those of Levlne with regard to derivation of species. 
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CHAHACTERISTICS OP THE SPECIES 0? THE GEMS AEIROBACTER. 
The four species proaent among the 251 organlana in the 
study resemble each other in that all are gram negative, non-* 
epore-forraing rods fermenting xylose, rhamnose, glucose, ga­
lactose, lactose, sucrose, trehalose, cellobiose, raffinoae 
and mannltol with the production of acid and gas in 48 hours 
at 37®C, and failing to produce either acid or gas from xylon 
'nulin and eryttoitol. All produce acetyl-methyl-carbinol 
(Voges-Proskauer reaction positive)5 reverse the reaction of 
0.5 percent glucose-phosphate-peptone solution (methyl red 
negative), and rapidly utilisse sodium citrate as the avail­
able source of carbon. All reduce nitrates and acidify and 
coagulate litmus milk. 
The characteristic of each species follows, Feiinentation 
reactions are for 48 hours at 57°C, for all substances except 
starch, which was for 6 days at SV^G, 
Aerobacter aero/3;ones: Hon-motilej acid and gas formed from 
glycerol, salicin, inositol and sorbitol and usually from 
starch, aesculin and adonitol| rarely from meleaitose and 
amydgalini dulcitol is not attacked. Gelatin is not lique­
fied, Indol is rarely formed. Sodium hippurate may or may 
not be hydrolyzed. Visible growth in Koser's uric acid mediiim 
after 48 hoiArs at 37°C. 
Aerobacter oxytocuro;Hon-motiile, Acid and gas formed from 
dulcitol, glycerol, aalicln, inositol and sorbitol and usually 
from starch and adonltolj occasionally from melezitose and 
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frequently from aescullnj rarely from melezltose. Gelatin la 
not liquefied# Indol Is usually produced, Sodlura Mpprurate 
I 
may or may not be hydrolized. Vlsi'ole growth.In uric acid 
medium after 48 hours at 37°C, 
Aerobaotei? cloacaei Motile. Sallcln is fermented v/lth 
acid and gas productlon| dulcitol and assculln is occasion­
ally attacked with acid and gas formation| glycerol, starch, 
inositol, and jadonitol are not attacked. Gelatin is usually 
liquefied, Indol is not produced. Sodium hlppurate may or 
may not be hydrolyzed. Visible growth in ICoser's uric acid 
medium after 78 hours at S7°C, 
Aerobactcr Amesit; Motile, Sallcin is not fermented 
with gas formation within 48 hoxirs at 37°C, Glycerol, starch, 
inositol, adonitol and dulcitol are not attacked^ dulcitol 
and aesculin are occasionally attacked v/ith acid and gas 
formation. Gelatin is usually liquefied. Indol is not pro­
duced. Sodium hlppurate is rarely hydrolyzed. 
A description of the new species follows; 
Aerobacter iUnesli nov, sp. (39 strains) 
Source. Frozen and freshly broken eggs, milk, carbonated 
beverage and alimentary tract of man. 
MorpholOis:y. 
Form: On nutrient agar slants (18-24 hours, 37°C,) 
the organisms appeared as rods with rounded 
ends, occurlng singly and occasionally in pairs 
and short chains. 
Spores t Spores were not .formed on nutrient agar after 1 
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to 20 days at room temperattire* 
?jj[otllityt Mo til© in 12 to 34 hours nutrient broth cultures 
' at 37°C. and 30®C. 
Staininp;: Gram negative, Young cultures stained readily 
with the ordinary aniline dyes. 
Cultural Charaotera; 
Agar colonies t IVro days at 37°C,^good grov/th, v/Mtish-
gray, circular, smooth, glistening^ moist, 
opaque, convex and entire. 
Ap:ar slant; 
Potato; 
Tv/o days at 37®C,—ab\mdant growth, whitish-
gray, circular, slightly raised, smooth, 
glistening, moist, opaque and butyrous, 
f 
Moderate growth after two days at 37°G,, 
white to brownish-green, slightly -raised, 
spreading, smooth, glistening, moist and 
opaque, 
Gelatin sta,bi Usually liquefied, slow, stratiform. 
Nutrient Broth?'Jwo days at 37®C, CJood growth, turbid, 
Phyaiological Characters, 
Milk: Acid in 2 days at 37°C, Moat of the 
strains coagulated milk in 4 days at 
37®G, No peptonization after 14 days 
at 37 °C. 
Indol: Not: produced in tryptonhane broth after 
2 days at 37°C, 
Hydrogen Sulfide* Not produced from proteose in 3 days at 
Citric Acid: 
Uric Acid: 
Ojaqrgen: 
Utilized as the sole source of carbon 
In 24 hotirs at 37 ®C, 
18 of 39 strains utilized xxric acid as 
the available source of nitrogen after 
48 hours at 37®C, 32 of 39 strains 
showed unquestionable growth in Koser's 
uric acid medium after 4 days at 37°C, 
Facultative, 
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Tgrnperature: Good grovrbh at 20®, 30® and 37°C, Growth 
sll^t or absent at 43-44°C, 
Deoompositlon of Carbon Compounds. Acetyl-methyl-oarblnol 
produced from glucose. Methyl red reaction negative. Sodim 
malonato usually utilized with alkaline conversion of medium. 
The decomposition of carbon compounds (acid and gas pro­
duction) after 2 days at 37®C. are given below* 
Acid and j:^a.a from< Ueither acid nor /3;a3 from? 
Xyiose ' ———. 
Rharnnoae Inulin 
Glucose (dextrose) :;)tarch 
Galatose Amydgalin 
Lactose Salicin 
Sucrose Glycerol 
Cellobiose Erythi'itol 
Trehalose Adonitol 
Raffinose Dulcitol 
Mannitol Inositol 
Sorbitol (with exception 
of one strain) 
Varieties of Aerobacter Ame s11 may be determined by 
gelatin liquefaction or fermentation of aesculin. 
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VI, SUmi/iRY> 
1, A study vfa.3 made on 251 cultures of the genus Aerohact-
er Isolated from eggs (176), cMcken droppings (2), human 
feces (49), surface water (11), carbonated beverages (3), soil 
(3), rotted potatoes (3)^ milk (2), alfalfa (1) and shucked 
oysters (1)« In various phases of tho investigation, 7 to 52 
strains of the genus Escherichia and 4 to 70 strains of the 
proposed gonus Oitrobacter were employed for purposes of con­
trol and comparison. 
2, To ascertain the incidence of Aerobacter strains in 
human feces, 162 samples (75 male and 87 female) were examined. 
Of these, 46 or 28,4 percent yielded the cultures sotight, 
3, Studies of the characteristics of bacteria of the genus 
Aerobacter as compared to the characteristics of the genera 
•" i' 
Eaoherichia and Citrobacter indicatej 
a. On eosine methylene blue agar (Levine formula) 
colony cliaractorisfiics of Aerobacter strains markedly differ­
ed from characteristics of colonies formed by Escherichia 
and Oitrobacter strains. Of the 251 Aerobacter strains 
studied, 237 or 94,4 percent would probably have been detect­
ed as such by one with some experience. Of the 17 Citrobact­
er strains studied with respect to colony appearances on the 
differential medium all more closely resembled the typical Es-
oheriohla coll tlian the typical Aerobacter aero,^enes. Seven 
types of Aerobacter and five types of Eaoherichia colonies 
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wero described. 
b. In the study on differentiation of the genus Aero-
baoter from other genera of the oolon .':;rov.p by physiological 
characters it v/aa found that the Vogea-Proskauer reaction 
v/as perfectly correlated with the methyl red tost and better 
correlated v/ith tho fersnentation of sodium -aalonat© than with 
the growth in citric and tiric acid media, prodi^ction of II3S 
from Difco proteose peptone, and fermentation of cellobiose 
and alpha-methyl-d-sl'-'^cos^'^®* Further^ the prodixction of 
HgS afforded the best means of diatinfjuishins bacteria uf the 
genus Citrobaoter» 
c. Observations of character of growth of colon bacteria 
in media containing varioxis iron salts indicate; 
(1,) Ferric citrate may serve as a reactant with 
aesculetin to form ferric aesculetin as explained by Harrison 
and van der Leek. 
(2.) Ferric citrate may function as an indicator 
for the detection of IIsS production as reported by Levine, et, 
al. 
(3.) Ferric ammonlixta citrate may be the source of 
ferric ion to form F©(OH)b as believedby Harder, Murray and 
Skinner and Lewis and Pittman, 
4, Studies on the effect of temperature on gas production 
by colon bacteria in Eijkman, Perry and Hajna, Bulir and lac­
tose broth media shov/ the importance of stipulating whether 
the temperature refers to the incubator or the medium proper. 
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V/lien incubated in the ordinary laanner, that Is, inoculat­
ed at low temperatiii'- and placed in an Incubator at 46®C. 
there was aome correlation betvreen the generic type of or­
ganisms and gas production. 
With the temperature of the medium raised before Inocu­
lation and maintained afc 45«5<^46°C, bhez'e v/as a partial cor­
relation between the generic type of organiama and gas pro­
duction but the correlation ^ vas not sufficiently great to 
warrant inciibatlon temperature as a diagnostic or differen­
tial test* 
The Eijkman test and various modifications v/hen actually 
carried out at 45«5-46°C« (medium temperature) allowed fewer 
Escherlohia strains to produce gas than when inoculations 
were made at room temperature and Incubated at 45.5-46*^0. 
(temperature of medium rose to 43-44''G«) The number of Aero-
bacter and Citrobacter strains producing gas tfere also ap­
preciably fewer when the tests were actually carried out at 
45.5-46®C. 
The use of high temperatures can not be regarded as a 
dependable means for differentiating the mejnbera of the colon 
group of bacteria. 
5» Oxidation-reduction studies included the reduction of 
methylene blue and potentlometrio measurements, 
Although the reduction of methylene blue la not regarded 
as a reliable criterion for differentiating the genera of the 
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colon group there is a strikine correlation between the abili­
ties of certain oulttires to reduce methylene blue and the 
type of colony they fom on eosine methylene blue agar. 
Although in general Aerobacter lactose broth cultures pro­
duce negative potentials and Escherichia cultures produce 
positive potentials, an appreciable nmbor of Aerobacter 
strains (23,5 percent of the 34 cultures tested) gave Eh 
readings similar to those produced by Escherichia strains. 
Eosine methylene blue agar is considered superior to the 
methylene bluo reduction teat and to potontioraetric measure-
r.entg for differentiating bacteria of the genus Aerobacter 
from othep genera of the colon group. 
I'he rate of growth and activity of cells are regarded as 
important factors in determining tho potentials developed by 
Aerobacter-Escherichia lactose broth cultures exposed to air. 
6. A rapid and reliable routine teat for identifying 
bacteria of the genus Aerobacter is described. The technique 
Involves the addition of a creatlne-KOIT {O.S percent creatine 
dissolved in 40 percent KOH) ao3.ution to an equal volume of a 
six hour culture for decocting the production of acetyl-me-
thyl-carbinol. If kept at ordinary laboratoi'y conditions, 
the proposed creatine-KOlI solution nay be held for two to 
throe weeks v;lth assurance of reliable results and when stored 
at icebox temperature the reagent gives, a.itisfactory resiilts 
for six weeks. 
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Inveatigatlons on oharacterlatlcs of the 253. apparently 
pure cultures indicated that 88 of the cultures closely re­
sembled Aerobacter aerop:enes. 98 closely resembled Aerobact-
er oxytocum and 65 closely resembled Aerobacter cloacae. 
Based upon a statistical study, the classification of 251 
sucrose positive Aerobacter strains shows the presence of four 
species. These are Aerobacter aeroRenea. Aerobacter oxytocum. 
Aerobacter cloacae and Aerobacter Amesi1 nov. sp. 
A description of the new species is given. 
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